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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is an examination of word formation and the phonological properties of the verb in Halfway River Beaver (HRB), a Northern Athapaskan language of British Columbia.

Due to various types of discontinuous dependencies between verb prefixes, I adopt the traditional analysis of the Athapaskan verb into verb theme, verb base, and verb form (Sapir and Hoijer 1967, among others) to determine the sequence of affixation in the morphology. The resulting representation structures prefixes in a way which is vastly different from their surface ordering; the differences seem bizarre, as they are not encountered in non-Athapaskan languages. I propose a mapping protocol to arrive at the correct surface sequence, whereby affixes are inserted into a thematic template. It is argued that this template is a motivated structure, because it represents both the theme, which is the lexical entry of the verb, and the division of the verb into phonological rule domains.

Two aspects of verb prefix phonology are considered. First, I account for the phonological similarity of two nonadjacent rule domains of the surface verb, the disjunct and the stem domains, in terms of the mapping protocol developed earlier. Secondly, I investigate the very complex and seemingly arbitrary phonological alternations undergone by prefixes in the conjunct domain, which intervenes between the disjunct and stem domains. These alternations are shown to be systematic in an analysis which adopts the notions of syllable template mapping and extraprosodicity. Conjunct prefix vowels are considered to be mostly epenthetic and vowel quality is seen to be largely predictable.

The morphological and phonological analyses are preceded by a chapter which describes the properties of HRB verb prefixes in detail.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Athapaskan languages are notorious for their complexity at a number of levels. These include (1) verbal morphology, where discontinuous dependencies and unusual surface orderings of inflection and derivation suggest that a more abstract structure underlies the surface ordering of morphemes, and (2) verbal phonology, where tremendous opacity in surface forms of morphemes makes it difficult to determine underlying forms and to account for their seemingly arbitrary surface variants.

Athapaskan researchers throughout this century have recognized and worked on these complexities. In morphology, Li (1946), Sapir and Hoijer (1967), Kari (1979), Rice (1985a), Speas (1984, 1986, 1987) and Saxon (1986) recognize discontinuous dependencies and propose abstract underlying structures. In phonology, insights from early linear accounts of prefix variation (e.g. Kari 1975, 1976) have been developed into interesting approaches using recent autosegmental and syllable theories (e.g. Wright 1983, 1985, 1986; Rice 1985b, 1986, 1987, 1988a,b, 1989a, Hargus 1988). It is imperative to continue this search for systematicity and underlying logic in Athapaskan languages. This dissertation examines these issues of morphological structure and verb prefix phonology in Halfway River Beaver (HRB), a Northern Athapaskan language. I will show that (1) HRB verbs have an abstract underlying structure different from the surface order, (2) the mapping from this structure to surface form is a relatively simple one, and (3) alternations in the surface forms of a certain class of verb prefixes can be explained as syllabification phenomena, where syllable theory is interpreted within the context of Prosodic Phonology.
In the following sections, I introduce the reader to the morphological and phonological issues in Athapaskan which are later examined in HRB, and present an introduction to the specific manifestations of these issues in HRB.

1. Athapaskan Verb Morphology

Early studies of verb morphology in Athapaskan languages recognized the fact of discontinuous dependencies. Whorf (1932) borrows Sapir's term "interrupted synthesis" to characterize verb structure, and describes it as

"[the] trait of split semantemes, of making the expression of an idea depend upon a binary compound that is readily interrupted by the expression of auxiliary ideas or by some of the interrupted parts of auxiliary expressions likewise binomially composed"

Whorf adds:

"The interlocking of a number of interrupted semantemes into a firmly knit structure seems to be a leading principle of coherence in these languages... Athabascan languages present the appearance of intricate highly patternized combinations of small elements having independent and discernible meanings, but used largely in formula-like combinations... There is, however, much phonetic interaction and contraction between the elements of a combination" (1932:17-19, cited in Kari (1979:3))

Sapir and Hoijer (1967) proposed that different types of these "formula-like combinations" of morphemes in Navajo reflect three different derivational levels: the verb theme, the verb base and the verb form. The verb theme is the underlying form, that is, the verb's lexical entry, consisting of the verb stem and any discontinuous prefixes which are crucial to the verb's meaning and which must co-occur with the stem. The verb base is the result of "productive derivations" of the theme, and in Sapir and Hoijer's usage may also include inflected derived forms. Finally, the verb form is the full phonetic form,
including theme, any derivational prefixes, and inflection. In the next sections I elaborate on these three derivational levels in Athapaskan languages.

1.1 The Verb Theme

The verb theme is the single, potentially discontinuous morpheme which structurally and semantically underlies all verb forms derived from it. There are two aspects of the notion of verb theme which I discuss in this section: (1) the types of prefixes which can be thematic; (2) the organization of verb themes into theme categories.

1.1.1 Thematic prefixes

The sources I draw on in discussing thematic prefixes are Kari (1979) and Rice (1989b); these recent studies of Athapaskan and Slave respectively include thorough examinations of verb themes, and are representative of the facts in many Athapaskan languages.

The verb theme is the lexical entry of the verb. It is composed of thematic prefixes + verb stem + a marking for theme category. The latter component, theme category marking, is discussed in 1.1.2. In this section I consider the component of thematic prefixes.

Thematic prefixes are located in two phonologically well-defined parts of the verb: (1) the conjunct prefix complex and (2) the disjunct prefix complex. The conjunct prefix complex is located closest to the verb stem, while the disjunct prefix complex is further from the stem and is phonologically more loosely connected to the stem; this looser connection is indicated by the symbol * in (1), which represents the disjunct boundary. Disjunct and conjunct prefixes are discussed in detail in Section 2.
(1) **Disjunct prefixes** \* Conjunct prefixes \* Stem

\begin{itemize}
\item thematic
\item \((sub)\)thematic
\item prefix(es)
\item "("incorporated"
\item "("adverbal"
\item "stem"
\item "("classifier",
\item etc.
\end{itemize}

A theme may have zero to a number of thematic prefixes. One of these must be the **classifier**, which occupies the rightmost prefix position, immediately before the stem. Simplified examples of Ahtna verb themes are given below.

(2a) shows a verb theme consisting only of a classifier and stem; (2b) shows a verb theme with an incorporated stem, which is a disjunct prefix; (2c) shows a verb theme with an adverial disjunct thematic prefix; (2d) shows a verb theme with a conjunct thematic prefix besides the classifier; finally, (2e) shows a verb theme having both a disjunct and a conjunct thematic prefix besides the classifier.

(2) **Thematic prefixes**

\begin{tabular}{lccc}
   & classifier & stem & gloss \\
(a) & \(\emptyset\) & (y')a.n & 'eat O(bject)'
(b) & \(\ddot{\text{x}}\) & \(\emptyset\) & de-tl' & 'pl. hunt with dogs'
   & \(-\text{incorporated stem}\) & & & \\
   & 'dog' & & & (DISJUNCT)
(c) & na & D & qoy & 'vomit'
   & (DISJUNCT) & & & \\
(d) & n & \(\emptyset\) & zen & 'think, intend'
   & (CONJUNCT) & & & \\
\end{tabular}

\footnote{In Kari, "incorporates" can be added to modify a basic theme meaning. The result of incorporation is labelled a "subtheme" rather than a "base" because the modification of meaning is not always predictable and the potential of incorporation of a given theme is not predictable by theme category. Subthemes are also created by other means besides incorporation, e.g. by adding an additional conjunct prefix.}
(e) ts'a gh 't'eh 'be bad, evil'
(DISJUNCT) (CONJUNCT)

A defining feature of thematic prefixes is that they contribute to the abstract meaning unit of the verb theme. That is, a thematic prefix has no independent meaning of its own nor does the stem; one cannot predict the meaning of the theme on the basis of any single thematic prefix or the stem in isolation. It is the combination of all thematic prefixes and the stem which gives the verb its idiosyncratic meaning.

In Kari's study, the following information is indicated in the verb theme in addition to thematic prefixes, stem and indication of theme category: (1) a designation of transitivity, (2) thematized conjugation and/or mode and aspect prefixes (i.e. these prefixes are thematized in a minority of verb themes), and (3) "gender": some verb themes indicate the gender or class of the noun functioning as object of transitive themes or as subject of intransitive themes.

The key idea behind the notion of the verb theme is that the theme is the discontinuous single semantic unit which is the verb's lexical entry.

1.1.2 Theme Categories

The idea of theme category originated in Golla (1970); Golla demonstrates that verb themes can be usefully categorized into larger classes in order to capture a number of semantic and morphological generalizations. This work continues in Kari (1979) and Rice (1989b).

Verb themes can be assigned to categories on the basis of both their semantic and structural properties. Each theme category has a general meaning. In addition, each theme category has a "derivational potential", which is a predictable set of derivations that can apply to each verb theme in the category to form verb bases. Categories differ as to the number of possible derivational
strings which can be formed. Within this set of strings there is a particular
derivation which is the \textit{shortest} verb base; this is called the "\textit{primary} base" or
"\textit{primary} aspectual string" (PAS). A theme category's PAS consists of the theme
plus unique conjugation, mode and aspect prefixes (as noted above, these
prefixes may already be present as \textit{thematized} prefixes in a minority of verb
themes).

Great simplification of the grammar is achieved by the categorization of
verb themes. Discontinuous dependencies run through the surface complex of
verb prefixes, including the discontinuous verb theme, composed of thematic
prefixes and the stem. Individual themes are elaborated by a vast array of
obligatory and optional derivational prefixes. Among the obligatory prefixes,
which include conjugation, mode and aspect, there are multiple possibilities to
choose from, some of which might at first appear arbitrary. Moreover, there is
a wide variety of non-obligatory derivational prefixes, suggesting again an
unsystematic, unpredictable set of possible derivations. With verb theme
categories, the patterns of derivation are largely predictable and are found to
correlate with semantic properties.

1.2 The Verb Base

The term verb base is introduced in Sapir and Hoijer (1967) as part of the
sequence of steps for analyzing the verb form: the base is an intermediate
stage in verb analysis, in which what Sapir and Hoijer termed "adverbial"
prefixes are added to the verb theme, but inflectional prefixes are usually not
yet present. In other words, the verb base is a verb theme with various
derivational prefixes and which lacks inflection.
The types of derivational prefixes which may be added to a given verb theme depend on the verb's theme category; recall that one type of information defining a theme category is derivational potential. A theme can typically have many verb bases. (3) gives examples of some verb bases built on a verb theme.

(3) **Verb theme:** \( O + \emptyset + (y)a\cdot n \)  
(operative) 'eat O'  

(\( O \) = transitivity marker, \( \emptyset \) = classifier, (operative) = theme category)

Operative conjugation pattern: \((\emptyset gh)\) i.e. - \( \emptyset \) conjugation in imperfective mode, \( gh \) conjugation in perfective mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bases:</th>
<th>Disjunct</th>
<th>Transitivity</th>
<th>Conjunct</th>
<th>Conjugation</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(( \emptyset ) gh) ( \emptyset ) (y)a\cdot n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[= durative 'eat O']</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(( \emptyset ) gh) D (y)a\cdot n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[= durative 'eat O again']</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(( \emptyset ) gh) ( \times ) (y)a\cdot n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[= durative 'feed O to O']</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>kin'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(( \emptyset ) gh) l (y)a\cdot n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[= 'pretend to eat O']</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Kari's terminology, the shortest manifestation of a verb theme is the primary verb base, and its composition is predictable from the verb's theme category. (3 i) is the primary verb base for the theme 'eat O' given in (3). All other bases (e.g. 3 ii-iv) are called secondary bases, and the range of possible secondary bases is also determined by the verb's theme category.

Resulting bases are marked by prefixes containing modal, aspectual, and adverbial information.
1.3 The Verb Form

The verb form is the label given by Sapir and Hoijer to the surface form of a verb, consisting of the verb base and inflectional prefixes.

The tripartite analysis of verbs posited by Sapir and Hoijer is assumed in the more recent models of Kari (1979), Rice (1989b) and Speas (1986, 1987). The analysis of HRB word formation in Chapter 3 is also based on the theme-base-form distinction. However, while this general model recognizes discontinuous dependencies in surface morphology, and accounts for them by uniting at an abstract level discontinuous constituents such as the verb theme, it does not provide an account of the mapping of abstract morphological structure to surface morpheme order. In Chapter 3 I propose a mapping of morphological representation to phonological form which aims both to achieve the correct linear order of morphemes and to integrate the mapping process with HRB phonological properties.

In the following subsection I review major phonological properties in Athapaskan languages.

2. Athapaskan Verb Phonology

In this section, three important characteristics of verb phonology shared by many Athapaskan languages are laid out.

2.1 Disjunct vs. Conjunct Prefixes

The distinction between disjunct and conjunct prefixes is a central one in all Athapaskan languages. As shown in (4), "disjunct" labels the outermost range of prefixes in the verb, while "conjunct" labels a set of prefixes occurring between disjunct prefixes and the stem.
Athapaskan verb (surface form)

LI (1933) was one of the first to comment on the distinction in prefix types; he divided Chipewyan prefixes into "primary" and "secondary" categories. Primary prefixes consisted of modal, aspectual and pronominal subject prefixes, as well as the classifier. Li noted that these prefixes were closely connected to the verb stem and began with a limited set of consonants. Secondary prefixes consisted of "local and adverbial prefixes" as well as incorporated nouns and postpositions. These prefixes were said to be more loosely connected to the stem than primary prefixes, on the basis of the observation that there is less coalescence when prefixes are combined. Li also commented that secondary prefixes had "as rich a consonantal system as the initials of the stem syllable"; this fact and the looseness of their connection to the stem drove Li to conclude that secondary prefixes were originally independent stems which were later incorporated into the verb.

LI (1946) builds upon these early observations; in this article, Li re-labels primary prefixes as "conjunctive" and secondary prefixes as "disjunctive". Li remarks that the 2sS prefix has different forms depending on whether it follows a disjunct or conjunct prefix.

The terms "conjunct" and "disjunct" were not used substantively in any published descriptions of Athapaskan from 1946 to 1970. In a review of Sapir and Holjar's (1967) The Phonology and Morphology of the Navajo Language, Krauss (1970) calls for a recognition of the disjunct-conjunct distinction, and

---

2 The terms "conjunct" and "disjunct" are first encountered in Swadesh (1932), where they originated from Sapir's class lectures at Yale University.
specifically of the "disjunct" boundary located between the two prefix types, to help simplify the account of Navajo morphophonology. Kari (1975, 1976) brings together different types of evidence in both Navajo and the distantly related language of Tanaina for the positing of the disjunct boundary in phonological representation. Among other phenomena, the boundary helps to elucidate (a) alternations in 2sS form, (b) the make-up of the modal system and (c) the deletion of certain prefix vowels. Kari accounts for these phenomena in a generative framework, where the disjunct boundary defines one of three distinct rule domains. The first is the [classifier + stem] domain, labelled "zero environment". The second domain is the conjunct domain, ranging from the disjunct boundary (♀) to the classifier. The third domain covers the disjunct prefixes.

Rice (1982) and Hargus (1988) reconstitute rule domains as lexical levels within the theory of Lexical Phonology and Morphology (LPM). Thus, disjunct and conjunct prefixes enter the morphology and phonology at different lexical levels.

In Chapter 4, the different phonological properties of HRB disjunct and conjunct prefixes are examined, as well as more recent accounts of these properties in the Athapaskan literature (e.g. Wright 1983, 1986). I am particularly interested in the phonological similarities between disjunct prefixes and the verb stem, in contradistinction to conjunct prefixes. Historical reasons for this similarity (i.e. -late incorporation into the verb; see above) have been suggested by Li (1933) among others; in Chapter 4 I give a synchronic account of these similarities based on the account of word-formation given in Chapter 3.
2.2 Allomorphic Variation in Conjunct Prefixes

Recall from 2.1 that one of the distinctive features of conjunct prefixes is that they exhibit coalescence when they are combined. In other words, a single conjunct prefix may have different allomorphs depending on which prefixes are adjacent to it. Disjunct prefixes are less subject to coalescence than conjunct prefixes.

There are two issues to consider in accounting for conjunct allomorphy: first, why do conjunct prefixes coalesce more than disjunct prefixes? and secondly, what types of variation characterize conjunct allomorphy?

The first issue concerns verb derivation, and can be handled in various ways: for example, coalescence processes, formalized in phonological rules, can be made sensitive to boundary types; the many processes occurring in the conjunct domain are then blocked from applying to disjunct prefixes by the presence of a disjunct boundary. This is the approach followed in Kari (1975, 1976) among others. Alternatively, Hargus (1988) interprets conjunct prefix allomorphy as stemming from the fact that conjunct prefixes are added before disjunct prefixes in verb derivation; there is a set of phonological rules which apply only at early (conjunct) levels of derivation, thus effecting conjunct allomorphy. This interpretation uses an LPM approach to verb derivation.

A different interpretation can be found in Speas (1984, 1986, 1987) and Wright (1983, 1985, 1986); this viewpoint is like LPM in that it adopts the principle that at different stages of verb formation different sets of phonological rules apply. However, in contradistinction to LPM, it holds that (at least some) conjunct prefixes are added last to the verb; again, allomorphy is accounted for by a specific set of rules which apply to late stages of derivation. A version of this interpretation is adopted in this dissertation. The version taken here can
be described as a noncyclic model of LPM, in that I assume that a whole series of morphological processes occur before the first level of phonology begins; then, a second chunk of morphology is added to the word, after which later levels of phonology apply. Some versions of LPM, in contrast, make the assumption that phonological rules of the relevant level apply cyclically, i.e. after each application of a word formation rule.

The second issue to consider in accounting for conjunct allomorphy is the type of allomorphy which occurs. Naturally, some types of allomorphy are specific to particular Athapaskan languages. One type of allomorphy which runs across most languages is the alternation in conjunct prefix shape between [CV] and [C]. In Hargus (1988), this alternation in Sekani is accounted for by positing underlying /CV/ conjunct prefixes which undergo vowel deletion rules; these rules are conditioned by complex phonological and morphological factors. In Wright (1983, 1986) and Speas (1984, 1986, 1987), the opposite approach to the CV → C alternation in Navajo is taken: the underlying shape of most conjunct prefixes is assumed to be /C/ and the [V] in [CV] allomorphs is inserted by epenthesis. This is the approach which I adopt in Chapter 4.

Epenthesis is an operation which is tied to syllabification in Wright (1985) and also in this dissertation. Wright proposes that syllabification proceeds right to left, according to two general rules: the first rule forms a rime over segments that are not [-continuant], while the second rule forms an onset over single consonants. The first rule includes a direction to add a vowel whenever a rime segment is not available adjacent to an onset consonant. In contradistinction to Wright's syllabification approach, the syllable theory of Ito (1986) is applied to HRB data in this dissertation. Specifically, I apply the notion of syllable template mapping as a means of syllabification in Chapter 4,
whereby [V] is inserted to the prefix string to fulfill the requirements of a pre-existing HRB syllable template. I argue that this approach has merit in that independent rules of vowel deletion and epenthesis are largely unnecessary as a consequence.

2.3 Tone

Many Athapaskan languages are tonal, including Navajo, Slave, Sekani and HRB. Two phonemic tones are recognized in the literature on these languages: high and low. There are two issues regarding tone which are presented in this section: (a) the split between "high-marked" and "low-marked" languages, which calls into question the designation of HRB as a dialect of the "Beaver" language, and (b) the different behaviours of tone in the conjunct and the disjunct prefix domains.

2.3.1 High-marked and Low-marked Tone Languages

The term "high-marked" originates from Leer (p.c. to Krauss, 1976) as a label for languages which have high tone on vowels which in Proto-Athapaskan (PA) were phonated with glottal constriction and/or were followed by a glottal stop. All other vowels in a high-marked language are low-toned. The high-marked pattern is characteristic of Chipewyan, Hare, and Slave among others. Notably, it is also characteristic of dialects of Beaver spoken at Blueberry reserve and Doig River.

The opposite pattern, "low-marked", is characterized by present low tone on constricted and/or glottalized PA vowels, with high tone otherwise. Low-marked languages include Sekani and HRB. Thus, HRB differs significantly from other dialects of Beaver, which are otherwise unquestionably closely related to HRB, but which are high-marked.
There is intermingling between members of the Halfway River band and other Beaver bands; one of my informants from Halfway River had married a woman from Blueberry. Although her speech is distinctive in that it exhibits a reverse tone pattern from HRB speakers and instances of syllable-final [h] not found in HRB (or Sekani) speech (cf. Section 3), communication between the Blueberry and HRB speakers appears to be unproblematic. In Section 3.1, the linguistic relationship between Beaver, HRB and Sekani is discussed further.

2.3.2 Conjunction vs. Disjunction Tone

The marked tone in an Athapaskan language exhibits different properties depending on whether it surfaces on a conjunct or a disjunct vowel. With one exception, conjunct tone is part of the lexical entry of certain consonantal prefixes, and surfaces on the conjunct vowel to the left of the "toned" consonant. The prefix to which the conjunct vowel in this position belongs depends on the verb form; thus, conjunct tone surfaces in a predictable location, but not always on the same prefix.

Disjunct tone is lexically associated with the vowels of certain prefixes. Thus, in many Athapaskan languages, disjunct tone surfaces both in a predictable location and always on the same prefix. The behaviour of disjunct prefixes in a language like Hare is unusual, in that disjunct tone may move one syllable to the left depending on the prefix which follows the toned vowel. HRB disjunct tone follows the more regular pattern described above: it is underlyingly marked on the vowels of certain disjunct prefixes and is completely stable, unaffected by the tones adjacent to it.

---

3 The exception is the prefix which marks transitional aspect in most Athapaskan languages; this prefix is a vowel which carries its own tone.
In Chapter 4, I discuss two aspects of *conjunct* tone in HRB. First, I consider the fact that the placement of tone is subject to the same constraints as other conjunct domain processes: it is blocked from applying on disjunct prefixes, meaning that if the vowel to the left of a toned consonant belongs to a *disjunct* prefix, the tone does not surface. Conjunct tone thus provides another example of how many phonological processes in Athapaskan have limited domains, where these domains include the conjunct and the disjunct domains.

The second aspect of conjunct tone I discuss in Chapter 4 is that conjunct vowels which receive tone may change quality. This has also been noted in Wright (1983) for Navajo. In accounting for the quality of HRB low-toned conjunct vowels, I relate the representation of tone to the mapping of the syllable template, and derive vowel quality ultimately from syllabification.

2.4 Summary and Prospectus

In the above subsections, two central themes of Athapaskan phonology have been presented: the distinct phonological properties of disjunct and conjunct prefixes, and the high degree of allomorphic variation in conjunct prefixes. In this dissertation I attempt to relate these themes to word formation; thus, phonology-morphology interaction is an important consideration in this work. In doing so, I pursue a line of research which has been explored in Hargus (1986, 1988), Speas (1984, 1986, 1987), and Wright (1983, 1986) among others.

The present work is distinct from Hargus in that word formation builds on the potentially discontinuous verb theme and requires an abstract morphological representation which captures important verb-internal dependencies; in Hargus, word formation builds on the verb stem alone, and uses the LPM model in a way which does not take verb-internal dependencies
explicitly into account. In addition, this work takes a different approach to many phonological processes.

The present work is distinct from Speas in its account of mapping from morphological structure to phonological form. Specifically, it is more explicit than Speas both about the relationship of phonological processes to word formation and about the operation of the processes themselves.

The present work is distinct from Wright, as from Speas, in its account of mapping from morphological structure to phonological form. In addition, this dissertation uses different assumptions and mechanisms from Wright in its organization and application of phonological processes.

Thus, this dissertation attempts to make a unique contribution to the exploration of Athapaskan morphological and phonological issues.

3. Sources of Data

All of the HRB data presented in this dissertation were collected over the course of three fieldtrips I made to the Halfway River reserve in northern British Columbia. In total, I spent seven months gathering data from a total of twelve speakers. (An estimate of the total number of fluent HRB speakers ranges from 50 to 100.) Of these twelve, four speakers were consulted most regularly (see Acknowledgements); their ages were approximately 30 to 50 years old. Data were gathered by elicitation, whereby speakers were asked to translate English expressions into HRB, or to confirm HRB forms offered by the elicitor.

In addition to original data, much useful information was gleaned from Hargus (1988, to appear). These references are from studies of Sekani, as spoken at McLeod Lake, British Columbia. As mentioned in 2.3.1, tone facts
suggest that Sekani and HRB are very closely related; indeed, the distinction between separate "languages" and separate "dialects" is blurred in this case. Hargus' (1988) dissertation proved a very useful reference in organizing my fieldwork and in determining the place of HRB in the Northern Athapascan family. The reader is referred to this work for a discussion of many aspects of the Sekani language which this dissertation shows are also found in HRB.

There are two other "Beaver" speaking reserves near Halfway River: Doig River and Blueberry. Some unpublished material on Doig River Beaver has been done by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL): Story (1989) has done a phonemic analysis, and Holdstock (1984a, b, c) have compiled a small dictionary and reading primer in addition to translations of Bible texts. From these sources and contact with a Blueberry speaker, it is clear that HRB differs significantly from these two Beaver dialects. Most notably, as mentioned in 2.3.1, HRB (like Sekani), chooses low tone as the marked tone, while in Blueberry and Doig River high tone is the marked tone. In addition, Blueberry and Doig River allow [h]'s to surface syllable-finally, while no [h]'s surface in HRB. Finally, Doig River (and probably Blueberry\footnote{Complete data is not available on Blueberry Beaver; however, the data I have from the Blueberry speaker living at Halfway River includes at least dental [g].}) have an additional series of affricate and fricative phonemes (the postdental series: [ʒ], [ʒʼ], [ʒ], [ŋ] and [ʒ]).

In this dissertation, I restrict my attention to HRB, which might more accurately be labelled "Halfway River Sekani" on the basis of its phonological properties. The designation "HRB" is maintained throughout, as speakers refer to themselves as Beaver speakers. Further research into this group of dialects/languages needs to be done.
4. Layout of Chapters

Chapter 2 has two goals. First, it describes each morpheme in the HRB verb in terms of its semantic, morphological and phonological properties. Within this presentation, this chapter aims also to outline the particular properties which are of significance for arguments in ensuing chapters. These properties involve discontinuous dependencies and syllabic positions occupied by verb prefixes. Since this chapter is primarily a data chapter, it will be of immediate interest to Athapaskanists and others wanting a descriptive presentation of verb forms. For the reader not interested in detailed descriptions, the summaries in each section need to be only skimmed to glean major themes, and the reader may then proceed to Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapters 3 and 4 are more theoretically oriented. Chapter 3 argues that the discontinuous dependency facts presented in the preceding chapter indicate an underlying verbal structure which differs substantially from surface structure. In underlying structure, inflection is outside of derivation and surface discontinuous dependencies are underlyingly adjacent. In maintaining this, I follow long-standing observations and assertions made in the Athapaskan literature throughout this century. The mapping from underlying structure to phonological form involves mapping derivational and inflectional affixes into a structure called the "thematic template", which is a discontinuous structure consisting of the four prefix positions which are potentially thematic in HRB plus the verb stem. Each position in the template, in addition to being thematic, also bounds one of the four phonological rule domains which characterize the surface verb string. I argue that the correlation between thematic positions and phonological domains is significant, and that mapping into a template which is
thus both morphologically and phonologically motivated is a simple operation insofar as only two insertion frames are required.

Chapter 4 analyzes the phonology of HRB conjunct prefixes and examines the organization of phonological rule domains in the verb. Rule domains can be explained with reference to the sequence of mapping prefixes from abstract underlying structure to Phonological Form. In Chapter 4 I also account for phonological alternations in the verb, concentrating on the alternations exhibited by conjunct prefixes. These involve C*CV alternations as well as alternations in prefix vowel quality. I claim that the former class of alternations can be accounted for by Stray Epenthesis resulting from mapping a syllable template over the prefix string. This explanation builds on the insight in recent Athapaskan literature that most conjunct vowels are epenthetic and proposes a detailed account of syllabification within the general model of Prosodic Phonology. After showing how syllabification works in the conjunct domain to insert an epenthetic vowel, I address the alternations in quality of the epenthetic vowel. It turns out that all vowels in the conjunct domain besides [u] and [i] can be derived by the process of syllabification or by phonological rule.

Finally, in Chapter 5 I summarize the conclusions reached in the preceding chapters. I claim that the analyses presented of verb morphology and phonology paint a picture of systematicity and underlying logic in HRB, which like its fellow Athapaskan languages first appears to be ominously complex and arbitrary in many of its properties.
5. HRB Underlying and Surface Segments

5.1 Consonants

5.1.1 Phonemic inventory

(4) gives a phonemic inventory of HRB consonants.

(4) Consonant Phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruents</th>
<th>lab</th>
<th>alv</th>
<th>lat</th>
<th>(alv-) vel</th>
<th>glottalized</th>
<th>pal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. unasp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. asp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td>kʰ</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td></td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. unasp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tʃ</td>
<td>ts̚</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. asp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>tʃh</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td></td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuants</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vd.</td>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonorants</td>
<td></td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice the (alveo)-palatal continuants. The voiceless member, /š/, like all the other voiceless continuants, is an actual fricative, while its voiced counterpart, /ʃ/, is not technically a fricative. Nevertheless, this pair is to be regarded phonologically as differing only in voicing, since the two members alternate with each other. To distinguish /ʃ/ which occurs as the voiced
counterpart of [s] from [j] which is phonetically the same but has a different phonological patterning. [j] is indicated as both a continuant and a sonorant in (4).

There are two differences between the phonemic inventory in (4) and the inventory of surface consonants. First, a labio-velar series of obstruents ([kw], [kwʰ], [kwʰ]) and continuants ([xw], [γw]) appear on the surface (see Hargus (1988) for discussion of how these segments are derived). Secondly, the laryngeal segment /h/ never appears on the surface (see Chapter 4 of this thesis for the motivation for positing this underlying segment).

5.1.2 Orthographic Conventions

Certain orthographic conventions have been established in the Athapaskan literature. For consonants, the conventions result in (5), which orthographically represents the phonemic inventory of HRB consonants.
(5) Consonant Phonemes Orthographically Represented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruents</th>
<th>lab</th>
<th>alv</th>
<th>(alv-)</th>
<th>vel</th>
<th>lab-</th>
<th>glot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. unasp.</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. asp.</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. unasp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dl</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. asp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td></td>
<td>ts'</td>
<td>tt'</td>
<td>ch'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi.</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vd.</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonorants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main differences between (4) and (5) are that (i) **phonetically voiceless aspirated** stops and affricates are orthographically represented by symbols for **voiceless unaspirated** consonants, while (ii) **phonetically voiceless unaspirated** stops and affricates are orthographically represented by symbols for **voiced** consonants.

In syllable-final position, only phonetically voiceless unaspirated stops and affricates occur (i.e. [t ts tʰ tʃ k ]). Many Athapaskan orthographies use **phonetic** rather than **orthographic** symbols for these consonants in syllable-final position; Hargus (1988) suggests that this is a result of "the influence of English phonetics and orthography" (Hargus 1988:16). I follow the orthographic
tradition and represent syllable-final consonants phonetically, while consonants in other positions are represented as in (5).

5.2. Vowels

5.2.1 Surface segments

(6) gives a phonetic inventory of the surface vowels in HRB.

(6) Surface vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrounded</td>
<td>Unrounded</td>
<td>Rounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>Oral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that [a] has no nasalized counterpart. [a] represents a lax vowel which varies phonetically between [æ], [ɛ], [i] and [u].

Any vowel may be either low-toned (Ȳ) or high-toned (unmarked).

5.2.2 Vowel Phonemes

On the basis of the analysis given in Chapter 4 and analyses of Sekani (Hargus, 1988) and Doig River Beaver (Story, 1989), the inventory of vowel phonemes is assumed to be that in (7).
(7) Underlying Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front Unrounded Oral</th>
<th>Central Unrounded Oral</th>
<th>Back Rounded Oral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are no differences between the phonetic and phonemic inventories given above and the orthographic representations of vowels in HRB.

6. Notation and Abbreviations

The symbols and abbreviations used in the dissertation are noted below.

C = low tone included in a consonant’s lexical entry
C' = glottalized consonant
\( \hat{v} \) = low-toned vowel
\( \hat{v} \) = nasalized vowel
\( vv \) = vowel sequence
6 = syllable
N = syllable nucleus
F = feature
\( \Box \) = empty tier
pp = postpositional phrase
adv = adverbial
inc st = incorporated stem
dstr = distributive
rev = customary/reversative

d.o. = direct object

refl obj = reflexive object

recip = reciprocal object

ar1 obj = areal object

unsp obj = unspecified object

dc sj = deictic subject

der = derivational

cnj = conjugation

m = mode

sj = subject

c1 = classifier

prog = progressive

1sS = first person singular subject

2sS = second person singular subject

3sS = third person singular subject

1pS = first person plural subject

2pS = second person plural subject

3pS = third person plural subject

1sO = first person singular object

2sO = second person singular object

3sO = third person singular object

1pO = first person plural object

2pO = second person plural object

3pO = third person plural object
CHAPTER TWO

HRB Verbs

0. Introduction

In this chapter, the HRB verb complex is presented. We begin with the stem and move leftward, discussing each of the twelve prefix positions. One of the major themes of this dissertation is that the underlying structure of HRB verbs differs from their surface structure - i.e. the surface ordering of prefixes does not reflect the underlying structure of verbs. One of the reasons for positing a different underlying structure is the existence of discontinuous dependencies. These dependencies can make a sequential description of prefix positions confusing, since reference must be made in some cases to prefixes not yet discussed. The description of prefix positions can also be confusing because of their opaque phonological manifestations. To alleviate this confusion, discussion of each prefix position will be organized as follows.

Section N.1, the first subsection under each prefix position, focuses on the prefix's function. In this section, we identify the prefix as inflectional, derivational or "thematic". In the case of derivational prefixes, the different functions are exemplified. At this point in the exposition, the functions of many prefixes must be isolated from the glosses alone, since phonological evidence for the presence of a given prefix will not yet have been explained.

Section N.2 lists the discontinuous dependencies or co-occurrence restrictions characterizing non-inflectional prefixes (inflectional prefixes have no co-occurrence restrictions). The existence of these discontinuous
dependencies is an important source of evidence for the abstract morphological structure argued for in Chapter 3.

Section N.3 outlines the phonological properties of each prefix. These include properties relating to syllable structure and timing units, which are important topics in Chapter 4.

Finally, Section N.4 presents summary charts, and a list of properties which are of significance for arguments in later chapters.

The HRB verb complex is divided into its morphological constituents in (1) and (2). (1) lists the twelve position classes in their surface sequence, while (2) gives examples of some of the prefixes found in each position.

(1) HRB verb complex (surface)

Prefix position: 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - stem

0 - oblique object + postposition (pp)  6 - deictic subject (dc sj)
1 - adverbial (adv)  7 - derivational (der)
2 - incorporated stem (inc st)  8 - conjugation (cnj)
3 - customary/reversative (rev)  9 - mode (m)
4 - distributive (distr)  10 - subject (sj)
5 - (direct) object (obj, d.o.)  11 - classifier/voice (cl)
### HRB Verb Prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pp</th>
<th>adv</th>
<th>inc</th>
<th>cust/rev</th>
<th>dist</th>
<th>DO</th>
<th>dc sj</th>
<th>der</th>
<th>cnj</th>
<th>mode</th>
<th>sj</th>
<th>cl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td></td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>?ànè-</td>
<td>tsì-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td>-ch'o</td>
<td>kèle-</td>
<td>dà-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>-ghè</td>
<td></td>
<td>yèdè-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nax-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yènè/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?d-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Stems and Affixes

1.1 The Verb Stem

The primary constituent of the HRB verb is the verb stem, which is made up of a root and suffix(es). Sapir (1921-3:141) claimed that the root is inherently nominal; both noun stems and verb stems are then formed by adding null or overt suffixes to this nominal root. Hargus (1988), based on Rice (1982), rejects the claim that roots are nominal, and argues that roots are generally not marked for lexical category. One of the functions of stem formation rules, then, is to assign lexical categories to roots. An example of a root which is found in both verb and noun stems is /tən/, which appears in the verb [səstan] 'isS is freezing' and in the noun [tən] 'ice'. Another example is the root /ti'un/ which appears in the verb [daghɛst’int] 'isS ties up O' and in the noun [ti’un] 'rope'. A third example is the root /təs/ which appears as the noun [təs] 'arrow' as well as in the verb [ustəs] 'isS shoots arrow'.

Stem-forming suffixes form verbs or nouns from roots. In the case of verb-forming suffixes, aspect information may also be provided. Examples of aspectual suffixes are given in (3) and (4).

(3) -ți

(a) (i) compare pencil dâsaša 1 8 10 stem 'progressive' isS holds

= 'pencil' dà - 's - s - ṭa 1 8 10 stem

adv cnj 1sS 'handle 3 DO'

(ii) vs.

daghasạt 1 8 10 stem 'isS is holding' 1 8 10 stem 'up pencil'

= da - gh - s - ṭa 1 8 10 stem prog. (now)

adv cnj 1sS 'handle 3 DO'
(b) (i) compare ʔəedəl̠tə  
= ? - d - diə  
5 7 stem  
unsp. O der 'laugh'  

(ii) vs.  

ghədəl̠t  
= gh - diə + t  
8 stem prog.  
cnj. 'laugh'  

(4) - ch  
(a) (i) compare nen ʔichut  
'customary'  
= 'ground' i - chut  
7 stem  
der 'handle O'  

(ii) vs.  
tsədəzə naischuch  
= 'flies' na - i - s - chut + ch  
3 7 10 stem cust. flies'  
cust der 1sS 'handle O'  

Aspectual information, besides being provided by verbal suffixes, may also be provided in position 8 conjugation (eg. 3aii, 3bii, where the combination of position 8 /gh/ + position 9 /ʊ/ denotes progressive aspect), position 1 adverbial, position 4 distributive, position 3 reversative/customary (eg. 4aii, where position 3 /na/ contributes customary aspect to the verb), and position 7 aspectual (eg. 4a, where position 7 /i/ contributes transitional aspect to the verb). Aspectual suffixes are numerous in shape ranging from /ʊ/ stem formatives to those given in the examples above.¹

¹ See Kari (1979) for an in-depth discussion on aspect and verb theme in Ahtna. See Leer (1979) for a discussion of historical developments in aspectual stem variation.
The phonological shapes of suffixes vary according to the mode prefix in position 9 and according to the ending of the verb root. In the stem sets below, notice the variations in the shape of the future suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Imp</th>
<th>Pf</th>
<th>Fut</th>
<th>Op</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>kwen</td>
<td>kwen</td>
<td>kwenè</td>
<td>kwenè</td>
<td>'be hot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>men</td>
<td>men</td>
<td>menè</td>
<td>menè</td>
<td>'fill up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tsegh</td>
<td>tsegh</td>
<td>tseghè</td>
<td>tseghè</td>
<td>'sew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>zehè</td>
<td>zehè</td>
<td>'yell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zet</td>
<td>zet</td>
<td>zedzè</td>
<td>zidè</td>
<td>'wake up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zets</td>
<td>zets</td>
<td>zedzè</td>
<td>zedzè</td>
<td>'dance'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tsès</td>
<td>tsè</td>
<td>tsèsè</td>
<td>tsèsè</td>
<td>'cook O'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gwèti</td>
<td>gwèti</td>
<td>gwètè</td>
<td>gwèdè</td>
<td>'hit O'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>datè</td>
<td>das</td>
<td>'sit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>gulè</td>
<td></td>
<td>'vomit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lè</td>
<td>lètè</td>
<td>lèè</td>
<td>leè</td>
<td>'make O'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t’è</td>
<td>t’ètè</td>
<td>t’èè</td>
<td>t’èè</td>
<td>'run'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>zetè</td>
<td>zeze</td>
<td>'chase O'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jè</td>
<td>jètè</td>
<td>jèè</td>
<td>jèè</td>
<td>'talk'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diò</td>
<td>diòè</td>
<td>diòèè</td>
<td>diòèè</td>
<td>'laugh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ghì</td>
<td>ghìè</td>
<td>ghìèè</td>
<td>ghì(ì)</td>
<td>'melt/thaw'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ Final\ glottal\ stop\ is\ only\ heard\ following\ a\ low-toned\ vowel.\ However,\ glottal\ stop\ is\ not\ consistently\ heard\ in\ this\ position\ in\ HRB,\ so\ I\ do\ not\ believe\ that\ its\ occurrence\ here\ is\ predictable.\]
\[ \text{\textasciitilde z\textasciitilde t} \quad \text{ts\textasciitilde t} \quad \text{ts\textasciitilde l\textasciitilde} \quad \text{'fall'} \\
\quad \text{zit} \quad \text{zit} \quad \text{ze\textasciitilde l\textasciitilde} \quad \text{zidi} \quad \text{'stop'} \]

In the (A) examples, the future suffix surfaces as [\text{-\textasciitilde e}] following stems which are underlyingly consonant-final. In the (B) examples, the future suffix surfaces as [\text{-t\textasciitilde e}], [\text{-l\textasciitilde e}], or simply [\text{t}] (there is variation in voicing and in the presence of final [\text{-\textasciitilde e}]). These examples show how suffix shape may vary, at least on the surface. I do not make any claims here about the underlying form of the future suffix.

Once a stem is formed, other non-stem-forming suffixes may be added to it. For example, the verb stems in (i) occur independently of the suffixed forms in (ii).

(6) (a) (i) dene dak\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde q \\
= 'man' d - kw\textasciitilde q \\
\quad 7 \quad \text{stem} \\
\quad \text{der} \quad 'be small' \\

(ii) dak\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde qa\textasciitilde i \\
= d - kw\textasciitilde q + azi \\
\quad 7 \quad \text{stem diminutive} \\
\quad \text{der} \quad 'be small' \\

(b) (i) madass\textasciitilde dia \\
= m - da - s - d\textasciitilde a \\
\quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 10 \quad \text{stem} \\
\quad 350 \quad \text{pp} \quad 1s\text{S} \quad 'buy 0' \\

\footnote{In morpheme-by-morpheme representations of verb forms I do not include [a], which I argue in Chapter 4 is an epenthetic vowel. Therefore the underlying representation of [Ca] prefixes is /C/. The conditions for epenthesis are discussed in Chapter 4.}
(ii) ?ejuke medasseley?e 'isS cannot buy O'
    =  neg m - da - s - die + y?e
        0  0  10 stem + negative
        3SO pp 1sS 'buy O'

A very productive non-stem-forming suffix is the nominalizer /-i/.

Examples of this suffix are given below.

(7) (a) (i) verb: ?edestl?es '3sS writes'
    =  ? - d - s - l?es
        5  7  8 stem
        unsp. O der cnj 'write'

(ii) noun: maxeta ?edestlexeri 'Bible'
    = max - ta  ? - d - s - l?es + i
    'our' 'rather' 5  7  8 stem + nominalizer
        unsp. O der cnj 'write'

(b) (i) verb: ?estsits 'isS eats'
    =  ? - s - tsits
        5  10 stem
        unsp. O 1sS 'eat'

(ii) noun: ?estsidzi 'Corn Flakes (cereal)'
    =  ? - s - tsits + i
        5  10 stem + nominalizer
        unsp. 0 1sS 'eat'

(c) (i) verb: ?et?ot '3sS smokes'
    =  ? - t?ot
        5  stem
        unsp. 0 'smoke'

(ii) noun: ?et?odi 'cigarettes'
    =  ? - t?ot + i
        5  stem + nominalizer
        unsp. O 'smoke'
1.2 Classifier (position 11)

"Classifier" is the name traditionally given to the prefix slot closest to the stem. Four classifiers have been identified in Athapaskan languages. In HRB, these four are identified as /Ø/, /h/, /d/ and /l/. In Section 1.2.3, the phonological evidence for positing these four classifiers is presented. First, we describe the functions of the classifiers.

1.2.1 Function

1.2.1.1 Description

Krauss (1969) calls the term "classifier" a misnomer, as the function of classifiers in HRB is not the function typically ascribed to morphemes known as classifiers.

In HRB, a classifier is either thematic (i.e. lexically specified) or derivational. A thematic classifier must occur with the verb theme in which it appears. Examples of thematic classifiers are given in (8) - (10) in 1.2.1.2. These forms all describe colours; however, they are marked by three different classifiers. Since no distinct function is performed by these classifiers, they are lexically specified.

In addition to thematic use, the /d/ and /h/ classifiers have derivational functions. The functions of /d/ classifier can be grouped together under the label "self-circumpletion" (see, for instance, Tenenbaum 1978). A "self-circumleting" action is that which "returns upon itself"; in other words, the action's direction of predication points to its primary participant, usually the subject performing the role of agent. The specific constructions which show this property are reflexives (cf. 1.2.1.2 (11)-(14)), reciprocals (cf. 1.2.1.2 (16)), "reversatives" (cf. 1.2.1.2 (16)-(19)) and agentless passives (cf. 1.2.1.2 (20)-(21)). "Reversatives" are generally glossed as performing an action "back" (e.g.
'S went back' vs. 'S went') or "again" (e.g. 'S went again' vs. 'S went'). When /d/ classifier is derivationally added to a thematic /h/ classifier, a [d+h] combination results, as in (12), (13), (14) and (21) below.

/h/ classifier functions to indicate causativity and transitivity. These /h/ classifier functions contrast with those of /d/ classifier in that the latter have a reversative quality to them, whereas /h/ classifier functions have a direction of predication which proceeds from the subject (/agent) of the action to a distinct object. Causative examples are given in 1.2.1.2 (22)-(26) and transitive examples are given in 1.2.1.2 (27)-(28). When /h/ classifier is derivationally added to a thematic /d/ classifier, a [d+h] combination results, as in (28) below.

As mentioned previously, classifiers can be phonetically opaque, so attention should be focussed on the glosses which indicate the functioning of the classifiers.

1.2.1.2 Examples of Functions

In the following examples, classifiers are indicated in boldface.

**Thematic Classifiers**

(5) Ø-classifier: 'O has white spots' dak'ali
    = d - Ø - k'ali + i
    7 11 stem nominalizer
der cl 'be white'

(9) h-classifier: (a) '3ss is black' deqash
    = d - h - qash
    7 11 stem
der cl 'be black'

(b) 'O is yellow' deqet'edzi
    = d - n - 's - h - t'edz + i
    7 7 8 11 stem + nominalizer
der der cnj cl 'be yellow'
(c) '3sS killed 0' yeqeñi
    = y - z - 's - h - ghį
    5 7 8 11 stem
    4 0 der cnj cl 'kill 0'

(10) d-classifier: 'sky is red' kwês dadalı
    = 'sky' d - d - dal + i
    7 11 stem + nominalizer
der cl 'be red'

/d/ classifier functions: "Self-Circumleting" Actions

- Reflectives

(11) compare (a) '3sS kicks 1sO'

sek'ene²as
    = s - k'è - n - ?as
    0 0 7 stem
1sO pp der 'kick'

(b) '3sS kicks himself'

?echek'ênat'as
    = ?echê - k'è - n - d - ?as
    0 0 7 11 stem
refl 0 pp der cl 'kick'

(12) compare (a) '2sS dried (e.g. hides)'

nanegwen
    = na - n - h - gwen
    1 10 11 stem
adv 2sS cl 'dry 0'

(b) '2sS dried yourself'

na?edigwen
    = na - òd - n - d+h - gwen
    1 5 10 11 stem
adv refl 0 2sS cl 'dry 0'

4 The usual form of the reflexive object is [Peda] (-/?d/) (see Section 1.8 for
discussion). [?echê] is a less common form for reflexive object.
(13) compare (a) ‘3sS killed O’
    yazèxi
    = y - z - 's - h - ghî
    5 7 8 11 stem
    4 O der cnj cl ‘kill O’

    (b) ‘3sS killed himself’
    ?adazègi
    = ?d - z - 's - d+h - gi
    5 7 8 11 stem
    refl O der cnj cl ‘kill O’

(14) compare (a) ‘3sS wants to scratch 3sO’
    yewexwèse
    = y - w - h - ghwèse
    5 9 11 stem
    4 O mode cl ‘scratch O’

    (b) ‘3sS wants to scratch himself’
    ?adugwèès
    = ?d - w - d+h - gwès
    5 9 11 stem
    refl O mode cl ‘scratch O’

- Reciprocals

(15) compare (a) ‘3pS dance’
    dawaghesats
    = da - w - gh - h - zats
    1 5 6 11 stem
    adv arl O 3pS cl ‘dance’

    (b) ‘3pS dance with each other’
    te dawaghadzats
    = reciprocal da - w - gh - d - zats
    1 5 6 11 stem
    adv arl O 3pS cl ‘dance’

- Reversatives
(16) compare (a) '3sS went uphill'  tassya
    = ta - 's - ya
    1 8  stem
    adv cnj 'sg. go'

(b) '3sS went back uphill'  tɔnasja
    = ta - na - 's - d - ya
    1 3 8 11 stem
    adv rev cnj cl 'sg. go'

(17) compare (a) '1sS went outside'  kàdèeya
    = kà - d - 's - s - ya
    1 7 8 10 stem
    adv der cnj 1sS 'sg. go'

(b) '1sS went outside again'  kòdèeshja
    = kà - na - d - 's - s - d - ya
    1 3 7 8 10 11 stem
    adv rev der cnj 1sS cl 'sg. go'

(18) compare (a) '3sS put hat on his head'  ts'at t'atsiʔo
    = 'hat' t'à - tsi - ?ʔ
    0 2  stem
    pp inc. stem 'handle 3D O'

(b) '3sS put hat on his head again'
    ts'at t'êtsitʔo
    = 'hat' t'à - na - tsi - d - ?ʔ
    0 3 2 11 stem
    pp rev inc. stem cl 'handle 3D O'

(19) compare (a) '1sS cashed check'
    sedèst'èsè ʔèdèdèʔo
    = s - dèst'èsè ʔèda - d - 's - s - ?ʔ
    'my' 'check' 1 7 8 10 stem
    adv der cnj 1sS 'handle 3D O'
(b) 'IsS cashed 3P0's check again'  
\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccc}
1 & 3 & 4 & 7 & 8 & 10 & 11 & 12 & 13 \\
\text{adv} & \text{rev} & \text{distr} & \text{der} & \text{cnj} & \text{IsS} & \text{cl} & \text{handle 3D O'}
\end{array}
\]

- Agentless Passives

(20) compare (a) '3sS coiled rope'  
\[
t\text{tu'ut tes} \text{tu'yu}
\]
\[
= \text{rope'} \text{te} - \text{'s} - \text{tu'yu}
\]
\[
1 & 8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{cnj} \text{'tie'}
\]

vs.  (b) 'rope is coiled'  
\[
t\text{tu'ut est} \text{tu'yu}
\]
\[
= \text{rope'} \text{'s} - \text{d} - \text{tu'yu}
\]
\[
8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'tie'}
\]

(21) compare (a) '3sS loses dishes'  
\[
dets' \text{a} \text{tade} \text{ta}
\]
\[
= \text{d} - \text{ts} \text{a} \text{ta} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{h} - \text{la}
\]
\[
\text{refl} \text{dishes'} 1 & 7 & 8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{der} \text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'handle pl. O'}
\]

vs.  (b) '3sS is lost'  
\[
t\text{ade} \text{la}
\]
\[
= \text{ta} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{d+h} - \text{la}
\]
\[
1 & 7 & 8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{der} \text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'handle O'}
\]

/th/ classifier functions

- Causatives

(22) compare (a) 'water is boiling'  
\[
\text{chu} \text{ebets}
\]
\[
= \text{'water'} \text{bets}
\]
\[
\text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{'boil'}
\]

(b) 'IsS cashed 3PO's check again'  
\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccc}
1 & 3 & 4 & 7 & 8 & 10 & 11 & 12 & 13 \\
\text{adv} & \text{rev} & \text{distr} & \text{der} & \text{cnj} & \text{IsS} & \text{cl} & \text{handle 3D O'}
\end{array}
\]

- Agentless Passives

(20) compare (a) '3sS coiled rope'  
\[
t\text{u'ut tesu'yu}
\]
\[
= \text{'rope'} \text{'t} - \text{'s} - \text{ulu'}
\]
\[
1 & 8 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{cnj} \text{'tie'}
\]

vs.  (b) 'rope is coiled'  
\[
t\text{u'ut esu'yu}
\]
\[
= \text{'rope'} \text{'s} - \text{d} - \text{ulu'}
\]
\[
8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'tie'}
\]

(21) compare (a) '3sS loses dishes'  
\[
dets'a \text{tade'a}
\]
\[
= \text{d} - \text{ts'a} \text{ta} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{h} - \text{la}
\]
\[
\text{refl} \text{dishes'} 1 & 7 & 8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{der} \text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'handle pl. O'}
\]

vs.  (b) '3sS is lost'  
\[
t\text{ade'a}
\]
\[
= \text{ta} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{d+h} - \text{la}
\]
\[
1 & 7 & 8 & 11 & \text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{adv} \text{der} \text{cnj} \text{cl} \text{'handle O'}
\]

/th/ classifier functions

- Causatives

(22) compare (a) 'water is boiling'  
\[
\text{chu} \text{ebets}
\]
\[
= \text{'water'} \text{bets}
\]
\[
\text{stem}
\]
\[
\text{'boil'}
\]
(23) compare (a) 'ice melted'  
  \[ \text{tan naseghq} \]  
  = 'ice' na - 's - ghq  
  \(1\)  8 stem  
  adv cnj 'melt'  

vs.  
(b) '3sS melted ice'  
  \[ \text{tan naq}qezq \]  
  = 'ice' na - h - ghq + ezq  
  \(1\)  11 stem + durative  
  adv cl 'melt'  

(24) compare (a) 'meat will thaw'  
  \[ ?atsen nawaqghii \]  
  = 'meat' na - w - ghii  
  \(1\)  9 stem  
  adv mode 'melt'  

vs.  
(b) '3sS will thaw meat'  
  \[ ?atsen nawaqghii \]  
  = 'meat' na - w - h - ghii  
  \(1\)  9 11 stem  
  adv mode cl 'melt'  

(25) compare (a) bucket is full'  
  \[ uså tàdèsmán \]  
  = 'bucket' tà - d - 's - man  
  \(1\)  7 8 stem  
  adv der cnj 'be full'  

vs.  
(b) '3sS fills up bucket'  
  \[ uså tàdéman \]  
  = 'bucket' tà - d - 's - h - man  
  \(1\)  7 8 11 stem  
  adv der cnj cl 'be full'
(26) compare (a) 'water splashed on me' chu sak-enadést'et
    = 'water' s - k'e - nə - d - s - t'l'et
    iso 0 1 7 8 stem
    inc. pp. adv der cnj 'spill'

    vs. (b) '3sS spilled water' chu nadēt'u'et
    = 'water' na - d - 's - h - t'l'et
    1 7 8 11 stem
    adv der cnj cl 'spill'

- Transitives

(27) compare (a) '3sS woke up' ts'enįżat
    = ts'e - 'n - n - zat
    1 8 9 stem
    adv cnj mode 'wake up'

    vs. (b) '3sS woke up iso' ts'esāŋįżat
    = ts'e - s - 'n - n - h - zat
    1 5 8 9 11 stem
    adv iso cnj mode cl 'wake up'

(28) compare (a) '1pS stink' dānàts'etsan
    = dānà - ts' - d - tsan
    4 6 11 stem
    distr 1pS cl 'smell'

    vs. (b) '1pS sniff around' dānàts'etsan
    = dānà - ts' - d+h - tsan
    4 6 11 stem
    distr 1pS cl 'smell'

1.2.2. Discontinuous dependencies

In this section we list the co-occurrence restrictions of the classifiers, of
which there are three. First, forms having position 5 /ʔd/, glossed as a reflexive
object, must have /d/ classifier. This is seen in (12b-14b) in 1.2.1.2. In addition to its clearly reflexive function, /ʔd/ may also function as a benefactive marker, as in the example below.

(29) compare (a) 

ʔets’ės '3sS cooks'
= h - ts’ės
11 stem
cl 'cook'

vs. (b) ʔadets’ės '3S cooks for himself' (‘to benefit himself’)
= ʔd - d+ h - ts’ės
5 11 stem
refl 0 cl 'cook'

Notice that whatever function /ʔd/ performs, /d/ classifier co-occurs with it.

The second co-occurrence restriction is that intransitive forms having position 3 /na/ must have /d/ classifier. Examples of these forms are given in (16b-19b) in 1.2.1.2, where /na/ has a reversative function. Position 3 /na/ may also function to show customary aspect, as in the examples below.

(30) compare (a) 

ts’èzat '3sS wakes up'
= ts’e - zat
1 stem
adv 'wake up'

vs. (b) ts’enadzèdzizq '3sS wakes up repeatedly'
= ts’e - na - d - zèdz + izq
1 3 11 stem dur.
adv cust cl 'wake up'

(31) compare (a) 

yàsiya '1sS swims across'
= yà - 's - n - s - ya
1 8 9 10 stem
adv cnj mode 1sS 'sg. go'
vs. (b) yanassja '1sS always swims across'
    = yà - na - s - s - d - ya
     1 3 6 10 11 stem
     adv cust cnj 1sS cl 'sg. go'

Again, note that whatever function is performed by /na/, /d/ classifier must co-
occur with it.

The third co-occurrence restriction involves position 9 perfective mode.
The perfective mode marker /n/ co-occurs with /Ø/ and /h/ classifier forms;
however, in perfective forms having /d/ or /l/ classifier, the perfective
morpheme is absent. The presence of /n/ perfective mode is itself rather
opaque; therefore, forms showing this contrast between /Ø/, /h/ vs. /d/, /l/ are
not presented until Section 1.4 Mode (position 9).

1.2.3. Phonological Manifestations
1.2.3.1 /d/ classifier

The most transparent classifier is /d/, although it is not consistently so.
/d/ has both rightward and leftward effects. Its rightward effect is called the
"d-effect" (cf., for instance, Howren (1971), Rice (1986, 1989b), Hargus (1988)).
The phonetic manifestation of the d-effect is limited to stems which begin with
fricatives or glottal stop. Compare the following stem pairs. In column 1A the
stem is shown without /d/ classifier. Column 1B gives an example of a form
with /d/ classifier. The d-effect is clear upon comparing the underlined
portions of the 1A and 1B forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(32)</th>
<th>1A Form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>1B</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'q</td>
<td>ts'at'atsi¿q</td>
<td>'3sS put hat on his head'</td>
<td>ts'at'otsi¿q</td>
<td>'3sS put hat on his head again'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zat</td>
<td>ts'ezat</td>
<td>'3sS wakes up'</td>
<td>ts'ena’dzat</td>
<td>'3sS wakes up again'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghj</td>
<td>yezègj</td>
<td>'3sS killed 3sO'</td>
<td>?edszègj</td>
<td>'3sS killed himself'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ya tasaaya '3sS went uphill' tonaṣja '3sS went back uphill'  

The chart in (33) summarizes the changes resulting from the combination of /d/ classifier and stem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(33)</th>
<th>Stem-initial</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>? = t'</td>
<td>(11), (18), (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>z = dz</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>gh = g</td>
<td>(13), (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>y⁵ = j</td>
<td>(16), (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>§ = dl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d +</td>
<td>any other = any other (i.e. /d/ is deleted)</td>
<td>(10), (20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The leftward effect of /d/ classifier affects the syllabic position of position 8 /s/ conjugation. In the unmarked case, /s/ conjugation in conjunct-domain-initial position in 3sS forms takes the form [sV...], where [s] is a syllable onset. In /d/ classifier forms, the [s] of /s/ conjugation in 3sS forms is a syllable coda. This is seen in comparing (16) (a) and (b) as well as (20) (a) and (b) in 1.2.1.2.

If /s/ conjugation is preceded by a disjunct prefix in 3sS perfective forms having /d/ classifier, /s/ surfaces either as a syllable coda to the disjunct prefix syllable, or as a syllable onset (i.e. [sa]). There does not appear to be any pattern as to which surface form /s/ conjugation will take in this case.

Examples are given below. In (34) /s/ conjugation is syllable-final; in (35) /s/ conjugation is syllable-initial.

⁵ [y] takes the place of [z] in the HRB consonant system.
(34)  
\[ \text{tonasja} \]  
\[ '3s\text{s went back uphill'} \]  
\[ = ta - na - 's - d - ya \]  
\[ 1 \quad 3 \quad 8 \quad 11 \text{ stem} \]  
\[ \text{adv rev cnj cl 'sg. go'} \]

(35)  
\[ \text{nasakwi} \]  
\[ '3s\text{s vomited'} \]  
\[ = na - 's - d - kwi \]  
\[ 3 \quad 8 \quad 11 \text{ stem} \]  
\[ \text{rev cnj cl 'vomit'} \]

1.2.3.2 /h/ classifier

The most transparent effect of /h/ classifier is its rightward devoicing of stem-initial continuants. An example is given below.

(36)  
\[ \text{yà - w - n - zets 'jump'} \]  
\[ = 1 \quad 5 \quad 11 \text{ stem} \]  
\[ \text{adv arl 0 cl 'jump'} \]

Impf:  
1p  yàwets'ësets  
2p  yàwasets  
3p  yàweghe'ësets

Clearer examples of the same phenomena are given in (23) (cf. (a) vs. (b)), (24) (a) vs. (b)), and (27) ((a) vs. (b)).

/h/ classifier also has three less transparent leftward effects. First, epenthetic vowels to the left of /h/ classifier surface as [e] rather than their usual [a]. In the examples below, /th/ classifier forms in (a) are contrasted with /h/ classifier forms in (b).

(37) a.  
\[ \text{ts'gtsal} \]  
\[ '1p\text{s cry'} \]  
\[ = ts' - tsal \]  
\[ 6 \text{ stem} \]  
\[ 1p\text{s 'cry'} \]

b.  
\[ \text{dawets'ësets} \]  
\[ '1p\text{s dance'} \]  
\[ = da - w - ts' - h - sets \]  
\[ 6 \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 11 \text{ stem} \]  
\[ \text{adv arl 0 1p\text{s cl 'dance'}} \]
(38) a. tugkwon '3sS has a fever'    b. dagwone jeszal '3sS bangs elbow'
    = tu - 's - kwon                     = d - gwonje - 's - h - xal

    1 8 stem                          refl 'elbow' 1 8 11 stem
    adv cnj 'be hot'                   adv cnj cl 'hit O'

(39) a. tężâ kadgdzus '3sS whips dog'    b. nichuts'adzal '1pS wash up'
    = 'dog' ka - d - dzus              = ni - chu - ts' - d - h - xal

    1 7 stem                          refl 'elbow' 1 2 6 7 11 stem
    adv der 'whip O'                   adv inc stem 1pS der cl 'wash'

(40) a. ʔangʔi '3sS steals 0'    b. dakudê nadangch'il '3sS tears coat'
    = ? - n - ʔi                        = d - kudê na - d - n - h - ch'il

    5 7 stem                           refl 'coat' 1 7 7 11 stem
    unsp. O der 'steal O'               adv der der cl 'break O'

(41) a. chu gbets 'water boils'    b. chenebets '2sS boils water'
    = 'water' bets                     = che - n - h - bèts

    stem                               1 10 11 stem
    'boil'                              adv 2sS cl 'boil 0'

(42) a. ʔadgdiô '3sS laughs'    b. ga dech'il '3sS skins rabbits'
    = ? - d - diô                        = 'rabbit' d - h - ch'il

    5 7 stem                           7 11 stem
    unsp. O der 'laugh'                der cl 'break O'

(43) a. tsênechi cheghesʔo 'there's a big rock in the water'
    = tsè - nechi cheghe - 's - ʔo

    'rock' 'big' 1? 8 stem
    adv? cnj 'handle 3D O'

    b. cheghesetsūs 'cloth-like 0 is in water'
    = cheghe - 's - h - tsūs

    1? 8 11 stem
    adv? cnj cl 'handle cloth-like O'
(44) a. łyadanâsâgâwɔts  '3sS kisses everyone'  b.  désâtsûs  ’3sS hangs up 0’
    = łyadanâ - ’s - k’wɔts
    = dâ - ’s - h - tsûs
    1 8 11 stem
    adv cnj cl ’handle’
    cloth-like 0’

(45) a.  wśtsgâh  ’3sS cries’ (Opt)  b.  ʔestãʔ  mawëch’e  ’3sS builds fence’ (Opt)
    =  w - tsegh
    = ’fence’ mä - w - h - ch’e
    1 9 11 stem
    mode ’cry’
    adv mode cl ’build’

A second indicator of /h/ classifier is the absence of the coda [s] of
position 8 /s/ conjugation. In the following examples 3sS imperfective forms
having /0/ classifier ((a) forms) and /h/ classifier ((b) forms) are compared.

(46) a.  mësdanãţq  ’3sS stretches hide’  b.  ʔusã  tâdëmæn  ’3sS fills bucket’
    = mës - d - n - ’s - tõ
    = ’bucket’ tâ - d - ’s - h - man
    1 7 8 11 stem
    adv der cnj ’stretch 0’

(47) a.  náʔadâdëʔes  ’3sS kicks himself’  b.  k’eyanëch’e  ’3sS counts 0’
    = ná - ’d - d - ’s - ’es
    = k’e - y - n - ’s - h - ch’e
    1 5 7 8 11 stem
    adv refl. 0 der cnj ’kick’

A third indicator of /h/ classifier is the absence of coda-position 1sS [s] in
/s/-conjugation perfective forms. Although this effect is identical to the second
indicator, in that an adjacent coda is deleted, we isolate it because in this
respect it patterns with /0/ classifier; /0/ classifier, however, does not show the
second effect. Examples of this third effect are given below; /0/ classifier
examples are given in the (a) forms and /h/ classifier examples are given in the
(b) forms.
(48) a. dejichēligha  nàdéesdts '1sS screwed boards together'
   = dejichēl - gha  nà - d - 's - s - dts
   'boards' pp 1 7 8 10 stem
   adv der cnj 1sS 'attach'

   b. ?usə  dàndēsəman '1sS filled up each bucket'
   = 'bucket' dànə - d - 's - s - h - man
   4 7 8 10 11 stem
   distr der cnj 1sS cl 'be full'

(49) a. ?qadēqə '1sS cashed (check)' b. niχudēxal '1sS washed O'
   = ?qəd - d - 's - s - ?q
   = ni - chu - d - 's - s - h - xal
   1 7 8 10 stem 1 2 7 8 10 11 stem
   adv der cnj 1sS 'handle 3D O' adv inc. stem der cnj 1sS cl 'wash'

(50) a. sētsi nadasə '1sS turned head around' b. zēexə '1sS shot O'
   = s - tsi na - d - n - 's - s - ?q
   = z - 's - s - h - gnə
   'my' 'head' 1 7 7 8 10 stem
   7 8 10 11 stem
   adv der der cnj 1sS 'handle 3D O' der cnj 1sS cl 'kill 0'

(51) a. suneya nēsec '1sS stole money' b. chidētə '1sS put O in fire'
   = 'money' n - 's - s - ?q
   = chi - d - 's - s - h - tə
   1 7 8 10 11 stem
   1 7 8 10 11 stem
   adv der cnj 1sS cl 'handle stick-like 0'

(52) a. sakē tudēt'y '1sS tied up faces' b. ?odēetsús '1sS threw away 0'
   = s - kē tu - d - 's - s - t'y
   = ?ə - d - 's - s - h - tsús
   'my' 'shoe' 1 7 8 10 stem
   adv der der cnj 1sS 'tie'
   1 7 8 10 11 stem
   adv der cnj 1sS cl 'handle cloth-like 0'

1.2.3.3 /I/ classifier

"/I/" classifier is the name given to the combination of /d/ + /h/
classifiers (cf. Stanley 1969). It is accorded the status of a separate classifier, as
it can be thematic as well as the result of derivationally adding either /d/ classifier to /h/ classifier or /h/ classifier to /d/ classifier.

/l/ classifier has both rightward and leftward effects. Its rightward effect is described relative to the rightward effect of /h/ classifier: in /h/ classifier and /Ø/ classifier contexts where the stem-initial continuant is devoiced, /l/ classifier blocks devoicing. An example is given below where the (a) form has /h/ classifier and a stem-initial voiceless continuant, and the (b) form has /l/ classifier and a stem-initial voiced continuant.

(53) (a) dots’a    tædɛla    ’3sS loses dishes’ (b) tædɛla    ’3sS is lost’
         = d - ts’a     ta - d - ’s - h - la       = ta - d - ’s - l - la
    refl ‘dishes’  1 7 8 11 stem 1 7 8 11 stem
    adv der cnj cl ‘handle O’ adv der cnj cl ‘handle O’

In some respects, the leftward effects of /l/ classifier derive partially from both the /d/ and /h/ classifiers; in other respects, /l/ can be distinguished from both, or shows hybrid effects. We consider first forms where /s/-conjugation is the only conjunct prefix. In /d/ classifier forms [s] surfaces as either onset [se] or coda. In /h/ classifier forms [s] surfaces as onset, with the following vowel [e]: [se]. In /l/ classifier forms, [s] always surfaces as onset, but the following vowel is either [a] or [e]: [se] surfaces when /s/-conjugation is word-initial, as seen from the examples below.

(54) setswes    ’3sS springs (mousetrap)’
         = ’s - d+h - tswes
    8 11 stem
    cnj cl ‘spring O’

(55) setsal     ’3sS is/was wet’ (Imperfective and Perfective)
         = ’s - d+h - tsal
    8 11 stem
[...se...] surfaces when /s/-conjugation is preceded by a disjunct prefix, as seen from the examples below.

(56) tásset’a ‘3sS ran uphill’
    = tà − ‘s − d+h − ti’a
     1 8 11 stem
   adv cnj cl ‘motion’

(57) [behind] dàset’a ‘3sS got on (to back of truck)’
    = dà − ‘s − d+h − ti’a
     1 8 11 stem
   adv cnj cl ‘motion’

(58) nasagwon ‘3sS dries/dried himself’ (Impf. and Perf.)
    = na − ‘s − d+h − gwon
     3 8 11 stem
  rev cnj cl ‘dry 0’

One phonological effect of /l/ classifier is completely identical to /h/ classifier: in perfective forms having the underlying sequence /...conjunct-prefix + ‘s-conjugation + classifier.../" the [s] expected in coda position does not surface (cf. (46b)-(47b) for the identical effect with /h/-classifier). Examples are given below.

(59) tanèts’et ‘3sS died’
    = t’a − n − ‘s − d+h − ts’et
     1 7 8 11 stem
   adv der cnj cl ‘die’

(60) nadenêt’a ‘3sS turned around’
    = na − d − n − ‘s − d+h − ti’a
     3 7 7 8 11 stem
  rev der der cnj cl ‘motion’
(61) tâdêtu'a  '3sS ran away'
     = ta - d - 's - d + h - tu'a
     1 7 8 11 stem
     adv der cnj cl 'motion'

(62) wâli  dêdagh  '3sS swallowed something'
     = 'something' d - 's - d + h - dagh
     7 8 11 stem
     der cnj cl 'swallow O'

1.2.4 Summary charts

Co-occurrence restrictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indications of d-classifier

-Rightward: d-effect

-Leftward: in 3sS forms where /s/-conjugation is word-initial, [s] of /s/
    conjugation is a syllable coda
    : in 3sS forms where /s/-conjugation is preceded by a disjunct
    prefix, [s] of /s/ conjugation is either an onset or coda

Indications of h-classifier

-Rightward: devoicing of stem-initial continuants

-Leftward: adjacent epenthetic vowels [e] (not [a])
    : adjacent /s/-conjugation [s] coda absent
    : adjacent 1sS [s] coda absent in perfective forms
1.3 Subject (Position 10)

1.3.1 Function

Subject markers in HRB have two distinct positions in the verb complex. In position 10, to the left of the classifier + stem, 1 singular Subject (1sS), 2 singular Subject (2sS) and 2 plural Subject (2pS) are marked. In contradistinction to McLeod Lake Sekani, HRB does not mark 1 dual Subject (1dS) at all. (In Sekani, 1dS is marked by the discontinuous morpheme /s..id/). Two of the three other subject possibilities, 1 plural Subject (1pS) and 3 plural Subject (3pS) are indicated in position 6 (cf. Section 1.7). 3 singular Subject (3sS) is a null morpheme; if both the position 10 and 6 slots are empty, the subject of the verb is understood to be 3sS.

Like all Athapaskan languages, HRB has inflectional affixes interspersed among derivational affixes in the surface forms of verbs. This is unusual positioning for inflectional affixes; in many, if not most, languages, inflectional affixes are positioned only on the outer edges of verbs. I argue in Chapter 3 that the surface positioning of inflectional affixes differs from their underlying position in the verb structure.

1.3.2 Discontinuous dependencies

- none

1.3.3 Phonological Properties

1.3.3.1 1sS

In most verb paradigms, 1sS takes the form of [s]. Whenever 1sS surfaces as [s] it is always syllable-final. It is the only prefix which appears consistently in a coda position. Examples are given below.
(63) daghæsʔat  "IsS holds up O' (progressive)
    = da - gh - s - ?aʔ
    1 8 10 stem
    adv cnj IsS 'handle 3D O'

(64) axwæs  "IsS itches'
    = s - xwas
    10 stem
    lsS 'itch'

(65) ?etsèn wæst'sèse  "IsS wants to cook meat'
    = 'meat' w - s - h - ts'sèse
    9 10 11 stem
    mode lsS cl 'cook O'

(66) medzq wekæt  "IsS pats his back'
    = m - dzq w - s - d - kæt
    'his' 'back' 5 10 11 stem
    ari 0 lsS cl 'pat O'

There are two sets of forms in which IsS does not surface as syllable-final [s]. First, in /θ/ and /h/ classifier perfective forms having at least one
(non-perfective) conjunct prefix to the left of lsS, [l] surfaces in the place of lsS.
This can be seen in the example below. In (67a) the imperfective lsS form is
given, having /θ/ classifier and one other conjunct prefix, /s/ conjugation, to
the left of the subject. In (67b) the perfective counterpart is given.

(67) a. dæsʔa  "IsS holds up O'
    = da - 's - s - ?a
    1 8 10 stem
    adv cnj lsS 'handle 3D O'

(67) b. dæʔaʔ  "IsS hung up O'
    = da - 's - n - s - ?a
    1 8 9 10 stem
    adv cnj mode lsS 'handle 3D O'

In perfective forms where there are no other conjunct prefixes, lsS remains [s]
Coda.
There is a second context in which 1sS is not Coda [s]. As mentioned in
1.2.3, one of the phonological effects of /h/ classifier is that it causes 1sS /s/ not
to surface in perfective forms having /s/ conjugation and at least one other
conjunct prefix (cf. (48)-(52)). The chart in 1.2.4 shows that the absence of 1sS
/s/ is also characteristic of /θ/ classifier.

1.3.3.2 2sS

The 2sS morpheme is underlyingly represented as /n/. It has two
phonological manifestations, depending on the position of the prefix slot which
precedes it. If 2sS is word-initial or preceded by a prefix from slots 0 to 4
inclusive, it surfaces as [nV], where V is an epenthetic vowel. This vowel is [ɛ]
in the unmarked case; preceding /h/ classifier, this vowel is [e] (cf.(37)-(45)).
Examples are given below.

(68) ʔatsèn danale 2sS hang up meat
   = 'meat' da - n - le
       1 10 stem
       adv 2sS 'handle pl. O'

(69) dejin tèmexal 2sS break stick
   = 'stick' ṭè - n - h - xal
       1 10 11 stem
       adv 2sS cl 'break O'

If the prefix preceding 2sS is from positions 5 - 9 inclusive (i.e. a conjunct
prefix), and is not a high, round vowel from position 7, then 2sS is manifested as
a nasalized vowel. Compare the following pairs.

(70) a. tusikwèn ́3sS has fever´ b. tusikwèn ́2sS has fever´
    = tu - 's - kwèn
       1 8 stem
       adv cnj 'be hot'
    = tu - 's - n - kwèn
       1 8 10 stem
       adv cnj 2sS 'be hot'
In the (a) forms the 3sS member of a verb paradigm is given. The 3sS is a null morpheme; thus the 3sS form shows how the prefix preceding the subject surfaces in isolation. Notice that a conjunct prefix having the shape [Ce] in isolation surfaces as [C]\(_1\) in 2sS form. A prefix having the shape [i] in isolation surfaces as [i] in 2sS form. Exceptionally, if the conjunct prefix is a high, round vowel, 2sS surfaces as [nV]. This is shown in (73).

It thus appears that 2sS /n/ alternates between syllabification as an onset and as a coda. Notice that it is generally an onset when it is not preceded by other conjunct prefixes, i.e., when it is the first prefix in the conjunct domain. The importance of conjunct prefixes to syllabification and phonological rules is explored further in Chapter 4.

**3sS**

The 3sS form of a paradigm has an empty position 10 slot. Thus, 3sS is a Ø-morpheme. This is clear in the following paradigms where 1sS can be
identified as [s]; the 3sS form is the same as the 1sS form except that [s] is missing.

(74) che - 'n - 1 - ts'et
     1 8 11 stem
     adv cnj cl 'fall

     1s chenasts'et  '1sS drowns'
     2s chenasts'et  '3sS drowns'

(75) da(h?)⁶ - 1 - tie
     1 11 stem
     adv cl 'motion'

     1s da?æstie  '1sS dances'
     3s da?æstie  '3sS dances'

1.3.3.4 2pS

2pS has two phonological properties: (1) in the position 10 slot, [a] surfaces; (2) if [a] is followed by a stem-initial continuant, the continuant is always voiceless. These two characteristics are seen in the following examples. In (a), the 3sS form is given, where the position 10 slot is empty. This is contrasted with (b), where the 2pS form is given.

(76) a. atsəg  '3sS cries'
     = tσəg
     stem  'cry'

     b. atsəg  '2pS cries'
     = ah - tσəg
     10 stem

       2pS 'cry'

⁶ It appears that the position 1 prefix in (75) may have a CVC shape because of the second syllable of verb forms in the paradigm. If position 1 were CV, then the 1s and 3s forms would surface as [dastie] and [datie] respectively. The fact that an epenthetic shwa occurs between the first and last syllables suggests that an underlying consonant is present. The epenthetic consonant /r/ surfaces in the C timing slot.
(77) a. nawatsale '3sS gets wet' (Opt)
b. nawatsale '2pS get wet' (Opt)

- na - w - 1 - tsal + e
 1 8 11 stem Opt
  adv mode cl 'be wet'

- na - w - ah - 1 - tsal + e
 1 8 10 11 stem Opt
  adv mode 2sS cl 'be wet'

(78) a. üya alj '3sS is shy'
- 'shy' li
  stem
  'be'

b. üya alj '2pS are shy'
- 'shy' ah - li
  10 stem
  2pS 'be'

(79) a. ?edadazit '3sS stops, quits'
b. ?edadazit '2pS stops, quits'

- ? - d - d - zit
  5 7 7 stem
  unsp 0 der der 'stop'

- ? - d - d - ah - zit
  5 7 7 10 stem
  unsp 0 der der 2pS 'stop'

The vocalic quality of 2pS makes it the only low vowel in the conjunct domain. In Chapter 4, the apparent exceptionality of this property is accounted for.

### 1.3.4 Summary Charts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface form</th>
<th>Syllable position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) [ə] / 's - n - ____ (ə, n)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pos 8 pos 9 pos 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) [̱] / conjunct - n - ___</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefix pos 9</td>
<td>i = Nucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) [s] elsewhere</td>
<td>s = Coda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) nasalization on / conjunct - ___</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preceding V prefix</td>
<td>n = Coda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition: conjunct</td>
<td>n = Onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefix NOT [u]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) [nV] elsewhere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.4 Mode (position 9)

1.4.1 Function

The term "mode" has been used inconsistently in the Athapaskan literature. I am following the usage adopted in Holzer (1946) and used since in Kari (1979) and Rice (1985b, 1989b), among others. According to this usage, HRB indicates one of four modes in position 9: imperfective, perfective, optative and future. Imperfective and perfective are strictly speaking aspectual notions. The future "mode" can also be considered aspectual on the basis of its morphological make-up (cf. 1.4.2, 1.4.3). The optative mode is used to express notions like 'S(subject) wants to do X', 'S tries to do X' and 'S will do X', where there is some degree of volition involved in the performance of an action or the occurrence of an event.

1.4.2 Discontinuous Dependencies

There are two types of co-occurrence restrictions involving modal prefixes. First, as discussed in 1.2.2, the perfective mode is only phonetically present in forms having /Ø/ or /h/-classifier; perfective forms having /d/ or /l/-classifier show no traces of the perfective morpheme. This is seen in the /d/ and /l/-classifier paradigms below, where the imperfective and perfective forms are identical (except for possible differences in stem form, as in (02), where there is a tone difference between imperfective and perfective. Variations in stem form may mark aspectual and modal information; analysis of these variations is beyond the scope of this thesis).
\(80\) \(d - yin\) 'sings'
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{stem} = 11 \\
\text{cl 'sing'} \\
\text{Impr} & \text{Perf} \\
1s & asjin & asjin \\
3s & ajin & ajin
\end{array}
\]

\(81\) 's - l - tsal' 'be wet'
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{stem} = 8 \\
\text{cl 'be wet'} \\
\text{conj cl} \\
1s & sastsal & sastsal \\
3s & setsal & setsal
\end{array}
\]

\(82\) nà - n - l - ?ì? 'sneak around'
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{stem} = 17 \\
\text{adv thm cl 'hide'} \\
\text{adv thm cl} \\
3s & nàne?qì? & nàne?qì?
\end{array}
\]

Secondly, the future mode is a discontinuous morpheme, where position 8/9 prefix, /gh/ co-occurs with position 7 /d/ to constitute future mode. Since I have no examples of a position 8 prefix occurring between /d/ and /gh/, /gh/ may itself be a position 8 prefix. In any case, the point to note here is that the future marker must include both /d/ and /gh/. Examples are given in the next section.

1.4.3. Phonological Manifestations

1.4.3.1 Imperfective

Like 3sS, the imperfective mode is a Ø-morpheme.
1.4.3.2 Perfective

The perfective morpheme only has phonological substance in /Ø/ or /h/ classifier forms having a prefix from positions 7 or 8 (provided the position 8 prefix is not /s/). In (83) an imperfective and perfective paradigm is compared. Notice the following characteristics of the perfective paradigms: (1) In 1sS form, the combination of perfective mode and 1sS surfaces as [i]; (2) In 3sS forms, the syllable preceding the stem, which is [Cø] in isolation, surfaces as [Ci]; (3) 2sS forms appear unchanged between the imperfective and perfective paradigms.

(83) ts’è - ‘n - zst ‘wake up’

1 δ stem

adv cnj ‘wake up’

Impf Perf

1s ts’enassst ts’enizst

2s ts’enizst ts’enizst

3s ts’enezst ts’enizst

The above paradigms can be given the traditional labels of "n-imperfective" and "n-perfective", where n refers to the conjugation prefix in position 8 (see Section 1.5.3.3 for discussion of /n/-conjugation). In n-perfectives, gh-perfectives and Ø-perfectives having a prefix from position 7, the above three characteristics of perfective are found. It is clear from these paradigms that the features [+high] and [+nasal] must be included in the feature complex of the perfective morpheme.

There is one case in /Ø/ and /h/ classifier forms where perfective does not surface; in this case, therefore, imperfective and perfective forms are identical. Whenever the mode slot is preceded by a word-boundary or disjunct prefix, there is no perfective (cf. (84) and (85)).
(84) a. estseg  
   = s - tség  
   10 stem  
   1sS 'cry'

   '1sS cry' (Impf and Perf)

   b. estseg  
   = tség  
   stem  
   'cry'

   '3sS cry' (Impf and Perf)

(85) a. samawq  
   naše  
   = s - ma - wɔ̀nà - s - che  
   mother' pp 1 10 stem  
   adv 1sS 'dream'

   '1sS dream about mother' (Impf and Perf)

   b. kədawq  
   nàche  
   = kəda - wɔ̀  
   'moose' pp 1 stem  
   adv 'dream'

   '3sS dream about moose' (Impf and Perf)

In 2pS forms, it may appear that there is no perfective. For example, the
perfective form in (86a) does not differ from its imperfective counterpart
except in stem tone. However, (86b) shows that perfective does have an effect
in 2pS forms where the stem-initial is a continuant. Notice in (86b) that the
stem-initial is [y]. We would expect this consonant to be [sh] in 2pS forms, since
2pS causes the devoicing of stem-initial continuants. I assume that the failure
of [y] to devoice is due to the presence of the perfective morpheme.

(Comparison of (86b) with its imperfective counterpart would help to verify this
assumption; unfortunately, I do not have the imperfective form in my data.)
(86) a. [0] na?¡' 2pS stole O'  
    = n - a - ?¡
    7 10 stem  
    der 2pS 'steal O'

b. yàsaya  '2pS swam across'
    = yà - 's - a - ya
    1 8 10 stem  
    adv cnj 2pS 'motion'

1.4.3.3 Optative

The optative morpheme has four phonetic variants: [wV] (where V = [a], [e]), [wâ], [(w)?] and [u]. The first variant, [wV], occurs in the following environments: (1) optative is word-initial; (2) optative is preceded by a prefix from positions 0-4; (3) optative is preceded by a high, round vowel. These three environments are the same environments in which the [nV] variant of 2sS is found (see 1.3.2, (68), (69)). Examples of [wV] in these environments are given below.

(87) westsaghê  '1sS cries' (Optative)
    = w - s - tsagh + ê
    9 10 stem optative  
    mode 1sS 'cry'

(88) ?êtsan nàwexj  '3sS thaws meat out' (Optative)
    = 'meat' nà - w - h - ghj
    1 9 11 stem  
    adv mode cl 'melt'

(89) uwestònê  '1sS holds O' (Optative)
    = u - w - s - tòn + ê
    7 9 10 stem optative  
    der mode 1sS 'hold O'
The [w] variant only and always occurs in 2pS forms. For example,

\[(90) \quad [0] \quad n\text{ewa}\text{ʔ} \quad '2pS steals O' \quad (\text{Optative})\]
\[= \quad n \quad - \quad w \quad - \quad a \quad - \quad \text{ʔ}\]
\[\quad 7 \quad 9 \quad 10 \quad \text{stem}\]
\[\quad \text{der mode 2pS 'steal O'}\]

The [wp] and [q] variants occur only in 2sS forms. Examples:

\[(91) \quad ?\text{enwɔʔ} \quad '2sS steals O' \quad (\text{Optative})\]
\[= \quad ? \quad - \quad n \quad - \quad w \quad - \quad n \quad - \quad \text{ʔ}\]
\[\quad 5 \quad 7 \quad 9 \quad 10 \quad \text{stem}\]
\[\quad \text{unsp O der mode 2sS 'steal O'}\]

\[(92) \quad m\text{ebet} \quad kàdɔɬɛ̄ \quad '2sS removes guts' \quad (\text{Optative})\]
\[= \quad m \quad - \quad e\text{bt} \quad kà \quad d \quad - \quad w \quad - \quad n \quad - \quad l\text{e} \quad + \quad \text{ɛ}\]
\[\quad \text{'its' 'guts' 1} \quad 7 \quad 9 \quad 10 \quad \text{stem optative}\]
\[\quad \text{adv der mode 2sS 'handle pl. O'}\]

The [u] variant occurs in all other environments. Specifically, [u] occurs in all but 2sS and 2pS forms following a prefix from positions 5, 6 or 7, provided this prefix is not a high, round vowel. An example is given below.

\[(93) \quad ?\text{enusuʔjɛ} \quad '1sS steals O' \quad (\text{Optative})\]
\[= \quad ? \quad - \quad n \quad - \quad w \quad - \quad jɛ \quad + \quad \text{ɛ}\]
\[\quad 5 \quad 7 \quad 9 \quad \text{stem optative}\]
\[\quad \text{unsp O der mode 'steal O'}\]

The basic variation in form in optative is between a [+high, +round] onset (=[wV]) and a [+high, +round] nucleus (=[u]) (the exception being 2sS forms). We can formulate a preliminary analysis in which optative is an onset if it is initial in the conjunct domain, or followed by a non-epenthetic vowel, and is a nucleus

\[\text{\textsuperscript{7}} \quad (92) \quad \text{is sometimes pronounced with a long vowel in the penultimate syllable, i.e. } kÀdɔɬɛ̄\text{ɛ}.\]
otherwise. In Chapter 4, an approach to syllabification is adopted in which this
patterning of syllable position falls out automatically.

1.4.3.4 Future

Future mode consists of two prefixes: position 7 /d/ + position 8/9 /gh/.
In many cases the [deghe] sequence expected by the juxtaposition of these two
morphemes (completed by epenthesis of [e]) does surface phonetically.
Examples are given below of 1sS forms ([...deghes]), 2sS forms ([...deghe[i...]) and
2pS forms ([...degga[i...]).

-1sS forms

(94) 'anadeggiesdi elè 'I'm going to fix it'
  = ? - a - n a - d - gh - s - d - le - ë
  0 1 3 7 9 10 11 stem future
  unsp 0 adv rev der mode 1sS cl 'make O'

(95) nadaghestsai elè 'I'm going to get wet'
  = na - d - gh - s - 1 - tsal + è
  3 7 9 10 11 stem future
  rev der mode 1sS cl 'be wet'

(96) tághestil' elè 'I shall run'
  = tà - d - gh - s - 1 - ti' + ë
  1 7 9 10 11 stem future
  adv der mode 1sS cl 'run'

-2sS forms

(97) déghiyók 'you're gonna swell up'
  = d - gh - n - yó - ë
  7 9 10 stem future
  der mode 2sS 'grow'
(98) tâdeghî:t'e:te \(\text{you shall run}^\prime\)
  = tâ - d - gh - n - 1 - t'e + tê
  1 7 9 10 11 stem future
  adv der mode 2sS cl 'run'

\(-2ps\) forms
(99) tâdeghâtt'e:te \(\text{you pl. shall run uphill}^\prime\)
  = tâ - d - gh - a - 1 - t'e + tê
  1 7 9 10 11 stem future
  adv der mode 2pS cl 'run'

3sS forms show a general process in Athapaskan languages: when a conjunct consonant is followed by /gh/ the expected \([cg]\) yields \([ca]\).

Examples are given below.

(100) tusesakwanë \(\text{it's going to be hot}^\prime\)
  = tu - s - d - gh - kwan + ê
  1 ? 7 9 stem future
  adv der mode 'be hot'

(101) ts'edâzets \(\text{s/he is going to wake up}^\prime\)
  = ts'e - d - 'n - gh - zets
  1 7 8 9 stem
  adv der cnj mode 'wake up'

(102) sat'si:nàdajîtê \(\text{he will help me}^\prime\)
  = s - ts'i - nà - d - gh - ji + tê
  0 0 1 7 9 stem future
  lsO pp adv der mode 'help'

(103) sadâ:têtê \(\text{she is going to see me}^\prime\)
  = s - d - gh - 1 - ?ê - tê
  5 7 9 11 stem future
  lsO der mode cl 'see 0'
(104) tådaːt’èːlè  'he shall run uphill'
    = tå - d - gh - l - tl’e + tè
    1’7  9  11 stem future
    adv der mode cl 'run'

(105) wedədaj’tè  '[baby’s] going to talk soon'
    = w - d - d - gh - jì - tè
    5  7  7  9 stem future
    arl 0 der der mode 'talk'

(106) ts’ədats’ësè  'we shall cook fish'
    = ts’ - d - ə - s - gh - ts’ës - è
    6  7  8  9 stem future
    1pS der cnj mode 'cook 0'

(107) nadən’aghədagu tè  'they’re going to vomit separately'
    = na - dənə - gh - d - ə - s - gh - gu - tè
    3  4  6  7  8  9 stem future
    rev distr  3pS der cnj mode 'vomit'

There are two types of alternation in futures. First, 1sS [dæghəs] has an
alternant [des] as shown in the examples below.

(108) des’l  'I will see (doctor)'
    = d - gh - s - l - tì
    7  9  10  11 stem
    der mode 1sS cl 'see 0'

(109) ’etsàn nàdøsəxtè  'I’ll thaw meat out'
    = 'meat' nà - d - gh - ə - s - ghì + tè
    1  7  9  10 stem future
    adv der mode 1sS 'melt'

---

8 Loss of [gh] between vowels is very common; in this case, loss of [gh] yields
[des], i.e. a long vowel results. In Chapter 4, I equate vowel length with
tenseness, thus offering an explanation for tense [e] as a variant of the sequence
[æghə].
(110) dests'èsè  'I'm going to cook meat'
    = d - gh - s - ts'ès + è
    7 9 10 stem future
der der mode 1SS 'cook O'

Second, 2pS [dagha] has an alternant [daa] as shown in the example below.

(111) dànàdaajînè  'you pl. shall each sing'
    = dànà - d - gh - a - d - yin + è
    4 7 9 10 11 stem future
distr der der mode 2pS ci 'sing'

One phonological consequence of the discontinuity of the future mode is that position 7 morphemes besides /d/ may intervene between /d/ and /gh/.

Two examples of intervening position 7 are given below (note: in (112), [nd] is a variant of /n/ occurring before an oral vowel; in (113) [...]dàna...]) derives from /d/+/n/+/gh/ → [daneghe] → [dana]).

(112) {danešchelè }
    {dandeesschilè }
    'I'm going to fall asleep'
    = d - n - gh - s - chel + ëè
    7 7 9 10 stem future
der der der mode 1SS 'lie'

(113) t'adanats'ëlè  'he's going to die soon'
    = t'a - d - n - 's - gh - ts'e - ëè
    1 7 7 8 9 stem future
adv der der cnj mode 'die'
1.4.4 Summary Charts

Modes                  Position: 7 8 9 11
Imperfective          /Ø/
Perfective
  a. /n/ {/Ø/}
     (/n/)
  b. /Ø/ {/d/}
     (/l/)
Optative              /w/
Future                /d/   /gh/

Perfective Mode
Conjunct domain [5 6 7 8 9 10]
  a. [i]:

        \     / at least one C slot occupied
          \   / i
          \ / s
          \ / n
          \ / {n}

  b. [l]:

        \     / at least one C slot occupied
          \   / i
          \ / s
          \ / n
          \ / {n}
          \ / {Ø}

Optative Mode
Conjunct domain [5 6 7]
  a. [u]: at least one C slot occupied
  b. [wV]: Ø Ø Ø
Future Mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[da(Ca)ghe]</td>
<td>[s] (=1sS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[de]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[da(Ca)ghe]</td>
<td>[n] (=2sS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>---&gt; [daghi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[da(Ca)ghe]</td>
<td>[Ø] (=3sS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>---&gt; [d(aC)a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{[da(Ca)ghe]}</td>
<td>[a] (=2pS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[da]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 Conjugation (position 8)\(^9\)

1.5.1 Function

The function of the conjugation prefix is not obvious. Krauss (1969:82) discusses some general aspectual meanings possessed by the three Athapaskan conjugation markers with phonological substance: /s/-conjugation is given the unmarked meaning of 'static aspect', while /n/-conjugation has "the marked meaning 'to a point, completive'" and /gh/-conjugation has "the marked meaning 'from a point, inceptive'.

\(^9\) The term "conjugation" is a relatively recent one in the Athapaskan literature, and represents a reanalysis of the prefix position originally called "mode" in Sapir and Hoijer (1967) and Hoijer (1971). Kari (1975) divided this single position, mode, into two positions in Navajo, called "mode" and "perfective". Kari (1979) further subdivides the first of these two positions into "mode" and "s-perfective/negative". Rice (1983, 1985b) was the next to reanalyze these data, and was the first to use the term "conjugation"; in her framework, conjugation replaces Kari's mode, and mode replaces Kari's perfective. In describing HRB verbs, I follow Rice's use of the terms conjugation and mode.
15.2 Discontinuous Dependencies

The conjugation marker is the most "dependent" of all verbal prefixes, as choice of conjugation is determined by the co-occurrence of a variety of different prefix types, called "conjugation-choosers".

Every verb theme chooses a "conjugation set". "Conjugation set" refers to the pairing of conjugation and mode morphemes. A complete listing of possible pairings is given in (114). Conjugation sets choose one pair from each of the three mode possibilities.

(114) Conjugation - Mode pairings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cnj</th>
<th>mode</th>
<th>traditional label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperfective:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø-imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>n-imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\s</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>s-imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective:</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Ø-perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n-perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\s</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>s-perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>gh-perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optative:</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>Ø-optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\n</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>n-optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\s</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>s-optative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A verb theme chooses conjugation sets like /Ø, Ø, Ø/ (= Ø-imperfective, Ø-perfective, Ø-optative), /Ø, gh, Ø/ (= Ø-imperfective, gh-perfective, Ø-optative), /\n, \n, \n/ (= n-imperfective, n-perfective, n-optative), /\s, \s, \s/ (= s-imperfective, s-perfective, s-optative), etc. However, in verb themes having no thematic prefixes, other prefixes may "choose" conjugation prefixes in particular modes. These prefixes are: position 4 distributive, position 7 derivational and position 1 adverbial. More will be said about conjugation choice in Chapter 3; at this point, note that the facts of conjugation choice are compatible with an
abstract underlying verbal structure where conjugation is outside of all possible
conjugation choosers; moreover, the internal structuring of conjugation choosers
should reflect their order of priority in choosing conjugation.

1.5.3 Phonological Manifestations

1.5.3.1 /∅/ Conjugation

/∅/ Conjugation is a null morpheme. Examples of verbs having the
conjugation set /∅, ∅, ∅/ are given below (/∅, ∅, ∅/ = /∅/ conjugation in the
imperfective, perfective and optative modes). In these examples, any variation
in verb form across modes is due solely to the mode morphemes, since the
conjugation prefix is /∅/.

(115) a. tseghe 'cry'


\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Impl.} & \text{Perf.} & \text{Opt.} \\
1s & \text{estseghe} & \text{estseghe} & \text{wetsseghe} \\
3s & \text{etsgh} & \text{etsgh} & \text{wetsgh} \\
\end{array}
\]

d. ?a - h - ?e 'have O'


\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{adv cl} & \text{stem} & \text{adv cl} 'have O' \\
1s & \text{?as?e} & \text{?as?e} & \text{?awas?e} \\
2s & \text{?ane?e} & \text{?ane?e} & \text{?awo?e} \\
3s & \text{?a?e} & \text{?a?e} & \text{?awe?e} \\
\end{array}
\]
c. d - yin 'sing'  
   11 stem  
   cl 'sing'

1s  asjin\(^{10}\) asjin  wasjinë
3s  ajin  ajin  wejinë
1p  ts'ejin  ts'ejin  ts'ujinë
2p  ajin  ajin  wajin
3p  ghejin  ghejin  ghujinë

d. w - d - kàt 'pat area'  
   5 11 stem  
   ar1 0 cl 'pat'

1s  waskàt  waskàt  waskàdë
3s  wakàt  wakàt  wakàdë

e. w - d - d - ch\(_i\) 'work'  
   5 7 11 stem  
   ar1 0 der cl 'work'

1s  wadasch\(_i\)  wadasch\(_i\)  wudasch\(_i\)
2s  wadîch\(_i\)  wadîch\(_i\)  wâdawôch\(_i\)
3s  wâdach\(_i\)  wâdach\(_i\)  wâduc'h\(_i\)

1.5.3.2 /gh/ conjugation

/gh/ conjugation occurs in imperfective, perfective and future modes  
(recall from 1.4 that future is position 7 /d/ + /gh/). When /gh/ conjugation is  
paired with /Ø/ imperfective it conveys the meaning of progressive aspect.

---
\(^{10}\) Recall from (34) that when /d/ classifier combines with stem-initial /\(_i\)/, the  
result is stem-initial /\(_i\)/.
Examples are given below. Notice the progressive suffix /-t/ which co-occurs with /gh/ conjugation.

(116)  ghadlót  '3sS smiles' (progressive)
= gh - dîò + t
δ stem progressive
cnj 'laugh'

(117)  kwèn  tsighatl'eť  '3sS (bird) flies into fire' (progressive)
= 'fire'  tsi - gh - ĭ - t'e + t
= 7 8 11 stem progressive
adv cnj cl 'motion'

(118)  ghijat  '2sS walks' (progressive)
= gh - n - ya + t
δ 10 stem progressive
cnj 2sS 'sg. go'

/gh/ conjugation also occurs in the conjugation set /Ø, gh, Ø/ (i.e. /gh/ conjugation is paired only with the perfective mode form of a verb). Examples are given below.

(119)  ? - d - tsits  'eat'
5 11 stem
unsp. O cl 'eat'

Impf       Perf            Opt
1s  ?eštsits   ?ełhsētsits   ?uštsizè
2s  ?anatsits  ?aŋhtstsits   ?aŋqtsizè
3s  ?atsits    ?atsits       ?utsizè

(120)  d - tsan  'smell'
11 stem
ci 'smell'

1s  estsen   gheštsen    wæsētsen
(121) yà - ti'e 'jump'
   1 stem
   adv 'motion'
ls yàstì'e yàghiti'e

Notice the phonetic shapes of /gh/ conjugation. In (116) and (120), /gh/ is word-initial and it surfaces as [ghs] (ls is an epenthetic vowel which breaks up consonant clusters). In the 3sS form in (119), where /gh/ is preceded by the consonant [?] before it surfaces as [a].

1.5.3.3 /n/ conjugation

There are two phonological properties which characterize /n/-conjugation: a [+nasal] element and a low tone element. Depending on what precedes /n/-conjugation, these elements manifest themselves in different ways.

We first consider the manifestation of /n/-conjugation's [+nasal] element. In this respect, /n/-conjugation is similar to 2sS /n/ in position 10.

In conformity with 2sS /n/, if /n/-conjugation is the final prefix before the stem and preceded by a conjunct prefix, it surfaces as nasalization of the preceding vowel. Recall that 2sS /n/ behaves identically in this context. Examples are given in (122) - (123).

(122) a. yachq?i1e '3sS takes guts out of O'
   4 0  2  5  8 stem
   inc stm unsp O cnj 'handle pl. O'

b. ts'esì?à? '3s wake up IsO'
   = ts'e - s - ñ - ?à?
   1 5 8 stem
   adv IsO cnj 'wake up'

(123) a. mechòdànàts'ììa '1pS remove guts separately'
   = m - cho - dànà - ? - ts' - ñ - la
   3sO 2 4 5 6 8 stem
   inc stem distr unsp O 1pS cnj 'handle pl. 0'

b. ts'esaghi?à? '3pS wakes up IsO'
   = ts'e - s - gh - ñ - ?à?
   1 5 6 8 stem
   adv IsO 3pS cnj 'wake up'

In (122-123), the vowel preceding /n/-conjugation is both nasalized and high (i.e. [i]); this vowel surfaces whenever /n/-conjugation follows a conjunct prefix from positions 5 (122 a, b) or 6 (123 a, b). The quality of the nasalized vowel is mid front (i.e. [e]) when /n/-conjugation follows a conjunct prefix from position 7, as (124) shows.

(124) nànèxal '3sS hammers O (e.g. nail)'
   = nà - n - ñ - h - xal
   1 7 8 11 stem
   adv der cnj cl 'hit O'

In most all other contexts, /n/-conjugation is a syllable onset. These contexts include whenever a prefix intervenes between /n/-conjugation and the stem. Examples of this context are specified in the examples below.

(125) Intervening prefix: position 10 IsS /s/
    ts'éwùnas?à? '1sS wakes up 3pO'
    = ts'o - wù - ñ - s - ?à?
    1 5 8 10 stem
    adv 3pO cnj 1sS 'wake up'
(126) Intervening prefix: position 10 2S /n/
meghadānijla '2S blames 3S'
= m - gha - d - 'n - n - lā
0 0 7 8 10 stem
3S inc pp der cnj 2S 'blame?'

(127) Intervening prefix: position 10 2pS /a/
ts'esēnā?ā? '2pS wakes up 1S'
= ts'e - s - 'n - a - ?ā?
1 5 8 10 stem
adv 1S cnj 2pS 'wake up'

(128) Intervening prefix: position 9 perfective mode /n/
a. yechoʔamila '3S removed guts'
= y - chó - ? - 'n - n - lā
4 0 2 5 8 9 stem
inc stem unsp 0 cnj mode 'handle pl. 0'
b. ts'esēnā?ā? '3S woke up 1S'
= ts'e - s - 'n - n - ?ā?
1 5 8 9 stem
adv 1S cnj mode 'wake up 0'
c. seghadānijla '3S blamed 1S'
= s - gha - d - 'n - n - lā
0 0 7 8 9 stem
1S inc pp der cnj mode 'blame? 0'

(129) Intervening prefixes: position 9 /n/ + position 10 /s/
chenēmich '1S threw 2S into the water'
= che - n - 'n - n - s - h - chī
1 5 8 9 10 11 stem
adv 2S cnj mode 1S cl 'handle 0'

The other context in which one would expect /n/-conjugation to be a
syllable onset, assuming /n/-conjugation parallels the behaviour of 2S /n/, is
when /n/ is preceded by a disjunct prefix. The examples below show that /n/
is always an onset in 1S and 2S forms in this context; however, in 3S
imperfective forms (i.e. in forms where /n/-conjugation is the only conjunct prefix), /n/ varies between onset (130) and coda position (131); when in coda position, /n/ surfaces as nasalization on the preceding vowel.11

(130) ts'e - 'm - zat 'wake up'
= 1 8 stem
adv cnj 'wake up'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Impf</th>
<th>Perf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>ts'enamezats</td>
<td>ts'enamezet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>ts'enamezet</td>
<td>ts'enamezet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>ts'enamezat</td>
<td>ts'enamezet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(131) edzodze nè - 'm - ?à 'set traps'
= 'trap' 1 8 stem
adv cnj 'handle 3D O'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Impf</th>
<th>Perf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>nènes?à</td>
<td>nèni?ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>nèni?à</td>
<td>nèni?ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>nè?à</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 Rice (p.c.) offers a possible explanation for why /n/-conjugation is sometimes an onset and sometimes nasalization: if the preceding disjunct prefix is underlyingly consonant-final, this consonant serves as a syllable onset, and therefore /n/-conjugation is syllable coda, surfacing as nasalization on the vowel. At some level in the derivation, the disjunct prefix final consonant is deleted or prohibited by a constraint from surfacing. By way of contrast, if the disjunct prefix is underlyingly vowel-final, /n/-conjugation is syllable onset (cf. (75) and the accompanying note 6 for another form apparently exhibiting a consonant-final disjunct prefix. In contrast to the /n/-conjugation forms, the final consonant in the disjunct prefix in (75) triggers epenthesis and is not deleted.)
(132) che - 'n - ?a
      = 1 8 stem
      adv cnj 'handle 3D 0'

1s    chemes?à      chemë?ò
2s    chemì?à      chemì?q

(133) na - 'n - h - tsus
      = 3 8 11 stem
      rev cnj cl 'handle cloth-like 0'

1s    nanestus        nanitsus
2s    nàniñtsus

In the above examples, we have considered the surfacing of /n/-conjugation [n] in imperfective and perfective modes. /n/-conjugation optative forms are considered in tandem with /s/-conjugation forms at the end of this section.

We next consider the surfacing of low tone which is associated with /n/-conjugation. There are a number of contexts to consider. The first context is when /n/ is the final prefix and is preceded by a conjunct prefix. Recall from above that /n/ in this context is a coda and surfaces as nasalization on the preceding vowel. Low tone always appears on this nasalized vowel if preceded by a position 7 prefix. Tone also always appears on this nasalized vowel if preceded by a position 5 or position 6 prefix other than position 5 /ʔ/, position 6 /ts'/ or position 6 /gh/. An example is given below.

(134) ts'esl?à?      '3sS wake up 1SO'
      = ts?e - s - 'n - ?a?
      1 5 8 stem
      adv 1sO cnj 'wake up'
In a form where the conjunct prefixes consist entirely of position 5 /ʔ/, position 6 /ts'/ and/or position 6 /gh/, tone does not appear on the nasalized vowel. Examples are given below.

(135) yeçcho?le '3S takes guts out of O'

= y - čho - ? - n - le
4 0 2 5 8 stem
inc stm unsp 0 cnj 'handle pl. O'

(136) meççdâñats'îla '1pS remove guts separately'

= m - čho - dâñâ - ts' - n - la
3sO 2 4 6 8 stem
inc stm distr 1pS cnj 'handle pl. O'

However, if there are any conjunct prefixes in addition to position 5 /ʔ/, position 6 /ts'/ and/or position 6 /gh/, tone does appear on the nasalized vowel. An example is given below.

(137) ts'eseghi?à '3pS wakes up 1sO'

= ts'e - s - gh - n - ?à
1 5 6 8 stem
adv 1sO 3pS cnj 'wake up'

In summary, tone appears on the nasalized vowel in all cases except where position 5 /ʔ/, position 6 /ts'/ and/or position 6 /gh/ are the only conjunct prefixes besides /n/-conjugation.

The second context we consider for tonal manifestations is when /n/-conjugation is a syllable onset (cf. (125) - (133)). The first generalization is that tone always appears on the [e] following a position 7 prefix, as exemplified in (138) and (139).

(138) meççhadêñîla '2sS blames 3so'

= m - gha - d - n - n - la
0 0 7 8 10 stem
3sO inc pp der cnj 2sS 'blame?'

12 See Hargus (1988) for a detailed discussion of these facts in Sekani.
(139) sæghadànìlà '3S blamed 1SO'  
  = s - gha - d - `n - n - là  
  0 0 7 8 9 stem  
  1SO inc pp der cnj mode 'blame? O'  

If the prefix preceding /n/-conjugation onset is a position 5 or 6 conjunct prefix, the surfacing of tone is conditioned in exactly the same way as discussed above for /n/-conjugation coda. Thus, there is no tone when conjunct prefixes consist only of /ʔ/, /ts'/ and/or /gh/, as shown below.

(140) yečhòanìlà '3S removed guts'  
  = y - chò - ? - `n - n - là  
  4 0 2 5 8 9 stem  
  inc stm unsp 0 cnj mode 'handle pl. 0'  

(141) wuwàets'ànìlà '1pS gave pl. O to 3pO'  
  = wu - wà - ? - ts' - `n - n - là  
  0 0 5 6 8 9 stem  
  3p0 inc pp unsp 0 1pS cnj mode 'handle pl. 0'  

If other conjunct prefixes are present, then tone does surface on the V preceding /n/-conjugation, as shown in (142) - (146).

(142) tse'ewùnesà '1sS wakes up 3pO'  
  = ts'e - wu - `n - s - ?à  
  1 5 8 10 stem  
  adv 3pO cnj 1sS 'wake up'  

(143) tse'esànaà '2pS wakes up 1SO'  
  = ts'e - s - `n - a - ?à  
  1 5 8 10 stem  
  adv 1sO cnj 2pS 'wake up'  

(144) chenènicjì '1sS threw 2sO into the water'  
  = che - n - `n - n - s - h - čjì  
  1 5 8 9 10 11 stem  
  adv 2sO cnj mode 1sS cl 'handle O'
(145) ts'eseni?à?
    '3sS woke up 1sO'
    = ts'e - s - 'n - n - ?à?
    1 5 8 9 stem
    adv 1sO cnj mode 'wake up O'

(146) ts'ewuts'eni?à?
    '1pS woke up 3pO'
    = ts'e - wu - ts' - 'n - n - ?à?
    1 5 6 8 9 stem
    adv 3pO 1pS cnj mode 'wake up O'

If /'n/-conjugation onset is preceded by a disjunct prefix, low tone is never transferred on to the preceding vowel, as shown earlier in (130), (132) and (133).

The apparently complicated facts of conjugation tone can be simplified if we make the following assumption: positions 7 - 11 define a phonological domain within conjunct prefixes; let us call this "domain 2". Positions 5 - 11 define a larger phonological domain, equivalent to the entire conjunct prefix domain; we call this "domain 3".13 The entire word, including disjunct and conjunct prefixes, constitutes a third phonological domain. In domain 2, conjugation tone is always associated to a preceding vowel; in domain 3, conjugation tone is sometimes associated to a preceding vowel, conditioned by the type of domain 3 prefixes present; in the word domain (i.e. when conjugation is preceded by a disjunct prefix), tone is never associated to a preceding vowel.

---

13 See Li (1946) for a discussion of the equivalent facts in Chipewyan; Li was one of the first to notice the odd patterning of the pronominal object and deictic subject prefixes in relation to the other conjunct prefixes located to their right. The uniqueness of the object and deictic subject prefixes is noted in many other Athapaskan languages: cf. Rice (1962, 1985b, 1989b), Hargus (1988), Kari (1975, 1976).
1.5.3.3 /s/-Conjugation

I discuss the phonology of /s/-conjugation in the same fashion as /n/-conjugation, considering first the manifestation of the [s] element of /s/-conjugation and secondly the manifestation of low tone.

If /s/-conjugation were exactly like /n/-conjugation, it too would surface as a syllable coda whenever (a) it is the final prefix before the stem and (b) it is preceded by a conjunct prefix. In fact, /s/-conjugation is a syllable coda in a subset of forms characterized by properties (a) and (b). This subset is further characterized by the following property: (c) the classifier is either /d/ or /Ø/. Examples are given below.

(147) sónawədəskət  3sS yawns
       = sóna - w - d - 's - kal  yawn
       1 5 7 8 stem
       adv  aři 0 der  cnj  yawn

(148) tənènɛsdiò  3sS stops laughing
       = tè - nè - n - 's - d - diò
       1 1 7 8 11 stem
       adv  adv  der  cnj  cl  laugh

(149) dagašla  3pS hangs up pl. 0
       = da - gh - 's - la
       1 6 8 stem
       adv  3pS  cnj  'handle pl. 0

(150) nadinat'əskwi  1pS vomited separately
       = na - dànà - ts' - 's - d - kwì
       3 4 6 8 11 stem
       rev  distr  1pS  cnj  cl  'vomit

(151) ṭədadəsʔə  3sS cashes 0 (e.g. a cheque)
       = ṭəda - d - 's - ʔə
       1 7 8 stem
       adv  der  cnj  'handle 3D 0
(152) suneyà nèṣʔì '3sS steals money'
= 'money' n - 's - ñì
 7 8 stem
der cnj 'steal 0'

(153) nòdèsesja '3sS goes back again'
= na - na - d - 's - d - ya
 3 3 7 8 11 stem
rev rev der cnj cl 'sg. go'

In forms having properties (a) and (b), but which have /h/ classifier, [s] does not surface at all. Examples are given below.

(154) a. dasaghèchì '3ps lifts up lsO'
= da - s - gh - 's - h - chí
 1 5 6 8 11 stem
adv lsO 3ps cnj cl 'handle animate 0'

b. i. tawuts'èchì '1ps carries up 3pO'
ii. tawuts'eschì
= tâ - wu - ts' - 's - h - chí
 1 5 6 8 11 stem
adv 3pO 1ps cnj cl 'handle animate 0'

(155) k'e'ghanèchê'? '3ps counts 0'
= ke' - gh - n - 's - h - chí'
 1 6 7 8 11 stem
adv 3ps der cnj cl 'count 0'

(156) yanàghèch'il '3sS tears out pl. O' (e.g. pages)
= ya - nà - gh - 's - h - chíl
 1 4 7 8 11 stem
adv distr der cnj cl 'break 0'

---

14 (154 b ii) is an exceptional form which occurs in free variation with (154 b i). I have no explanation for the occurrence of this form.
(157) tāsaghēchī '3pS carried 1s0 uphill'
   = tā - s - gh - 's - n - h - chī
   1 5 6 8 9 11 stem
   adv 1s0 3pS cnj mode cl 'handle animate 0'

(158) zēxī '3sS kills 0'
   = z - 's - h - xī
   7 8 11 stem
   der cnj cl 'kill 0'

(159) yakhēghadēchī '3sS rolls animate 0 off of 3s0'
   = y - k'e - gh - d - 's - h - chī
   0 0 7 7 8 11 stem
   40 pp der der cnj cl 'handle animate 0'

In forms having properties (a) and (b), but which have /h/ classifier, [s] surfaces as coda if the preceding conjunct prefix is in positions 5 or 6 (cf. (160)); if the preceding conjunct prefix is in position 7, [s] does not surface at all, as with /h/ classifier (cf. (161) - (163)).

(160) tāts'asti'ē '1pS runs uphill'
   = tā - ts' - 's - 1 - ti'ē
   1 6 8 11 stem
   adv 1pS cnj cl 'motion'

(161) ?qaddêla '3sS is lazy'
   = ?qda - d - 's - 1 - la
   1 7 8 11 stem
   adv der cnj cl '?'

(162) ?ats'anēdagh '1pS chokes'
   = ? - ts' - n - 's - 1 - dagh
   5 6 7 8 11 stem
   unsp 0 1pS der cnj cl 'choke'
(163) kadet'a '3sS runs out'
= ka - d - 's - 1 - ti'a
  1  7  8 11 stem
adv der cnj cl 'motion'

In forms having property (b) only, i.e. where /s/ is preceded by a
conjunct prefix but /s/ is not the last prefix before the stem, the surfacing of [s]
is quite complicated. If the intervening prefix is 1sS /s/, then conjugation [s]
does not surface at all; however, the presence of a long vowel in these forms
between positions 7 and 10 suggests that [s] was possibly in onset position (i.e.
in a position between two vowels), and then deleted. Examples are given below.

(164) Intervening prefix: position 10 1sS /s/

a. sonyawedēskał '1sS yawns'
= sōn - w - d - 's - s - kāl
  1  5  7  8 10 11 stem
adv arl 0 der cnj 1sS cl 'yaw'

b. tenešesli '1sS stops laughing'
= tēnē - n - 's - s - d - dlō
  1  7  8 10 11 stem
adv der cnj 1sS cl 'laugh'

c. kenēeschē? '1sS counts 0'
= kē - n - 's - s - h - chē?
  1  7  8 10 11 stem
adv der cnj 1sS cl 'count 0'

d. yanaghēesch'il '1sS tears out pl. 0' (e.g. pages)
= ya - nā - gh - 's - s - h - ch'il
  1  4  7  8 10 11 stem
adv dictr der cnj 1sS cl 'break 0'

e. košedēy '1sS chokes'
= ? - n - 's - s - 1 - degh
  5  7  8 10 11 stem
unsp 0 der cnj 1sS cl 'choke'
f. mak'eghâdêechi 'lsS rolled animate O of of 3sO'  
= m - k'e - gh - d - 's - s - h - chì  
0 0 7 7 8 10 11 stem  
3sO pp der der cnj isS cl 'handle animate O'  

g. nadëesjà 'lsS went back'  
= na - d - 's - s - d - ya  
3 7 8 10 11 stem  
rev der cnj isS cl 'sg. go'  

h. kadëestì'a 'lsS runs out'  
= ka - d - 's - s - 1 - tì'a  
1 7 8 10 11 stem  
adv der cnj isS cl 'motion'  

(Note in (164f) that both /s/-conjugation and 1sS /s/ are absent; the absence of  
1sS /s/ is an effect of /h/ classifier in perfective forms (cf. 1.2.4)).  

If the intervening prefix is 2sS /n/, then /n/ usually surfaces as  
nasalization on the preceding [l] vowel and the [s] element of /s/-conjugation  
does not surface at all. As the form in (165e) shows, sometimes there is a long  
nasalized [ê] between position 7 and the stem. This suggests again that [s] was  
underlyingly a syllable onset (i.e. surrounded by vowels on both sides).  

(165) Intervening prefix: position 10 2sS /n/  
a. k'enìchì'ê? '2sS counts 0'  
= k'e - n - 's - n - h - chì'ê?  
1 7 8 10 11 stem  
adv der cnj 2sS cl 'count 0'  

b. ñêdàìëì?ò '2sS cashes 0' (e.g. a cheque)  
= ñêda - d - 's - n - ?ò  
1 7 8 10 stem  
adv der cnj 2sS 'handle 3D O'
c. suneyà nǐ'ì '2sS steals money'
   = 'money' n - 's - n - ?ì
   7 8 10 stem
der cnj 2sS 'steal O'

d. mak'eghadìčì '2sS rolled animate O off of 3sO'
   = m - k'e - gh - d - 's - n - h - chì
   0 0 7 7 8 10 11 stem
3sO pp der der cnj 2sS cl 'handle animate O'

e. yanàghìeùchìl '2sS tears out pl. O' (e.g. pages)
   = ya - nà - gh - 's - n - h - chìl
   1 4 7 8 10 11 stem
adv distr der cnj 2sS cl 'break O'

If the conjunct prefix before /s/ is in positions 5 or 6, and both position
9 perfective mode and position 10 1sS /s/ intervene between /s/ and the stem,
positions 9 and 10 merge to form [l], and [s] of /s/ surfaces as a syllable onset,
as shown in (166).

(166) Intervening prefixes: position 9 /n/ + position 10 /s/

danàsi?q '1sS held up 2sO'
da - n - 's - n - s - ?q
  1 5 8 9 10 stem
adv 2sO cnj mode 1sS 'handle O'

We have considered how [s] surfaces when (i) it is the final conjunct
prefix preceded by other conjunct prefixes and (ii) it is not the final conjunct
prefix but is preceded by other conjunct prefixes. The surfacing of [s] in these
two contexts varies in a seemingly arbitrary fashion; in Chapter 4 I show that
the syllable position of [s] is determined by two simple devices which operate
systematically: the syllable template and extraprosodicity. The same devices
determine the syllable position of [s] when (iii) it is the only conjunct prefix
(besides the classifier). In this case, [s] is usually a syllable onset, as shown in (167) - (172).

(167) sadə ‘3s sits’
   = `s - də
   ə stem
   cnj ‘sit’

(168) tuwe sech’e ‘3s cooks fish’
   = ‘fish’ `s - h - ch’e
   ə 11 stem
   cnj cl ‘cook’

(169) setswas ‘3s springs 0’ (e.g. mousetrap)
   = `s - 1 - tswas
   ə 11 stem
   cnj cl ‘spring 0’

(170) tusakwèn ‘3s has a fever’
   = tu - `s - kwèn
   1 ə stem
   adv cnj ‘be hot’

(171) tасə́t’a ‘3s runs uphill’
   = tə - `s - 1 - t’a
   1 ə 11 stem
   adv cnj cl ‘motion’

(172) đəsetsus ‘3s hangs up cloth-like 0’
   = đə - `s - h - tsus
   1 ə 11 stem
   adv cnj cl ‘handle cloth-like 0’

When /s/-conjugation is the only conjunct prefix in /d/-classifier forms,

[s] may be a syllable coda, as shown in the form below.

(173) degwótkè nasda ‘3s is squatting again’
   = d - gwót - k`è na - `s - d - da
   refl ‘knees’ pp 3 ə 11 stem
   rev cnj cl ‘sit’
Taking the /d/-classifier form in (173) to be exceptional, [s] manifests itself as a syllable onset when it is initial in the conjunct domain, in the same way as any prefix in this conjunct-initial position is a syllable onset.

The second manifestation of /s/-conjugation, (the first being [s]), is low tone. The /s/ tone facts parallel the /n/ tone facts. Thus, if /s/ is preceded by a position 7 prefix, tone always surfaces on the left adjacent vowel. This is illustrated in the partial paradigms in (174) - (179).

(174) sóna - w - d - 's - kal 'yawn'

1s sónawedèeskañ
3s sónawedèeskañ

(175) tè - nè - n - 's - d - dlò 'stop laughing'

1s tènènèesdlò
3s tènènèesdlò

(176) k'e - n - 's - h - ch'è? 'count 0'

1s k'ènèesch'è?
2s k'ènich'è?
3s k'èyanèch'è?
1p k'èts'anèch'è?
3p k'èghanèch'è?
(177) ya - nà - gh - 's - h - ch'il 'tear out pl. 0' (e.g. pages)
    1 4 7 8 11 stem
    adv distr der cnj cl 'break 0'
    1s yanàghèesch'il
    2s yanàghèégch'il
    3s yanàghèèch'il

(178) ṭèda - d - 's - l - la 'be lazy'
    1 7 8 11 stem
    adv der cnj cl '?'
    1s ṭèdadèsla
    3s ṭèdadèla

(179) ṭ - n - 's - l - degh 'to choke'
    5 7 8 11 stem
    unsp 0 der cnj cl 'choke'
    1s ṭanèesdegh
    1p ṭats'ènèdegh

If /s/ is preceded by a prefix from positions 5 or 6, tone may surface depending on which prefixes are present in these positions. If the preceding position 5/6 prefix is not position 5 /ʔ/, position 6 /ts'/ or position 6 /gh/, tone surfaces, as in (180).

(180) danèsiʔq 'is held up 2sO'
    da - n - 's - n - s - ṭq
    1 5 8 9 10 stem
    adv 2sO cnj mode 1sS 'handle 0'

If any of the aforementioned prefixes precede /s/-conjugation and are accompanied by another position 5/6 prefix, tone also surfaces.
(181) tasi'i'hochi '3pS carried ISO uphill'
   = tā - s - gh - 's - n - h - chī
   1 5 6 8 9 11 stem
   adv ISO 3pS cnj mode cl 'handle animate 0'

If the only prefix(es) in positions 5 and 6 are /ʔ/, /ts'/ and/or /gh/, then tone
does not surface, as shown in the following examples.

(182) dats'asla '1pS hangs up pl. 0'
   = da - ts' - 's - la
   1 6 8 stem
   adv 1pS cnj 'handle pl. 0'

(183) tuse nhu'che '3pS cooked fish'
   = 'fish' gh - 's - h - ch'e
   6 8 11 stem
   3pS cnj cl 'cook 0'

(184) nadanats'askwi '1pS vomited separately'
   = na - dan' - ts' - 's - d - kwi
   3 4 6 8 11 stem
   rev distr 1pS cnj cl 'vomit'

Finally, if /'s/ is preceded by a disjunct prefix, the low tone of /'s/ never
surfaces on the leftward vowel (if tone is present on this vowel, it is lexically
marked, and does not originate from /'s/). This is seen in the partial paradigm
given below.

(185) tu - 's - kwèn 'have a fever'
   1 8 stem
   adv cnj 'be hot'

     1s  tusaskwèn
     2s  tusikwèn
     3s  tusakwèn
As already mentioned, the surfacing of /s/-conjugation low tone exactly parallels that of /n/-conjugation low tone.

In optative and future modes, distinctions between conjugations are lost as far as I can tell. There is no consistent tonal indication of the presence of /s/ or /n/ conjugations in optatives and futures; neither is there any segmental trace of position 8 conjugation. HRB differs in this respect from related languages like Sekani and Slave, where /s/ and /n/ conjugations can be differentiated in optative and future modes.

1.5.4 Summary Charts

- cf. (113): Conjugation-Mode Pairings

The chart in (186) lists the contexts for when [n] of /n/-conjugation is an onset and when it is a coda. [n] is an onset whenever (a) it is the first prefix in the conjunct domain or (b) position 10 is filled by a consonant. [n] is a coda whenever (c) it is the last prefix in the conjunct domain and preceded by other conjunct consonants. (Note: in (186), [.....] indicates that the positions so marked are optionally filled.)

(186) [n] of /n/-conjugation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n = Onset:</th>
<th>0 1 2 3 4</th>
<th>5 6 7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9 10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>.........................</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>'n'</td>
<td>..............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>.........................</td>
<td>1 or more Cs</td>
<td>'n'</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coda:

| (c) | ......................... | 1 or more Cs | 'n' | ∅ | ∅ |

The chart in (187) lists the contexts for when [s] of /s/-conjugation is an onset, when it is a coda, and when it is deleted. [s] is an onset whenever (a) it is the first prefix in the conjunct domain or (b) it is immediately preceded by a position 5 or 6 prefix and is immediately followed by /l/ classifier. [s] may be a
coda when it is immediately preceded by a disjunct prefix and immediately followed by /d/ classifier (environment (c)); this is the context in which [s] varies between onset and coda, so [s] may also be an onset in this environment. Otherwise, [s] is a coda (d) in /Ø/ and /d/ classifier forms when it is the last prefix in the conjunct domain and preceded by a conjunct prefix. [s] is deleted (e) between a position 7 C and position 10 /s/, (f) between a position 7 C and position 10 /n/, (g) between any conjunct prefix and /h/ classifier, and (h) between a position 7 C and /l/ classifier.

(187) [s] of /s/-conjugation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>0 1 2 3 4</th>
<th>5 6 7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9 10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s = Onset: (a)</td>
<td>..................</td>
<td>Ø Ø Ø s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>..................</td>
<td>1/more Cs Ø s</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda: (c)</td>
<td>1 or more CVs</td>
<td>Ø Ø s</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(- not always)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>..................</td>
<td>1 or more Cs s</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s = Deleted: (e)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>1 or more Cs</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chart in (188) lists the environments in which the tone of /n/- and /s/-conjugations surfaces. Tone is manifested (a) on the vowel between a position 7 C and conjugation, (b) on the vowel between the string of position 5 /?/ and position 6 /ts'/ or /gh/, and conjugation, and (c) on the vowel between a string consisting of any combination of position 5 and 6 prefixes provided that
the string does not consist only of position 5 /ˈ/ or position 6 /tsˈ/ or position 6
/gh/, and conjugation. Tone does not surface (d) whenever conjugation is the
first prefix in the conjunct domain.

(188) Tonal manifestations of /n/- and /s/-conjugations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?&lt;ts&gt;</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{gh}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?&lt;ts&gt;</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td></td>
<td>̂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{gh}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>any other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(n,s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- no tone transfer

1.6 Derivational/Aspectual/Thematic (position 7)

1.6.1 Function

1.6.1.1 Description

To this point, prefixes in position 7 have been labelled simply as
derivational; in actual fact, prefixes in this position are either derivational or
thematic. In this respect, they are like the classifiers, which also divide into
these two groups (cf. 1.2.1). Thematic position 7 prefixes occur as part of the
verb's lexical entry and have no isolable meaning. In 1.6.1.2, (189) - (192)
show examples of verbs built on the same theme, where the theme includes a
thematic position 7. Other thematic position 7 prefixes are given in (193) -
(197); again, the position 7 prefix in these forms has no meaning of its own.
Position 7 prefixes can also be used derivationally. Derivational position 7 forms verb bases having certain meanings. In (198) - (206) the various derivational uses of three prefixes are illustrated. Compare the derivational use of each prefix given in (a) forms with the same or similar verb themes not having derivational position 7 in the (b) forms.

In (207) - (225) in 1.6.1.2 other derivational prefixes are illustrated. In these examples, nc forms without derivational position 7 could be found for comparison. However, the derivational uses of these prefixes are fairly common in many Athapaskan languages (cf. Golla 1970, Hargus 1988, Rice 1989b).

16.1.2 Examples

(189) Theme: n - ta 'look/search'
7 stem

a. ?edsk'änustahe 'I will look at myself'
   = ?d - k'ä - n - w - s - ta
   0 0 7 9 10 stem
   refl 0 pp thm mode 1sS 'look'

b. yatses k'ënànata 'he's searching his pockets'
   = y - tses k'ë - nà - n - ta
   40 'pockets' 0 1 7 stem
   pp adv thm 'look'

c. yik'änutahe 'he will find her'
   = y - nkà - n - w - ta
   0 0 7 9 stem
   40 pp thm mode 'look'
(190) Theme: u - z - h - ts'o  'hear O'
          7 7 11 stem

   a. suzëts'o   'he heard me'
          = s - u - z - 's - h - ts'o
          5 7 7 8 11 stem
          IsO thm thm cnj cl 'hear O'

   b. tà?u?seeets'o  'I misheard you'
          = tà - u - z - gh - s - h - ts'o
          1 7 7 8 10 11 stem
          adv thm thm cnj IsS cl 'hear O'

(191) Theme: z - h - ghi  'kill O'
          7 11 stem

   a. xada  zèxi  'he shot the moose'
          = 'moose' z - 's - n - h - gai
          7 8 9 11 stem
          thm cnj mode cl 'kill O'

   b. ?edadzègi  'he killed himself'
          = ?d - z - 's - n - d - ghi
          5 7 8 9 11 stem
          refl 0 thm cnj mode cl 'kill O'

   c. chu  nàzux?hësë  'he will drown (3sO?)'
          = 'water' nà - z - w - h - ghi
          1 7 9 11 stem
          adv thm mode cl 'kill O'

   d. bit  sezeezi  'I was sleepy' ('sleep killed me')
          = 'sleep' s - z - 's - n - h - ghi
          5 7 8 9 11 stem
          IsO thm cnj mode cl 'kill O'
e. diòwëwuzexel 'they are laughing' ('laughter is killing them')
   = diòwë - wu - z - h - ghel
   2 5 7 11 stem
   inc stem 3pO thm cl 'kill 0'
   'laugh'

(192) Theme: ts' - h - dane 'be aloof'
       7 11 stem

a. wats'asdane 'I am lonesome'
   = w - ts' - s - h - dane
   5 7 10 11 stem
   arlO thm lsS cl 'be aloof'

b. dane ts'asdane 'I hate people'
   = 'people' ts' - s - h - dane
   7 10 11 stem
   thm lsS cl 'be aloof'

(193) Thematic /u/:

a. ughabè '3pS pick berries'
   = u - gh - bè
   7 5 stem
   thm 3pS 'pick berries'

(Notice metathesis in (193a) between position 6 /gh/ and position 7 /u/).

b. usjo '1sS is good'
   = u - s - d - yo
   7 10 11 stem
   thm lsS cl 'be good'

c. udessús '1sS whistles/whispers'
   = u - d - sús
   7 7 stem
   thm der 'whistle/whisper'
d. užeets'q
    'IsS listened' (cf. (190))
    = u- z - 's - s - h - ts'q
    7 7 8 10 11 stem
    thm thm cnj IsS cl 'listen'

e. utwën
    '3sS holds O'
    = u - twën
    7 stem
    thm 'hold O'

(194) **Thematic /t/**
    taji
    '3sS is sweet'
    = t - ji
    7 stem
    thm 'be sweet'

(195) **Thematic /z/:**

    užeets'o
    'IsS listens to O' (cf. (190))
    = u- z - 's - s - h - ts'o
    7 7 8 10 11 stem
    thm thm cnj IsS cl 'listen to O'

(196) **Thematic /d/:**

a. dedestsas
    'IsS was shaking'
    = d - d - s - d - tsas
    7 7 10 11 stem
    thm thm IsS cl 'shake'

b. deji
    '3sS is sick'
    = d - ji
    7 stem
    thm 'be sick'
(197) **Thematic /n/:**

**a.** k'ets'anèch'è?

- 1pS counts 0

= k'e - ts' - n - 's - h - ch'è?

1 6 7 8 11 stem
adv 1pS thm cnj cl 'count 0'

**b.** wunesà

- 1sS fools 3p0

= wu - n - s - ?à

5 7 10 stem
3p0 thm 1sS fool O'

**c.** ?adèsti'ask'à nesta

- 1sS look at paper

= ?adèst'i'es - k'â n - s - h - ta

'paper' pp 7 10 11 stem
thm 1sS cl 'look at O'

Derivational position 7

- Derivational uses of /gh/

(198) "stagger" (only with certain "motion" verb stems)

(a) i = k'èghanadà

- 3sS staggers around

= k'è(na) - gh - n - dà

1 7 7 stem
adv der der 'motion'

ii = k'èghanat'ë

- 3sS staggers around

= k'è(na) - gh - n - tì'e

1 7 7 stem
adv der der 'motion'

(b) i = k'àdà

- 3sS is walking around

= k'è(na) - dà

1 stem
adv 'motion'
ii = dawesdliuæe kàtl'è '3S is driving his truck around'
= d - wasdliuæe k'è(na) - tì'e
  refl 'truck'  1  stem
  adv  'motion'

(199) (in conjunction with position 1 /da/): "move quickly with hands"
(a) daghèstì'û  'he tìes up horse'
    = da - gh - 's - tì'û
    1  7  8 stem
    adv der cnj 'tie up 0'
(b) i = ?asti'û  'I knit something'
   = ? - s - tì'û
   5 10 stem
unsp 0 1S S 'tie up 0'
ii = satsighà sástì'û  'I braid my hair'
   = s - tsighà 's - s - tì'û
  'my 'hair'  8 10 stem
  cnj 1S S 'tie up 0'

- Derivational uses of /d/:

(200) plural
(a) d - 's - h - ts'i 'pl. sit'
    7 8 11 stem
der cnj cl 'sit'

1p ts'adèts'i
2p dâts'i
3p ghèdèts'i
(b)  ’s - dà  
    8 stem 
    cnj  ‘sit’ 

1s  sèsdà 
2s  sîdà 
3s  sadà 

(201) "for oneself" 
(a)  sèdànè  jîda  ?agheats’ès  ‘my brothers cook 
    for themselves’ 

    =  s - dànè  ‘themselves’?  -  gh - d - ts’ès 
    ‘my’ ‘brothers’ 
    5  6  7 stem 
    unsp 0 3pS der  ‘cook 0’ 

(b)  ghets’ès  

    = gh - ts’ès 
    6 stem 
    3pS  ‘cook 0’ 

(202) inceptive aspect 
(a)  ts’êda dêsjin  ‘child started to sing’ 

    = ‘child’ d - ’s - d - yin 
    7  8  11 stem 
    der cnj cl  ‘sing’ 

(b)  ejin  ‘he sings’ 

    = d - shin 
    11 stem 
    cl  ‘sing’ 

(203) “mouth”, “oral activity” 
(a)  i = k’èchuedada  ‘he walks around drinking’ 

    = k’è(na) - chue - d - da 
    1  2  7 stem 
    adv  inc  stm  der  ‘motion’
ii = k'etsaghedada 'he walks around crying'
   = k'è(na) - tsège - d - da
   1 2 7 stem
   adv inc stm der 'motion'

iii = k'esalededa 'he walks around yelling'
   = k'è(na) - sale - d - da
   1 2 7 stem
   adv inc stm der 'motion'

iv = k'èshinedada 'he walks around singing'
   = k'è(na) - shine - d - da
   1 2 7 stem
   adv inc stm der 'motion'

(b) k'àda 'he walks around'
   = k'è(na) - da
   1 stem
   adv 'motion'

-Derivational uses of /n/-

(204) "completion"

(a) i = tenēnēesdîô 'I stop laughing' (cf. (b) i)
   = te - nè - n - 's - s - d - dîô
   1 1 7 8 10 11 stem
   adv adv der cnj lsS cl 'laugh'

ii = danēesdô 'I get full' (cf. (b) ii)
   = da - n - 's - s - d - dô
   1 7 8 10 11 stem
   adv der cnj lsS cl 'be full'

(b) i = ?edasdlô 'I laugh'
   = ? - d - s - dlô
   5 7 10 stem
   unsp 0 der lsS 'laugh'
ii = chuʔæsdə 'I drank'
   = chu - s - d - də
   2 10 11 stem
   inc stem isS dl 'be full'

(205) "face"
(a) daneniʔe k'enakât 'she slaps the man's face'
   = dene - ni - e k'e - n - kat
   'man' 'face' pp 1 7 stem
   adv der 'slap O'

(b) i = nàdeekât 'I slapped someone'
   = nà - d - s - n - s - kât
   1 7 8 9 10 stem
   adv der cnj mode isS 'slap O'
   ii = ssdzə wəkât 'he slapped me on the back'
   = s - dzə w - kât
   'my' 'back' 5 stem
   arlO 'slap O'

This completes the examples contrasting forms having position 7
derivational prefixes (198 (a) - 205 (a)) with similar forms not having position
7 derivational prefixes (198 (b) - 205 (b)). The following examples further
illustrate the derivational use of position 7; for these examples, contrasting
forms not having derivational position 7 are not provided, as they could not be
found in most cases. Eight derivational uses, labelled (a) - (h) and underlined,
are indicated in this section.

Other Derivational uses

(a) **Conative aspect**
   - conative aspect is used to mark an action which is attempted, but not
     successfully completed
   - conative aspect is indicated by position 7 /u/ and position 8 /n/
(206) unjich'u  '2sS shoot at O'
    = u - 'n - n - ch'u
    7 8 10 stem
der cnj 2sS 'shoot O'

(207) unit'ow  '1sS shot at O'
    = u - 'n - n - s - t'ow
    7 8 9 10 stem
der cnj mode 1sS 'shoot O'

(b) "motion towards a goal"
   - "motion towards a goal" is indicated by position 7 /u/ and position 8

/s/

(208) tse ghà  '1sS swam past rock'
    = tse - ghà u - 's - s - bi
    'rock' past 7 8 10 stem
    'rock' past der cnj 1sS 'swim'

(c) "mouth", "oral activity"
   - "mouth" or "oral activity" is indicated by position 7 /d/

(209) deskwas  '1sS coughs'
    = d - s - d - kwas
    7 10 11 stem
der isS cl 'cough'

(210) danets'ê wedajê  '2pS talk to the man'
    = dane - ts'ê w - d - a - jê
    'man' pp 5 7 10 stem
    ar10 der 2pS 'talk to O'

(211) ?atsèn k'ades?aľ  '1sS chews up meat'
    = 'meat' k'a - d - s - ?aľ
    0 7 10 stem
    pp der 1sS 'chew O'
(212) ?ats’ødèdègh
  = ? - ts’ - d - ς - h - dègh
  5  6  7  8  11 stem
  unsp 0 1pS der cj cl 'swallow O'

(213) dasbèt
  'iS is hungry'
  = d - s - bèt
  7  10 stem
der 1sS 'be hungry'

(d)  "water"
  "water" is indicated by position 7 /d/

(214) nèchuduszaale
  'iS washes O' (Optative)
  = nè - chu - d - w - s - xal + e
  1  2  7  9  10 stem optative
  adv inc stn der mode 1sS 'wash O'

(e)  "fire"
  "fire" is indicated by position 7 /d/

(215) kwèn nadèek’ò
  'iS made fire'
  = 'fire' na - d - ς - s - k’ò
  1  7  8  10 stem
  adv der cj 1sS 'make fire'

(216) ?ech’ile k’editet
  'iS burned rags'
  = 'rags' k’e - d - n - s - òtet
  0  7  9  10 stem
  pp der mode 1sS 'burn O'

(l)  description of an attribute
  - when a verb describes an attribute, position 7 /n/ is present. This is
  probably the same as the position 9 perfective mode /n/ historically. /n/ is
  chosen to represent the prefix in contrast to /n/ because this prefix exhibits
  different phonological properties from /n/. See 1.6.3 (230) - (232) for
  discussion.
(217) matsën najùè '3sS is thin'
    = m - tsën ŋ - jùè 'his' 'meat' 7 stem
    adj 'be lacking'

(218) nak̕t
    = ŋ - k̕t
    7 stem
    adj 'be heavy'

(219) nak̕asa
    = ŋ - k̕asa
    7 stem
    adj 'be short'

(220) netsën
    = ŋ - 's - 1 - tsën
    7 8 11 stem
    adj cnj cl 'meat'

(221) wutsën danāyejue 'each of them is thin'
    = wu - tsën danā - y - ŋ - jue 'their' 'meat' 4 ? 7 stem
distr pl adj 'be lacking'

(222) ghay̕kay̕t
    = gh - y - ŋ - kay̕t
    6 ? 7 stem
    3pS pl adj 'be heavy'

(g) transitional aspect
    - transitional aspect is indicated by position 7 /i/

15 It is possible that the position 7 prefix in this form is /n/ and not /ŋ/.
(223) dema ne?i?à? '3sS woke mother up'
    = d - ma ne - i - n - ?à?
    refl 'mother' 1 7 9 stem
    adv der mode 'wake up O'

(b) "talking"
- "talking" is indicated by position 7 /ch/. Notice that there is possible
metathesis between position 6 /ts/ and position 7 /ch/ (i.e. metathesis occurs
in (224) but not in (225)). The only prefixes which may metathesize are /ts/,
/gh/ and /ch/; any other position 6 or position 7 prefixes never interchange.
Metathesis thus seems to be phonologically determined.

(224) ñesachsts'et'as '1ps talked to each other'
    = t - e - sa - ch - ts' - d - ?as
    0 0 2 7 6 11 stem
    recip pp inc stm der 1ps cl 'talk'

(225) dlòwets'echeli '1ps told a joke'
    = dlòwe - ts' - ch - d - dl
    2 6 7 11 stem
    inc stm 1ps der cl 'talk'

1.6.2 Discontinuous dependencies

There are two discontinuous dependencies to mention involving position
7. First, certain position 7 derivational prefixes choose the conjugation prefix in
position 8 in forms lacking both thematic prefixes and prefixes in positions 4 or
1. This very specific dependency is one of the facts in support of the underlying
verb structure proposed in Chapter 3.

The second dependency is that position 4 distributive may choose the
presence of position 7 /I/. An example is given below; (226) and (227) show
that non-distributive forms of the verb 'to smoke' do not require /I/. (228)
shows that /I/ is required in the distributive form.
(226) ʔet'öt  '3sS smokes'
    5 stem unsp 0 'smoke'
(227) ʔaghet'öt  '3pS smoke'
    6 stem unsp 0 3pS 'smoke'
(228) dene  ḏaʔet'ødizə  'each of the men always smokes'
    7 stem customary distr der 'smoke'

One analysis which this dependency suggests is that position 4 distributive is
added to the verb before position 7; that is, the "chooser" prefix is added before
the "chosen" prefix. (See Chapter 3 for further discussion of prefix choosing.)

1.6.3 Phonological Manifestations

There are ten prefixes which may occur in position 7. They are listed in
(229).

(229) /ts'/ /gh/ /u/ /t/ /z/ /d/ /n/ /H/ /h//ch/

In this section, three aspects of the phonology of the prefixes in (229) are
discussed. First, the phonological properties distinguishing /n/ and /H/ are
presented. Secondly, the occurrence of metathesis affecting three of the
prefixes is discussed. Thirdly, the syllable position of all ten prefixes is
specified.

The prefix /H/ is distinguished from /n/ by the diacritic ~ to indicate that
/H/ exhibits a different phonological patterning from /n/. /H/ is a syllable coda
which surfaces as nasalization whenever it is preceded by any prefix; in
contrast, /n/ never surfaces as nasalization. This difference is exemplified in
(230) - (232). In (230) and (231), /n/ is preceded by a prefix and surfaces as nasalization (cf. (218) - (220) where /n/ is word-initial and surfaces as a syllable onset. In (232), /n/ is a syllable onset following position 6.

(230) wutsën dànàyøjue  'each of them is thin'
   = wu - tsën dànà - y - n - jue
   'their' 'meat' 4  ?  7 stem
distr  pl  adj 'be lacking'

(231) ghsyŋkayt  '3PS are heavy'
   = gh - y - n - kayt
   6  ?  7 stem
   3PS pl  adj 'be heavy'

(232) k'èghsts'enats'ets  '1PS stagger around'
   = k'è - gh - ts' - n - ts'ets
   1  7  6  7 stem
   adv  der  1PS  der 'fall'

The second aspect of position 7 phonology discussed here is metathesis. Position 7 /ch/, /ts'/ and /gh/ are prefixes which metathesize with prefixes in position 6. Metathesis involving position 7 /ch/ is exemplified in (224) and (225). To see metathesis of position 7 /ts'/ and position 6, consider first (192) (a) and (b) in 1.6.1.2. In these forms /ts'/ is a thematic position 7 prefix. Now consider (233).

(233) wets'eghedane  '3ps are lonesome'
   = w - ts' - gh - h - dene
   5  7  6  11 stem
   ari 0  thm 3PS  cl 'be aloof'

Here, position 6 3PS occurs after position 7 /ts'/. This ordering justifies the breakdown of prefixes in (234).
An example of metathesis involving position 7 /gh/ can be seen in the partial paradigm in (197) in 1.6.1.2. In the 1p form, position 6 1pS occurs after position 7 /gh/.

Thus, whenever a pair of prefixes comprising /ts'/, /gh/ and/or /ch/ are juxtaposed, metathesis may occur.

A third aspect of position 7 phonology which needs to be addressed is the ordering of prefixes when more than one prefix occupies position 7 (cf. 193 (c), 195, 196 (a), 198 (a)) for examples of forms where more than one prefix occupies position 7). Hargus (1988) describes the predictable ordering within the position as that given below (these restrictions are also true of HRB).

(235) gh
    n
   > d > i
  u > z

Since ordering of prefixes is predictable on phonological grounds, only one position needs to be posited. (Generally, prefixes are grouped into positions based on function; a prefix sequence is allowed in one position if the sequence is predictable.)

The final phonological property of position 7 which I discuss is syllable position. We can divide the prefixes up in (229) into the following categories. The first category comprises prefixes always surfacing as nuclei; these are /u/ and /l/. The second category comprises prefixes always surfacing as onsets: these are /ts'/, /gh/, /k/, /z/, /d/, /n/ and /ch/. The third category is the one prefix which varies between surfacing as onset and coda: /n/.
To generalize, we can state that most position 7 consonantal prefixes surface only as onsets. By way of contrast, we have seen that prefixes in positions 8, 9 and 10 may be codas as well as onsets, depending on their environment. In Chapter 4, the differing behaviour of position 7 vs. other conjunct prefixes is explored. The varying syllabification is accounted for using three simple mechanisms: a syllable template, extraprosodicity, and prelinked syllable positions.

1.6.4 Summary charts

Position 7 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Always onset(0)</th>
<th>Always nucleus</th>
<th>Sometimes 0, sometimes coda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ts'/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/ʊ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gh/</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ch/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.7 Deictic Subject (position 6)

1.7.1 Function

Position 6 marks subjects in 1st person plural 'we' (1pS) and 3rd person plural 'they' (3pS). There are two types of 1pS pronoun: an inclusive use where the hearer is included in the reference of "we", and an exclusive use where the hearer is not included in the reference of "we".

1.7.2 Discontinuous dependencies

- none
1.7.3 Phonological Manifestations

1.7.3.1 1pS exclusive

1pS exclusive is /ts'/, always surfacing as [ts'V] (i.e. /ts'/ is always a syllable onset). Examples of /ts'/ can be seen in many of the forms given above, for example (225), (232) and (234).

Recall that position 6 /ts'/ may metathesize with position 7 /gh/, /ch/ and /ts'/ (cf. (197), (234)). (Metathesizing prefixes are placed in different positions because their functions are different.)

1.7.3.2 1pS inclusive

1pS inclusive is /s/, which always surfaces as [sV] (again, /s/ is always an onset). I have few examples of this prefix; one is given below.

\[(236) \text{nanesnach'i} \quad \text{\textquoteright}1pS \text{inclusive customarily sees 2sO'}\]

\[= \text{na} - \text{n} - \text{s} - \text{n} - \text{d} - \text{ch'i} \]

\[3 \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad 11 \text{ stem} \]

cust \ 2sO \ 1pS \ der\[16\] \text{cl \ 'see O'}

1.7.3.3 3pS

3pS is /gh/. As with all other position 6 prefixes, /gh/ is always a syllable onset. See (231) for an example of /gh/.

As with /ts'/, position 6 /gh/ may metathesize with position 7 /gh/ and /ts'/ (cf. (233)).

1.7.4 Summary charts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix type</th>
<th>Surface form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1pS exclusive</td>
<td>[ts'V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pS inclusive</td>
<td>[sV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pS</td>
<td>[ghV]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[16\] From this point on, I revert to "der" as a general gloss for position 7; "der" was the gloss first used, prior to the distinction discussed in 1.6 between derivational, thematic and adjectival position 7.
Metathesis\textsuperscript{17}: \( \{ \text{ts}' \} \{ \text{ts}' \} \)
\( \{ \text{gh} \} \{ \text{gh} \} \)
\( \{ \text{ch} \} \{ \text{v} \} \)

\begin{align*}
\text{position 6} & \quad 7 \\
\Rightarrow & \quad 7 \quad 6
\end{align*}

1.8 Object (position 5)

1.8.1 Function

1.8.1.1 Description

In this position, six personal direct object morphemes may be marked, as well as areal object, unspecified object, reflexive and reciprocal prefixes. Each of these is discussed in turn.

Personal direct objects are exemplified in 1.8.1.2 (237) - (242).

The areal object prefix is thematic in some verbs, while in other verbs it is used productively to mark an object which is relatively large (i.e. covers a widespread area in space) or an event described in the verb which occurs over a relatively large area. Examples are given in (243) - (246). (243) has (a) and (b) forms; in (a), the object is 'shoes'; and position 5 areal is absent, whereas in (b) the object is 'a house' and position 5 areal is present.

The unspecified object is thematic in some verbs. An unspecified object must be marked on all transitive verbs which do not have a specified object within the sentence. An example is given in (247).

The reflexive object is used to indicate objects which refer to the same person as the subject. An example is given in (248).

The reciprocal object prefix is indicates an object meaning "each other". Examples are given in (249) and (250).

\textsuperscript{17} See Hargus (1988) for discussion of metathesis in Sekani; the Sekani facts parallel the HRB facts.
1.8.1.2. Examples

- Personal Direct Objects

(237) ‘2sS wants to see 1sO’          sawqée
(238) ‘3sS saw 2sO again’            naameh’i
(239) ‘3sS killed 3sO’                yezëq
(240) ‘3pS wants to rub 1pO with medicine’ xaghawutlæghë yû’e
(241) ‘1sS carries 2pO uphill’        tanaxoste
(242) ‘1pS sees 3pO customarily’      nawuts’ech’î

- Areal Objects

(243) a. ‘2sS gave shoes to 1sO’      ke sání?
        b. 2sS gave a house to 1sO’          kwé sàwání?ô
(244) ‘1sS rubs back against large O’ (e.g. chair) sadzë jëwësa
(245) ‘dog digs a hole’              tëza káwats’ets
(246) ‘3sS wants to rub area’         wawettläghë
                                            wawutläghë
                                            wutläghë

- Unspecified Object

(247) ‘1sS steals O’                    ?ënes’i

- Reflexive Object

(248) ‘3sS licks himself’             ?ëdats’e

- Reciprocal Object

(249) ‘1pS scratched each other’       kàfats’ats’et
1.8.2 Discontinuous dependencies

The only discontinuous dependency involving position 5 is that the reflexive and reciprocal prefixes must co-occur with /d/ classifier.

1.8.3 Phonological Manifestations

The 1s0 prefix is /s/, which always surfaces as syllable onset. If preceding a vocalic prefix, 1s0 is [s], as shown in (250) - (251).

(250) nesì³à?  
= ne - s - i - ñà?  
1 5 7 stem  
adv 1s0 der 'wake up 0'

(251) su?es  
= s - u - ñes  
5 7 stem  
1s0 der 'kick 0'

In all other cases, /s/ surfaces as [sV] where V is epenthetic. Examples are given below.

(252) kanàssts'æt  
= ka - nà - s - i - ts'æt  
1 1 5 11 stem  
adv adv 1s0 cl 'pinch 0'

(253) sswɔ?e  
= s - w - n - ñe + e  
5 9 10 stem optative  
1s0 mode 2sS 'see 0'

(254) ?ɔnèsedëchì  
= ?ɔnè - s - d - 's - n - h - chì  
1 5 7 8 9 11 stem  
adv 1s0 der cnj mode cl 'handle animate 0'
(255) kànàsàghats'ët  '3pS pinched 1sO'
    = kà - nà - s - gh - 1 - ts'ët
      1   1 5 6 11 stem
    adv adv 1sO 3pO cl 'pinch 0'

(256) dane seʔa  '3sS hires 1sO'
    = 'man' s - h - ?a
      5 11 stem
    1sO cl 'hire?'

(257) tàsèšìchì  '2sS carries up 1sO'
    = tà - s - 's - n - h - chì
      1 5 8 10 11 stem
    adv 1sO cnj 2sS cl 'handle animate 0'

Notice especially (256) and (257). (256) shows that 1sO /s/ surfaces as
[se] before /h/ classifier, just as other conjunct prefixes have the vowel [e]
before /h/ classifier. (257) shows that the low tone of conjugation prefixes such
as [s] spreads to the 1sO syllable. However, notice that the vowel is [a] and not
[e].

The 2sO prefix is /n/, which always surfaces as a syllable onset. If
preceding a vocalic prefix, 2sO is /n/ as shown in (256).

(258) tanuschee  '1sS carries up 2sO' (Optative)
    = ta - n - w - s - h - che + e
      1 5 9 10 11 stem optative
    adv 2sO mode 1sS cl 'handle animate 0'

In all other cases, /n/ surfaces as a syllable onset, as seen below.

(259) nanach'ì  '3sS saw 2sO again'
    = na - n - d - chì
      3 5 11 stem
    rev 2sO cl 'see 0'
(260) naneschi  
'1sS sees 2sO again'

= na - n - s - d - chi
3 5 10 11 stem
rev 2sO 1sS cl 'see 0'

(261) tanoseschi  
'1sS carries up 2sO'

= ta - n - 's - s - h - chi
1 5 8 10 11 stem
adv 2sO cnj 1sS cl 'handle animate 0'

(262) naneschi  
'1sS saw 3sO again'

= na - n - 's - s - d - chi
3 5 8 10 11 stem
rev 2sO cnj 1sS cl 'see 0'

(263) cheninchi  
'1sS threw 2sO into water'

= che - n - 'n - n - s - h - chi
1 5 8 9 10 11 stem
adv 2sO cnj 1sS cl 'handle animate 0'

(264) nanets'echi  
'1pS sees 2sO customarily'

= na - n - ts' - d - chi
3 5 6 11 stem
cust 2sO 1pS cl 'see 0'

Notice especially (261), (262) and (263). (261) and (263) show that the tone of conjugation prefixes spreads on to the position 5 syllable. (262) is unusual in that position 5 /n/ behaves as if it were a position 7 prefix, in that the [s] of the conjugation prefix is lost and tone placement co-occurs with the raising of [a] to [e]. Excepting (262), the pattern of position 5 prefixes seems to be the retention of conjugation and [s/n] and low tone on [a], not [e].

When the subject of a verb having 3sO is 1s, 2s, 1p or 2p, 3sO is a /Ø/ morpheme. Examples are given below.
(265) us?es  '1sS kicked 3sO'
    = u - s - ?es
    7 10 stem
der 1sS 'kick 0'

(266) nàdèechí  '1sS puts down 3sO'
    = nà - d - 's - n - s - h - chí
    1 7 8 9 10 11 stem
adv der cnj mode 1sS cl 'handle animate 0'

When 3sS or 3pS forms have a 3sO or a 3pO, then /y/ is found in position
5. This prefix has traditional labels like "4th person Object" and "3rd person
obviative". In Saxon (1986), this prefix is called a "disjoint anaphor", meaning
that it is syntactically like a reflexive anaphor with respect to c-command
properties, but it is semantically unlike other anaphors because it cannot be
coreferential with its c-commanding NP; its reference must be disjoint from its
c-commander/binder (see Saxon 1986 for a detailed discussion).

Examples are given below.

(267) yesèxí  '3sS killed 3sO'
    = y - z - 's - n - h - xí
    5 7 8 9 11 stem
    4O der cnj mode cl 'kill 0'

(268) tàyadache te  '3sS carries up 3sO' (Future)
    = tà - y - d - gh - h - che + te
    1 5 7 9 11 stem future
adv 4O mode mode cl 'handle animate 0'

The 1pO prefix is /x/. An example is given in (269).
(269) mghswutlaghe yù?e  '3PS rubs 1PO with medicine' (Optative)
    = x - gh - w - w - h - tisgh + è yù - ?e
      5 6 5 9 11 stem opt.
1PO 3PS ari mode ci 'rub O' 'medicine' - pp

The 2PO prefix is /nx/. The vowel which surfaces between /n/ and /x/ is always [a]. See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the derivation of 2PO forms.
Examples of 2PO are given below.
(270) tanaxaste  '1SS carries 2PO uphill'
    = ta - nx - gh - s - le
    1 5 8 10 stem
    adv 2PO cnj 1SS 'handle pl. O'

(271) tanaxale  '3SS carries 2PO uphill'
    = ta - nx - gh - le
    1 5 8 stem
    adv 2PO cnj 'handle pl. O'

(272) nanaxesdli  '1SS fights 2PO'
    = nx - d - s - dli
    5 7 10 stem
    2PO der 1SS 'fight O'

The 3PO prefix is /wu/. It differs from a similar prefix, /w/ (position 9 mode, position 5 areal object) in the following way: /wu/ invariably surfaces as [wu], while /w/ may surface as either [wV] or [u] depending on its environment; when /w/ surfaces as [wV], the vowel is [a], [e] or [a], but not [u].

18 The underlying representation for 3PO is more accurately /w + empty timing unit/; the rounding of the vowel nucleus can be derived by spreading from the onset /w/. I represent this prefix as /wu/ in the text to distinguish it from /w/ (position 9 mode, position 5 areal object); the vowel in [wV] forms originating from /w/ is derived by ephenthesis (see Chapter 4 for discussion).
19 An exceptional case is that in (277), where an optional variant of the given form includes surface [wu] from underlying /w/, following another /w/ prefix.
(243 b) with (273) to see the different surface forms of /w/ and /wu/ in the same environment (between a disjunct prefix and /n/ conjugation): /w/ surfaces as [wa] and /wu/ surfaces as [wu].

Two examples of 3pO are given below.

(273) ts'ewûnas?à? '1sS wakes up 3pO'
   = ts'e - wu - 'n - s - ?à?
   1  5  8  10 stem
   adv 3pO cnj 1sS 'wake up 0'

(274) nawuts'echi':i  '1pS sees 3pO customarily'
   = na - wu - ts' - d - ch'i:
   3  5  6  11 stem
   cust 3pO 1pS cl 'see 0'

The areal object prefix surfaces as [w(V)] immediately before a consonantal prefix. Examples are given below.

(275) sédûj jewes?a  '1sS rubs back against large O' (e.g. chair)
   = s - dûj je - w - s - ?a
   'my' 'back' 1  5  10 stem
   adv arl O 1sS 'handle 3D O'

(276) tţeza kàwuts'ets 'dog digs a hole'
   = 'dog' kà - w - ts'ets
   1  5 stem
   adv arl O '?'

Before optative mode, which itself varies between surfacing as consonantal onset [w] and vocalic nucleus [u], areal object surfaces as either [wV] (before [w] optative) or [w] (before [u] optative). An example is given below.
The unspecified object prefix is [?]. An example is given below.

(278) ?enesqì
   '1sS steals 0'
   = ? - n - s - qì
   5 7 10 stem
unsp O der 1sS 'steal 0'

The reflexive prefix is /?d/; with epenthesis operating to complete syllable structure (as explained in Chapter 4), it surfaces as [?ed(V)]. Examples of reflexive are given in (279)-(280). As pointed out in 1.8.2, reflexive co-occurs with /d/ classifier; therefore, reflexive forms show the /d/-effect (cf. 1.2.3.1, (33)). An example where /?d/ clearly takes /d/ classifier is given in (279).

(279) nà?edadat'ets
   '3sS kicks himself'
   = nà - ?d - d - d - ?ets
   1 5 7 11 stem
adv refl O der cl 'kick 0'

(280) ?adats'e
   '3sS licks himself'
   = ?d - d - ts'e
   5 11 stem
refl O cl 'lick 0'
Finally, the reciprocal prefix is /t/, which always surfaces as a syllable onset. Examples are given below.

(281) kàtats'ats'at
     = kà - t - ts' - gh - d - ts'at
     1 5 6 8 11 stem
     adv recip 1pS cnj cl 'scratch O'

(282) faghakw'qts
     = f - gh - kw'qts
     5 6 stem
     recip 3pS 'kiss O'

1.8.4 Summary charts

Position 5 Prefix types

(1) Personal pronouns: IsO = /s/ → [s V]
    \   \  
    6

2sO = /n/ → [n V]
    \   \  
    6

3sO = /∅/  

4o = /y/ → [y V]
    \   \  
    6

1pO = /x/ → [x V]
    \   \  
    6

2pO = /nx/ → [n a x V]
    \   \  
    6 6

3pO = /wV/ → [w u]
    \   \  
    6

(2) Areal object = /w/ → [w V]
    \   \  
    6
(3) Unspecified object = /?/ → [? V]   
   \  
   6

(4) Reflexive object = /?d/ → [? a d V]  
   \  \   
   6 6

(5) Reciprocal object = /ṭ/ → [ṭ V]  
   \   
   6

The main property to note about these prefixes which is of significance in Chapter 4 is that the initial consonant of these prefixes always occupies an onset position. This property is significant with regards to the prefixes 1sO /s/ and 2sO /n/, since other prefixes having the same or similar phonological shape (e.g. position 8 /s/-conjugation, position 8 /n/-conjugation, position 10 /s/, position 10 /n/) are not always syllable onsets; in most cases they vary between syllable onset and coda. The consistency of onset assignment to a position 5 prefix relates to the fact that prefix position 5 defines the left edge of the conjunct domain. In Chapter 4 I propose that one of the levels of syllabification is restricted to the conjunct domain; it is therefore expected that prefixes at the beginning of this domain will also constitute the beginning of syllables.

1.9 Distributive

1.9.1 Function

The distributive morpheme expresses a variety of plural modifications to verb meaning. The table in (283) gives examples of the different functions of the distributive morpheme.
(283) Distributive meanings

(i) marks actions performed separately or sequentially
   nàdànattich       'planes land separately'
   dàdaze            '3Ss yelled over and over'

(ii) marks events occurring in a number of locations
   yadàghastwen       '1Ss put objects here and there'
   dà?ana?è           '3Ss steals all over'

(iii) marks action performed by a number of agents (as individuals)
   dàghedize          '3P each shout'
   dàghediçè         '3P each talk'

(iv) marks action performed on a number of objects
   ga dànàdèech'il    '1Sskinned many rabbits'
   tțezayadza chedàghaghale  '3P sank many puppies'

1.9.2 Discontinuous dependencies

Depending on the verb theme, distributive may choose two other prefix types, both of which are more internal to the verb than position 4 (cf. Kari 1976, Young & Morgan 1980, Rice 1989b). First, distributive may alter the conjugation prefix otherwise chosen by certain verb themes. The exact conditions under which conjugation marker is altered are described in Chapter 3. Examples of conjugation shift are given in (284) - (285).

(284) Ø -> /'s/

(a) xada  ugech'u                'he shoots a moose'
    = 'moose'  u - gh - h - ch'u
        7    7   11 stem
        der der cl 'shoot O'
(b) wədzə ḗàʔughèch’u 'he shoots many caribou'
= 'caribou' ḗà - u - gh - ʷ - s - h - ch’u
    4  7  7  8  11 stem
distr  der  der  cnj  cl  'shoot O'

(285) Ø -> /n/
(a) ?əghat’ɨɁ 'they knitted O'
= ? - gh - ɨɁ
    5  6  stem
unsp  O  3pS  'tie up O'
(b) dəناʔghənəst’ɨɁ 'they each knitted O'
= dəنا - gh - ʷ - ɨɁ
    4  6  8  stem
distr  3pS  cnj  'tie up O'

Secondly, distributive may necessitate the inclusion of position 7 /i/
transitional in certain verb themes. The addition of /i/ in distributive forms is
illustrated in (286).

(286) Ø -> /i/
(a) dəxə 'he is sick'
= d - jə
    7 stem
der  'be sick’
(b) sats’édəwa  yàdàdiɁjə 'many of my children are sick’
= s - ts’édəwa  yàdà - d - i - jə
    'my’ 'children’  4  7  7 stem
    distr  der  der  'be sick’

1.9.3 Phonological Manifestations

I have found a total of 10 variations of the distributive morpheme in my
HRB data. They are listed below with examples.
(a) dà  trìzayadza chedàghaghale  '3ps sank many puppies'
   = trìza - yadza che - dà - gh - gh - le
   'dog' diminutive 1 4 6 7 stem
   adv distr 3ps der 'handle pl 0'

(b) yàdà  setš'èdawa yàdàdidjè 'many of my children are
   = s - ts'èdawa yàdà - d - i - jè 'sick'
   'my' 'children' 4 7 7 stem
   distr der der 'be sick'

(c) dànà  nànadànàghadèya  '3ps stand around again'
   = nà - na - dànà - gh - d - s - 1 - ya
   1 3 4 6 7 8 11 stem
   adv rev distr 3ps der cnj cl 'stand'

(d) yà  yàdidjè 'many are sick'
   = yà - d - i - jè
   4 7 7 stem
   distr der der 'be sick'

(e) nà  setš'ât yànaghèton 'each of my dishes broke'
   = s - ts'ât ya - nà - gh - tòn
   'my' 'dishes' 1 4 6 stem
   adv distr 3ps 'break 0'

(f) dònà  dònàghèsèg
   = dònà - gh - tsègh
   4 6 stem
   distr 3ps 'cry'

(g) dòt  k'èdòghèdè  '3ps walk separately'
   = k'è - dòt - gh - dè
   1 4 6 stem
   adv distr 3ps 'motion'

(h) dònòt  yàdònòghètòn '3ps put pl 0 here and
   = ya - dònòt - gh - tòn there'
   1 4 7 stem
   adv distr der 'handle 0'
(i) nọ tţezayàdza k'ènôghale '3pS each carry a puppy'
    = tţéza - yàdza k'e - nọ - gh - le
    'dog' diminutive 1 4 6 stem
    adv distr 3pS 'handle pl. 0'

(j) dànọ chedànọghọget 'each of them is stuck in
    = che - dànọ - gh - get water'
    1 4 6 stem
    adv distr 3pS 'be stuck'

1.9.4 Summary charts

Meanings of distributive
- cf. 1.9.1

Phonetic variants of distributive
- cf. 1.9.3 (a) - (j)

An important property of distributive which is relevant to Chapter 3 is
that distributive may alter the prefix in a position which is more internal to the
verb (specifically, position 6 and position 7 aspectual). This suggests that at an
underlying level, distributive is added to the verb before position 6 and position
7 aspectual. The underlying structure of the verb is explored in Chapter 3,
where such discontinuous dependencies constitute one argument for a more
abstract structure.

1.10 /na/ Customary/Reversative (position 3)

1.10.1 Function

1.10.1.1 Description

The /na/ prefix in position 3 performs one of two functions. The first
function is to indicate that an action is performed customarily. Examples are
given in (287) - (288).
The second type of /na/ prefix is reversative, and is used to express the notion of performing an action "back" or "again". Examples of /na/ reversative (/"again") are given in (289) - (292).

1.10.1.2 Examples

- Customary

(287) tsłodze naischuch  
"1sS always catches flies"

= 'flies' na - i - s - chut + ch
3 7 10 stem cust.
cust der 1sS 'handle O'

(288) yànasesja  
"1sS always swims across"

= yà - na - 's - s - d - ya
1 3 8 10 11 stem
adv cust cnj 1sS cl 'motion'

- Reversative

(289) nanaschush  
"1sS gives back cloth-like O"

= na - 'n - s - h - tsus
3 8 10 11 stem
rev cnj 1sS cl 'handle cloth-like O'

(290) k'aju  
"3pO's check again'  
"and dances again"

= 'again' ?eda - na - nà - d - 's - s - d - 'a
1 3 4 7 8 10 11 stem
adv rev distr der cnj 1sS cl 'handle 3D O'

(291) dagwôt  
"3sS squatted again"

= d - gwôt k'è - na - 's - d - da
refl 'knees' 0 3 8 11 stem
pp rev cnj cl 'sit'

(292) ts'énadza dizq  
"3sS wakes up repeatedly"

= ts'e - na - d - zdz + izq
1 3 11 c+ durative
adv cust cl 'wake up'
1.10.2 Discontinuous dependencies

Both types of /na/ prefix co-occur with /d/ classifier.

1.10.3 Phonological manifestations

/na/ is often phonetically transparent, surfacing as [na]. This is seen in all of the examples in 1.10.1.2.

When /na/ is preceded by a position 1 prefix having the shape /Ca/ the expected [Can] sequence has the optional variants [C[na]] and [C[ŋa]]. Examples are given below. The (a) forms do not have /na/ while the (b) forms show the effect of /na/.

(293)(a)  
\[ \text{taseya} \quad \text{'3sS went uphill'} \]
= \text{ta} - 's - ya \\
1 8 stem \\
adv cnj 'motion'

(b)  
\[ \text{tɔnasja} \quad \text{'3sS went back uphill'} \]
= \text{ta} - na - 's - ya \\
1 3 8 stem \\
adv rev cnj 'motion'

(294)(a)  
\[ \text{ts'at t'atsiʔ} \quad \text{'3sS put hat on his head'} \]
= \text{ts'at} \quad \text{t'å - tsi - ?ʔ} \\
'hat' \quad 0 2 stem \\
pp. inc. stem 'handle 3D O'

(b)  
\[ \text{ts'at t'etsitʔ} \quad \text{'3sS put hat on his head again'} \]
= \text{ts'at} \quad \text{t'å - na - tsi - d - ?ʔ} \\
'hat' \quad 0 3 2 11 stem \\
pp rev inc. stem cl 'handle 3D O'

(295)(a)  
\[ \text{kådëeyya} \quad \text{'1sS went outside'} \]
= \text{kå - d - 's - s - ya} \\
1 7 8 10 stem \\
adv der cnj 1sS 'motion'
(b) **kòğıesja**  'lsS went outside again'
    = kà - na - d - `s - s - d - ya
    1 3 7 8 10 11 stem
    adv rev der cnj lsS cl 'motion'

/na/ precedes the distributive prefix in HRB. In both Sekani (Hargus 1988) and Slave (Rice 1989b), distributive may be underlyingly followed by /na/ customary/reversative. In fact, in Slave, /na/ customary/reversative must follow distributive in surface representation. However, in HRB distributives the [nà] following [dà] is definitely not /na/
customary/reversative. For one thing, the [nà] in [dànà] is marked with low
tone in contrast with the tonally unmarked [na] meaning
customary/reversative. Secondly, in distributive forms with
customary/reversative meaning, /na/ may co-occur with [dànà] and /na/ is
always found to the left of [dànà]. Examples are given in (296).

(296) (a) **nànadànàghedéyà**  '3pS stand around again'
    = nà - na - dànà - gh - d - `s - 1 - ya
    1 3 4 6 7 8 11 stem
    adv rev distr 3pS der cnj cl 'stand'

(b) **yanadànàghéghéyìts**  'each glass broke again'
    = ña - na - dànà - gh - gh - `s - 1 - yìts
    1 3 4 6 7 8 11 stem
    adv rev distr 3pS der cnj cl 'break O'
1.10.4 Summary Charts

Position: 1 3 11
   a. /G/ + /na/  d
      \  /
      [na]

   b. /Ca/ + /na/  d
      \  /
      Cana
      C̃na
      C̃p

1.11 Incorporated Stem (position 2)

1.11.1 Function

Incorporated stems are stems which are often (but not always) free stems in the language, incorporated into position 2 of the verb. In this position, they function as either arguments of the verb or as adverbials. In 1.11.3, I present evidence showing that the incorporated stem position, even when occupied by a prefix functioning as an adverbial, is distinct from position 1 adverbial.

An example of a stem found as both incorporated (position 2) and as a free verb stem is given in (297).

(297) Incorporated = /nji/\(^{20}\): ỹq̃uyich’  ‘3sS thought about 3sO’
   ‘mind’  = ỹ - gh̃ - nji - ch’  
       0  0  2  stem
       inc pp inc stm ‘think about O’

\(^{20}\) The onset of the stem in (297) includes a nasal element as well as /j/, and the stem is therefore represented as /nji/. Evidence for the nasal element is seen in the form meaning ‘2sS got off track in your thinking’, where /j/ is preceded by a nasalized vowel. This nasal element does not surface when the stem is a free verb stem, as in the form for ‘1sS remembered’.
k'ëʔjinedžets '2sS got off track in your thinking'
= k'ë - ? - njī - n - d - zets
 1 2 2 10 11 stem
adv unsp S inc stm 2sS cl ?

Free verb stem = /njī/ ?edawesji '1sS remembered'
= ? - da - w - s - d/-njī
unsp 0 0 5 10 11 stem
inc pp arl 0 1sS cl 'mind'

1.11.2. Discontinuous dependencies

When an incorporated stem is functioning as an adverbial, it may have
the same discontinuous dependencies as position 1 adverbial; these
dependencies are discussed in 1.12.2.

1.11.3. Phonological Manifestations

Incorporated stems are generally phonetically transparent, as the
examples below show. There are specific phonological clues which indicate
incorporation. First, if the stem is preceded by an adverb, it is necessarily
incorporated, since it is within the prefix complex. Examples are given below.

(298) /njī/ k'ëʔjinedžets '2sS got off track in your thinking'
'mind' = k'ë - ? - njī - n - d - zets
 1 2 2 10 11 stem
adv unsp S inc stm 2sS cl ?

(299) /gwōt/: jegwōtsiʔ '1sS bumped knee'
'knee' = je - gwōt - 's - n - ?ʔ
 1 2 8 9 stem
adv inc stm cnj mode 'handle 3D O'

(300) /chu/: níchudasxal '1sS washes O'
'water' = nī - chu - d - s - h - xal
 1 2 7 10 11 stem
adv inc stm der 1sS cl 'wash O'
(301) /sa/  nasqèdasq'a  'sun goes down' (customary)
    'sun'
    = nà - sa - na - d - d - ʔa
    1 2 3 7 7 11 stem
    adv inc stm cust der der cl  'handle 3D 0'

(302) /ke/  k'èkeesdzos  'lsS slid around on feet'
    'feet'
    = k'è - ke - gh - s - d - zos
    1 2 8 10 11 stem
    adv inc stm cnj 1sS cl  'slide'

(303) /tla/  k'èt'adadá  '3sS is squatting'
    'rear end'
    = k'è - tla - d - d - dà
    1 2 7 11 stem
    adv inc stm der cl  'sit'

Another indication of incorporation is the lack of final glottal stop in
nouns which end with a low-toned vowel. For example, notice in (304) that
there is no glottal stop between positions 2 and 11. However, when the noun
/tsi/ is unincorporated, it is inalienably possessed and ends with a glottal stop:
[setsiʔ], 'my head'.

(304) /tsi/:  ts'at t'ɔtsitq  '3sS put hat on his head again'
    'head'
    = ts'at  t'a - na - tsi - d - ʔq
    'hat'  0 3 2 11 stem
        pp  rev inc. stem cl  'handle 3D 0'

Another phonological property is that all continuant-initial incorporated
stems are voiceless, as seen in (301), as well as in the form below.

(305) /za/:  təsachade  '2pS talk to each other'
    'mouth'
    = t - e - za - ch - a - de
    0 0 2 7 10 stem
    inc pp inc stm der 2pS  'talk'

A phonological property of incorporated verb stems is that they are
suffixed with [-e]. They are usually found in motion themes and usually occur
with /d/ in position 7 because they have to do with oral activities. Examples are given below.

(306) /dłōw/: medlōwechesda '1sS told a joke to 3S0'  
'laugh' = m - e - dłōw - ch - s - d - da  
3S0 0 2 7 10 11 stem  
inc pp inc stm der 1sS cl 'talk'

(307) /tsāgh/: nātsāghedazāt '3sS stands crying'  
'cry' = nā - tsāgh - e - d - zāt  
1 2 7 stem  
adv inc stm der 'stand'

(308) /bēt/: kēbēdedaśdā '1sS walks around eating'  
'be hungry' = kē - bēde - d - s - dā  
1 2 7 10 stem  
adv inc stm der 1sS 'motion'

(309) /sēl/: kēsēledtē '3sS runs around yelling'  
'yell' = kē - sēle - d - 1 - ti'e  
1 2 7 11 stem  
adv inc stm der cl 'run'

There is one more phonological characteristic of incorporated stems to discuss: the sequencing of position 3 /na/ and position 2. The sequencing of /na/ and incorporated stems freely varies between: stem-/na/ and /na/-stem. Examples are given below.

(310) a) jegwōtnadānāgastq '3pS bumped their knees again'  
= je - gwōt - na - dānā - gh - s - d - ʔq  
1 2 3 4 6 8 11 stem  
adv inc stm rev distr 3pS cnj cl 'handle 3D O'

b) jenagwōtnāgastq  
= je - na - gwōt - nā - gh - s - d - ʔq  
1 3 2 4 6 8 11 stem  
adv rev inc stm distr 3pS cnj cl 'handle 0'
(311) a) nàqoddet'a  
'sun goes down' (customary)
   = nà - sa - na - d - d - d - ?a
   1 2 3 7 7 11 stem
   adv inc stm cust der der cl 'handle 3D O'
b) nòsaddet'a
   = nà - na - sa - d - d - d - ?a
   1 3 2 7 7 11 stem
   adv cust inc stm der der cl 'handle 3D O'

(312) a) kèsalenadet'i'e  
'3sS is yelling and running again'
   = kè - sale - na - da - 1 - ti'e
   1 2 3 7 11 stem
   adv inc stm rev der cl 'run'
b) kènassasedet'i'e
   = kè - na - sale - d - 1 - ti'e
   1 3 2 7 11 stem
   adv rev inc stm der cl 'run'

(313) a) kè?ízenadeda  
'3sS walked around in slush again'
   = kè - ?íze - na - d - d - da
   1 2 3 7 11 stem
   adv inc stm rev der cl 'motion'
   'slush'
b) kèna?ízededa
   = kè - na - ?íze - d - d - da
   1 3 2 7 11 stem
   adv rev inc stm der cl 'motion'

The above cases are different from the "metathesis" cases in positions 6 and 7 in that metathesis is limited to prefixes having the phonological shapes /ts'/, /gh/ and /ch/. The free variation in ordering of positions 2 and 3 appears to apply to any position 2 or 3 prefix.
1.1.1.4 Summary charts

Phonological differences between unincorporated and incorporated stems

The chart below outlines three phonological differences between unincorporated and incorporated stems which were discussed in 1.1.1.3. (1) indicates that unincorporated stems end with glottal stop, while incorporated stems have no final glottal stop. (2) shows that continuants which begin stems are more likely to be voiceless when the stem is incorporated. (3) encodes the fact that incorporated stems which are verbs are always suffixed with [-e].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unincorporated stem</th>
<th>Incorporated stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) if [CV?]</td>
<td>then [CV] (no glottal stop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) if [C V...]</td>
<td>then [C V...] (stem-initial continuants voiceless)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[+cont]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-vd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) if [CVC]</td>
<td>then [CVC-e] (verb stems suffixed with [-e])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+verb]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The free ordering between positions 2 and 3 is discussed in Chapter 3.

Note that prefixes in these positions are the only disjunct prefixes which are not conjugation choosers. It is argued in Chapter 3 that this fact is relevant to an account of the free relative ordering of these prefixes.

---

21 Continuants in both unincorporated and incorporated stems are voiceless in word-initial position and voiced when they follow another morpheme such as a possessive prefix. Since incorporated stems are generally not preceded by a possessive prefix, they are more likely to surface with voiceless continuants than unincorporated stems, which are often preceded by another morpheme. See Rice (1986b) for details in Slave (where the facts are essentially identical).
1.12 Adverb (position 1)

1.12.1 Function

Position 1 adverb falls into the same category as position 7 der/thm and position 11 classifier in that some adverbs are thematic, while others are derivationally productive. Position 1 also groups with positions 4 and 7 in choosing a conjugation set in certain forms. In 1.12.2 this property is exemplified.

1.12.2 Discontinuous dependencies

Many adverbial prefixes co-occur with a position 7 derivational prefix. Also, many adverbials choose a specific conjugation set, i.e. the conjugation prefix occurring in each mode of a verb with certain adverbials is chosen by the adverbial. In (314)-(324) I give a partial list of HRB adverbial prefixes. In the first column, the adverbial is given along with its general meaning if it is known (in some cases, I am not sure of the meaning and thus leave this area blank). In the second column the conjugation set, if any, co-occurring with that adverbial is given, while in the third column an example form is given.

(314) /a/ /∅, gh, 0/ [apples] ṭaghila '3S took apples home' = ṭa - gh - n - la 1 8 9 stem adv cnj mode 'handle pl. 0'

(315) /che/ /n, 'n, 'n/ ṭeza chenichi 'I threw dog into river' = 'dog' che - 'n - n - s - chi 1 8 9 10 stem adv cnj mode 1sS 'handle animate 0'

(316) /dà/ /s, 's, 's/ ṭsàn dásila '3S hung up meat' = 'meat' dà - 's - n - s - la 1 8 9 10 stem adv cnj mode 1sS 'handle pl. 0'
(317) /da-gh/ /∅, `s, ∅/ tre̖e do daghesti`u '3S tied up horse'
    7 = 'horse' da - gh - `s - ti`u
der 1 7 8 stem
'move quickly with' adv der cnj 'tie up 0'
'hands'

(318) /je/ /`s, `s, `s/ segwot jesipo '1S bumped knee'
    = s - gwot je - `s - n - s - po
'my' 'knee' 1 8 9 10 stem
adv cnj mode 1S 'handle 3D 0'

(319) /jè+d/ /∅, gh, ∅/ jedixe jèdijpoets '3S kicked box into fire'
    7 = 'box' jè - d - gh - n - poets
'der' 1 7 8 9 stem
'fire' adv der cnj mode 'kick 0'

(320) /jēta/ /n, `n, `n/ jetani`a '2S is hiding'
    = jēta - `n - n - ?a
    1 8 10 stem
adv cnj 2S 'handle 3D 0'

(321) /k`è/ /∅, gh, ∅/ k`e`ghasgwoch '1S crawled around'
'around' = k`è - gh - s - d - gwoch
    1 8 10 11 stem
adv cnj 1S cl 'crawl'

(322) /ka/ /∅, gh, ∅/ ka`aghadosli̯o '1S burst out laughing'
'out' = ka - ? - gh - s - d - dlı̯o
    1 5 8 10 11 stem
adv unsp 0 cnj 1S cl 'laugh'

22 The adverb in (320) is either /jēta/ or /je+ta/, where both parts are position 1 adverb.
(323) /tak'e-n/ /Ø, gh, Ø/ tak'enàñich'il  '2sS is ripping cloth'
                      = tak'e - nà - n - ch'il
             'into pieces'  1  4 7  10 stem
           adv  distr  der  2sS 'break O'

(324) /lawo/ /Ø, gh, Ø/ lawòghat'al  'plane passed by'
                     = lawò - gh - ò - ?al
             1  8 11 stem
           adv  cnj  cl 'motion?'

(325) /hè/ /Ø, s, Ø/ dasuneya tèsa'q  '3sS saved his money'
             'gather'  = d - suneya tè - s - ?q
             'his' 'money'  1  8 stem
           adv  cnj  'handle 3D O'

(326) /te-nè/²³ /n, 'n, 'n/ tenèniya  'it stopped growing'
             1  = te - nè - 'n - n - ya
         adv  1  8 9 stem
       'stop'  adv  adv  cnj  mode 'grow'

(327) /mà/ /s, 's, 's/ màts'edètsi  '1pS sat in circle'
        'circle'  = mà - ts' - d - 's - tsi
             1  6 7  8 stem
            adv  1pS  der  cnj  'pl. sit'

(328) /nà/ /Ø, gh, Ø/ yas nàghats'at  'snow fell'
             'down'  = 'snow' nà - gh - d - ts'at
             1  8 11 stem
           adv  cnj  cl 'fall'

²³ The adverb in (326) may consist of a single morpheme, or of two morphemes, as I have indicated in the text. I choose two morphemes in this case because of the existence of the adverb /nè/ which means "terminative" and which also chooses the conjugation set /n, 'n, 'n/. I suggest that this adverb is included in (326).
(329) /nà/ /ø, s, ø/ nàna?i? '3sS hides'
   = nà - n - ?i?
   1 7 stem
   adv der 'hide'

(330) /son/ /ø, s, ø/ səsəyà '3sS walked in circle'
   = sə - 's - yà
   1 8 stem
   adv cnj 'sg. go'

(331) /ta/ /ø, gh, ø/ desə?ò taghi?ò '3sS lost button'
   = 'button' ta - gh - n - h - ò?
   1 8 9 11 stem
   adv cnj mode cl 'handle 3D 0'

(332) /tà/ /ø, gh, ø/ tàghitì?ú '1sS knit wrong'
   = tà - gh - n - s - ìyú
   1 8 9 10 stem
   adv cnj mode 1sS 'tie 0'

(333) /tà/ /s, s, s/ tàssstì'e '1sS is running uphill
   = tà - 's - s - 1 - ì'e to shore'
   1 8 10 11 stem
   adv cnj 1sS cl 'run'

(334) /ts'e/ /n, n, n/ xama ts'ets'ani?à? '1pS wake up mother'
   = x - ma ts'e - ts' - 'n - n - h - à?
   'our' 'mother' 1 6 8 9 11 stem
   adv 1pS cnj mode cl 'wake up 0'

(335) /yà/ /s, s, s/ yànasàsja '1sS always swim across'
   = yà - na - 's - s - d - ya
   1 3 8 10 11 stem
   adv cust cnj 1sS cl 'motion'
(336) /ya/ /Ø, gh, Ø/  sats‘at  yanâghatwôn ‘each of my dishes broke’
    ‘to pieces’  =  s - ts‘at  ya - nà - gh - d - twôn
    ‘my’ ‘dishes’ 1 4 8 11 stem
    adv distr cnj  cl ‘break’

(337) /yidàn/ /Ø, Ø, Ø/  yidâanst‘e  ‘I run inside’
    7  =  yidà - n - s - 1 - t‘e
    der 1 7 10 11 stem
    ‘inside’  adv der IsS cl ‘run’

1.12.3 Phonological Manifestations

Adverbials have the possible shapes CV, CVC and CVCCV. In the case of
CVC (cf. (330)), the coda [n] is incorporated into the nucleus as nasalization.
Adverbials are syllabified in a straightforward manner; there is never any
variation in the syllable position of any adverbial consonant.

Adverbials such as /che/ ‘water’ (cf. 315), /mà/ ‘circle’ (cf. 327), and
/son/ ‘circle’ (cf. 330) are very similar to incorporated stems such as /chu/
‘water (cf. 300) and /t‘on/ ‘circle’. The question arises as to what distinguishes
a position 1 adverbial from a position 2 incorporated stem if they can be
virtually identical in function. These positions can be distinguished by testing
the possible orders in which position 3 /na/ can co-occur with them. As
demonstrated in (310) - (313), /na/ and position 2 are freely ordered; however,
/na/ can never occur to the left of a position 1 prefix.
1.12.4 Summary charts

Position 1 . . . 7 8 . . .

CV
CVC
CVCV

possible co-occurrence restriction

may choose conjugation (position 8)

Insofar as position 1 may choose conjugation, it is reasonable to add position 1 before position 8 in underlying verb structure. See Chapter 3 for this argument in support of an underlying abstract verb structure.

1.13 Incorporated Postpositional Phrase (position 0)

1.13.1 Function

Incorporated postpositional phrases are made up of postpositions and their objects. Incorporated postpositions function in the same way as unincorporated postpositions; conditions for postposition incorporation are discussed in 1.13.3. Examples of incorporated postpositions and postpositional phrases are given below.

(338) /Ø/
   wujó mes?a
   "isS takes care of 3so"
   = 'good' m - Ø - s - ?a
   0 0 10 stem
   3sO pp lSs 'take care of 0'

(In (338), the verb 'to take care of O' is syntactically intransitive, and thus the object is oblique.)

(339) /ch'a/
   matolè mech'atadàni?ò
   'isS put cork in bottle'
   = 'bottle' m - ch'à - ta - d - 'n - n - s - ?ò
   0 0 17 8 9 10 stem
   3sO pp adv der cnj mode lSs 'handle 3D O'
(340) /dà/  
matolè dadāniʔo  '1sS closed bottle'
'close, lock'
= 'bottle' da - d - 'n - n - s - ?o 
0 7 8 9 10 stem
pp der cnj mode 1sS 'handle 3D O'

(341) /ikà̰kà/  
jiye kāsaya  '3sS went for berries'
'searching for'
= 'berries' kà - 's - ya 
0 8 stem
pp cnj 'sg. go'

(342) /k'a/  
?atsàn k'adijʔaʔ  '2sS chewed up meat'
'chew'
= 'meat' k'a - d - gh - n - ?aʔ 
0 7 8 10 stem
pp der cnj 2sS 'chew O'

(343) /k'e/  
sek'enagwo  '3sS pounded 1S0'
'break'
= s - k'e - 'n - d - gwo 
0 0 8 11 stem
1sO pp cnj cl 'pound O'

(344) /k'e/  
kwo wak'edàghatsat '(ball) bounced on roof'
'on'
= 'house' w - k'e - dà - gh - d - tsat 
0 0 4 8 11 stem
arlO pp distr cnj cl 'fall'

(345) /k'e/  
sak'eesalets  '(baby) urinated on 1sO'
'on'
= s - k'e - 's - lets 
0 0 8 stem
1sO pp cnj 'urinate'

(346) /k'e/  
?et'sèda miʃa  K'edalet  'child's hand got burned'
'burning'
= 'child' 'hand' k'e - d - gh - let 
0 7 8 stem
pp der cnj 'burn'
1.13.2 Discontinuous dependencies

According to Rice (1989b), incorporated postpositions may determine the conjugation prefix occurring in position 8.

Examples of postpositions which are conjugation choosers are given in (351) and (352). In the (a) forms, an example of a verb base with no overt conjugation chooser is given, showing the underlying conjugation appearing in the base. In the (b) forms a conjugation choosing incorporated postposition is added to the (a) verb base, and conjugation changes.

24 The meaning of the adverb in (348) differs somewhat from that in (349). In (348), the meaning of 'into' is associated with an action, while in (349), the meaning of 'into' is associated with a state. (348) is thus an 'active' postposition, while (349) is a 'neuter' postposition.
(351) a. kwe naja "he went back inside"
   = 'inside' na -Ø -d -ya
   3 8 11 stem
   rev cnj cl 'sg. go'

b. jije kâsaya "he went searching for berries"
   = 'berries' kà -'s-ya
   0 8 stem
   pp cnj 'motion'

(352) a. i. ṭonànìla "I put [pieces] back together"
   = ṭ̣ -nà -'n -n -s -la
   1 1 8 9 10 stem
   adv adv cnj mode 1sS 'handle pl 0'

ii. ṭazès wughànìla '1sS gave hides to 3pO'
   = 'hides' wu -ghà -'n -n -s -la
   0 0 8 9 10 stem
   3pO pp cnj mode 1sS 'handle pl. 0'

   - the underlying conjugation for perfective 'handle pl 0' is /n/

b. i. ṭejiè wütàsila 'I divided up candies'
   = 'candies' wu -tà -'s -n -s -la
   0 0 8 9 10 stem
   3pO pp cnj mode 1sS 'handle pl 0'

ii. tsatsønè wütàsila 'I gave one dime to each boy'
   = 'money' wu -tà -'s -n -s -la
   0 0 8 9 10 stem
   3pO pp cnj mode 1sS 'handle pl 0'

1.13.3 Phonological Manifestations

Incorporated postpositions can be distinguished from unincorporated postpositions in that they meet at least one of the following conditions:
(368) Diagnostics for Determining Postposition Incorporation

(i) nothing may be inserted between the postposition and the verb

(ii) the postposition immediately precedes a non-prefixed verb stem
    (i.e. epenthesis, which normally inserts a vowel before a non-
    prefixed verb stem to ensure that the verb has at least two surface
    syllables, does not apply)

(iii) verb-internal phonological processes, such as /Ca/ + /na/ \rightarrow [Cə],
    apply to the combination of postposition + verb

The list of pronominal objects which anchor postpositions is very similar

to the list of direct objects in position 5. The only differences are the following:

(1) the 3SG pronoun which is /Ø/ in position 5 is /m/ in position 0. (2) The
    reflexive object which is /ʔd/ in position 5 is /d/ in position 0.

1.14 Conclusion

We have seen that the HRB surface verb consists of a series of prefixes
and a verb stem. Among the prefixes there are a number of discontinuous
dependencies. This suggests that there is an underlying verb structure in which
"choosing" prefixes are added before "chosen" prefixes, and which regularizes
the structural status of inflection. In Chapter 3 it is shown that both empirical
and theoretical claims require the underlying structure of the verb to differ
from its surface structure.

The phonology of prefixes described in this chapter raises a number of
issues. Foremost is the syllable position of consonantal prefixes. Chapter 4
deals with syllabification; the seemingly arbitrary behaviour of conjunct
consonantal prefixes is seen to be systematic if we apply notions like template
mapping and extraprosodicity to a phonological representation which is
motivated on both phonological and morphological grounds.
A second puzzling aspect of phonology involves one of the effects of /s/- and /n/-conjugations: the apparently inconsistent interaction of tone placement and vowel tensing. Moreover, the occurrence of vowel tensing before conjugation (in certain cases) and before /h/-classifier seems unrelated, but not self-explanatory in either case. This second cluster of irregular phenomena is explored and systematized in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER THREE

Word Formation

0. Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to present the following arguments: (1) the underlying structure of the HRB verb, i.e. the morphosyntactic structure, differs radically from the surface linear structure; (2) despite the difference between structures, the mapping from morphosyntactic structure to phonological structure is a simple operation, given certain assumptions concerning the lexical entries of verbs; (3) the correlations between morphosyntactic dependencies, phonological rule domains, and the mapping operation make this model a robust, and therefore learnable, approach to word-formation.

In Chapter 2, the characteristics of the HRB verb were presented. The surface verb is composed of a varying number of prefixes attached to the verb stem, as shown in (1).

(1) HRB verb complex (surface)
Prefix position: 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - stem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix position</th>
<th>0 - oblique object + postposition (pp)</th>
<th>1 - adverbial (adv)</th>
<th>2 - incorporated stem (inc st)</th>
<th>3 - customary/reversative (rev)</th>
<th>4 - distributive (dstr)</th>
<th>5 - (direct) object (obj, d.o.)</th>
<th>6 - deictic subject (dc sj)</th>
<th>7 - derivational (der)</th>
<th>8 - conjugation (cnj)</th>
<th>9 - mode (m)</th>
<th>10 - subject (sj)</th>
<th>11 - classifier/voice (cl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

No verb has all of the positions phonetically filled. There are three reasons for this. First, many of the positions are optional. Secondly, some position pairs are mutually exclusive (e.g. - positions 6 and 10). Thirdly, many positions may be
filled by a Ø-morpheme (e.g. 3rd person singular Subject in position 10 is a Ø-
morpheme).

I propose a model of HRB verb formation where the sequence of
affixation does not follow surface order. Rather, derivational affixes are first
added to a discontinuous lexical entry known as the "verb theme"; this forms a
structure which is labelled the "verb base" in traditional Athapaskan literature
(e.g. Sapir and Hoijer, 1967). Inflectional affixes are added last to complete the
"verb form" (cf. Sapir and Hoijer, 1967). The sequence of affixation described
here is shown in (2), where the verb theme is indicated in boldface.

(2)  HRB verb (maximized underlying representation)

    \{10, 6, 5\}  \{9, 8, 1, 7, 4, 11, 3, 2\}  \[(1)-(2)-(5)-(7)-11-stem\]

inflectional    derivational    verb theme
affixes         affixes

The sequence of affixation in (2) is clearly radically different from that
implied in (1). The differences stem from three sources: (a) following
traditional Athapaskan tradition, the "verb theme" in (2) is assumed to be a
discontinuous lexical entry, resulting in a breaking-up of a section of the surface
complex; (b) in (2), inflectional and derivational affixes are separated, whereas
they are interspersed in (1); (c) within both the derivational and inflectional
affix groupings in (2), there is re-ordering.

The organization of the present chapter is as follows: in Section 1 the
reasons for proposing (2) as an underlying representation for HRB verbs are
presented. In Section 2 the mapping to PF (Phonological Form) is outlined.

1. The Underlying Representation of HRB Verbs.

Given the surface structure of HRB verbs in (1), one of the simplest
approaches to verb formation is to affix the verb prefixes to the stem, either in
one step or incrementally. This general approach is developed in Hargus (1988) for the Athapaskan language of Sekani. In this section I present the reasons for forming the verb as shown in (2); in doing so, I point out the deficiencies of a direct prefixation approach to verb formation such as that proposed for Sekani. In Section 1.1 I explain the representation in (2). In Section 1.2 I present morphosyntactic and phonological arguments in support of (2).

1.1 The Morphosyntactically-based Representation Explained

In order to explain the representation in (2), we first distinguish between inflectional, derivational and thematic affixes.

1.1.1 Inflectional Affixes

Inflectional affixes consist of those affixes which are relevant to the syntax. In HRB, these are the person affixes: position 5 object, position 6 deictic subject, and position 10 subject. Whether affixes providing modal or aspectual information (in HRB these consist of the position 8 conjugation + position 9 mode prefix pair) are inflectional or derivational is an open question. I will consider them to be derivational; this assumption does not make any difference to the model of word-formation proposed here.

1.1.2 Derivational Affixes

Derivational affixes are those affixes with predictable meanings which contribute componentially to the meaning of a verb and which are added to the verb by derivational rules.

1.1.3 Thematic Affixes

Thematic affixes have no isolable meaning but are integral to a verb's idiosyncratic meaning; thus, they must be listed as part of the verb's lexical entry. Thematic affixes may include affixes from positions 1, 2, 5 and 7, and must include position 11. However, in a given verb, an affix in positions 1, 2, 7
or 11 may be derivational rather than thematic, and an affix in position 5 may be inflectional rather than thematic. The determining factor in designating an affix from one of these positions as thematic, derivational or inflectional is whether the affix in question has an isolable meaning separate from the meaning of the verb's lexical entry. If it does, it is derivational or inflectional; if it does not, it is thematic. It must also be kept in mind that a single verb may have more than one affix in positions 1, 7 and 11. (3) shows the verb complex with each position labelled as to whether it may be inflectional (I), derivational (D) or thematic (T). Any affix may be absent, or may be represented by a Ø-morpheme.

(3) HRB verb complex

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 11 - \text{stem} \\
T/D & T/D & D & D & T/I & I & T/D & D & D & I & T/D
\end{array}
\]

I assume, following Anderson (1982), Baker (1987), Speas (1984, 1986), and Wright (1983, 1985, 1986) that inflectional affixes are underlingly positioned on the outside of the verb complex. (I explore this assumption in Section 2). Consequently, the HRB verb must have the pre-surface representation in (4).

(4) HRB verb (pre-surface representation)

Position: \{5, 6, 10\} [ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, \text{stem} ]

inflection

The distinction between derivational and thematic affixes subdivides the material between square brackets in (4). Since thematic affixes are integral to the meaning of a verb, they are listed in the verb's lexical entry. We can substitute the term "verb theme", the term used in the Athapaskan literature,
for "lexical entry". Thus, HRB verbs have maximally the following lexical entries.

(5) HRB verb theme/lexical entry

{ (1) - (2) - (5) - (7) } - 11 - stem

Combining (5) with (4), and taking into account the facts presented above concerning the different potential roles of certain affix positions, yields a representation similar to that given in (2). (2) additionally shows a specific ordering of derivational affixes which is discussed in Section 1.2.1.3.

1.2 Arguments for the Morphosyntactically-based Representation

There are three morphosyntactic arguments in support of the representation in (2): (a) the notion of the verb theme (c.f. (5)), (b) lexical relatedness and (c) verb-internal dependencies. These arguments are outlined in Section 1.2.

1.2.1 The Verb Theme

The first argument in support of (2), the notion of the verb theme, has been discussed in Section 1.1. To recap, the lexical entry of a verb must include material which is integral to the basic meaning of the verb. Thematic affixes
fulfill this requirement. Thematic affixes may be from positions 1, 2, 5, and 7, thus creating a discontinuous lexical entry.\footnote{The idea of a discontinuous verb theme has been recognized in the Athapaskan literature for some time: cf. Golla (1970), Hoijer (1949), Kari (1979), Li (1946) and Rice (1985a, to appear). Kari (1979) presents a model for Ahtna verb formation based on underlying verb themes which posits a sequence of derivational and inflectional processes parallel to that in (2). Kari’s model includes more detailed structure than (2) suggests, including the possibility of a theme being formed into a subtheme. Also, the derivational level in Kari is different from (2) in that modal and aspeckual derivation, by which conjugation and mode prefixes are added, precedes “super-aspeckual” derivation, by which distributive is added. Co-occurrence between these two prefix types is acknowledged, but the issue of conjugation choice, discussed later in this chapter, is not discussed.}

1.2.2 Lexical Relatedness

In the vast majority of languages, inflection is outside of derivation in the surface form of synthetic verbs. Athapaskan languages are exceptions to this generalization, since inflectional affixes are interspersed with derivational and thematic affixes in surface verb forms. Justification must be provided for an abstract representation of verbs where inflectional material is underlyingly outside of derivation.

Lexical relatedness is one of several arguments in the literature supporting “inflection-outside-derivation” structures. I choose this argument over others because it is neutral with respect to many aspects of syntactic theory, and the scope of this dissertation does not include a study of syntax. The reader is referred to Williams (1981), Anderson (1982), Speas (1986), and Di Sciullo and Williams (1987) for syntactic arguments for placing inflection outside derivation.

In addition to syntactic arguments, Speas (1986) uses the argument of lexical relatedness to justify placing inflection outside of derivation in Navajo.
morphological structure. The argument, with application to HRB, is presented below.

It is important in universal grammatical theory to establish consistent definitions for concepts such as head of a word or phrase. A structurally based definition of head and nonhead in morphology has been proposed by Williams (1981). This definition states:

(6) Head of a word: we define the head of a morphologically complex word to be the righthand member of that word. (Williams 1981:248)

    Nonhead: the highest left branch of a word. (ibid:261)

Williams also makes the following universal claim concerning "lexical relatedness":

(7) X can be related to Y if X and Y differ only in a head position or in the nonhead position. (ibid:261)

It is desirable for these proposals or ones similar to them to be incorporated as universals into a theory of grammar. If we accept Williams’ principle of lexical relatedness as a universal, and apply it to HRB verb surface structure, the result is an unlikely system of difficult-to-learn verb paradigms. Let us see how this is so.

Consider the two HRB forms in (8). These forms share the same prefixes, all of which are derivational; however, the forms have different stems.

(8)  a. dasiʔo  ‘I hung it (e.g. piece of meat) up’
    =  da - ‘s - ?o
    1  8 stem
    adv cnj ‘handle O’

    b. dasila  ‘I hung them (e.g. pieces of meat) up’
    =  da - ‘s - ila
    1  8 stem
    adv cnj ‘handle pl. O(bject)’
According to Williams' definitions, the stem in both (8a) and (8b), being the righthand member of the word, is the head of the word, and the adverbial /da/, being the highest left branch of the word, is the nonhead. Since (8a) and (8b) differ only in the head position, they are lexically related.

Now consider the two verbs in (9). They are members of the same inflectional paradigm, and therefore are identical except for the position 10 subject morpheme.

(9)  

a. ῥεστλή = ῥε θ s - ῥεθή  
   1 10 stem  
   adv 1sS 'tie O'

b. ῥένστλή = ῥέ n - ῥεθή  
   1 10 stem  
   adv 2sS 'tie O'

As stated above, these two verbs differ only in their subject morphemes. Since both the nonhead (adverbial /ρέ/) and the head (stem /ρεθή/) positions are the same, (9a) and (9b) are not related according to the definition of lexical relatedness given in (7). Not being related, these two verbs, which are members of the same inflectional paradigm, should presumably be stored separately. If members of inflectional paradigms are separately stored, it follows that HRB speakers must memorize a great number of isolated forms which differ only in inflection. A sample of one such set of forms is given in (10).
(10) tâ's...l...tie 'run uphill' tâsatisfaction 'I run uphill'
tâsïtie 'you run uphill'
tâsatle 's/he runs uphill'
tâtêstelie 'we run uphill'
tâghâstlie 'they run uphill'
tâsâtie 'you (pl.) run uphill'

The notion of lexical relatedness is intended to eliminate the requirement that members of inflectional paradigms be individually learned and stored.

When applied to a language like English, where inflectional morphemes occupy a head or non-head position, lexical relatedness allows us to claim that words which differ only in their inflectional morphemes are related and belong to a single paradigm; all the members of a paradigm can be derived through productive rules of affixation. For example, the words in (11a) are lexically related since they differ only in head position; the words in (11b) are lexically related since they differ only in nonhead position. On the other hand, the words in (11c) are not lexically related, since they do not differ in only their head or only their non-head positions (both head and non-head are the same). The words in (11d) are also not lexically related, since they differ in both their head and their non-head positions.

(11) (a) [shave - Ø], [shave - s], [shave - d], [shave - n], [shave - ing]
    (b) [macro - economic], [micro - economic]
    (c) [re - assign - ment], [re - enact - ment]
    (d) [re - assign - ment], [un - happy - ness]

Lexical relatedness works for English because English inflection is always added to the edge; therefore, if only the head differs in a set of words as in (11a), they do differ only in inflection. This results in a learnable inflectional system; on the other hand, the surface position of Athapaskan inflection appears to be so
different from the systems of other languages and appears to be so highly unlearnable that a system for Athapaskan word formation that makes inflection an accessible level should be considered.

This can be done in two ways. One way is to change Williams' definitions of "head", "non-head" and/or "lexical relatedness" so as to allow Athapaskan verbs that differ only in internally positioned inflectional morphemes to be lexically related. However, this option ignores the great number of languages for which Williams' notion of lexical relatedness seems to be appropriate. In these languages, inflectional morphology is usually outside of derivational morphology and thus occupies head or non-head positions. This is a significant generalization that it is desirable to maintain, and which is maintained with Williams' definitions.

A second alternative to the unlikely system of Athapaskan lexical relatedness is to maintain Williams' notions, but allow for an abstract underlying structure of Athapaskan verbs whereby inflectional morphemes are external to non-inflectional morphemes. (2) exhibits such an underlying structure. This would result in lexical relatedness between words differing only in inflectional morphemes. This would also allow for greatly simplified storage of lexical items, similar to English, where only one uninflected form needs to be stored for each word. The members of inflectional paradigms would be derived by productive rules of affixation.

The arguments in 1.2.1. and 1.2.2 account for two aspects of the structure in (2): 1.2.1 accounts for the discontinuous lexical entry labelled "verb theme", while 1.2.2 accounts for the placing of inflection outside of derivation. The third morphosyntactic argument, verb-internal dependencies, accounts for the ordering of derivational affixes in (2).
1.2.3 Verb-Internal Dependencies

The argument of verb-internal dependencies principally concerns conjugation choice; that is, the choice of whether /∅/, /n/, /gh/, or /s/ occur in position 8 of a verb.

Conjugation choice is a complicated matter. In the first place, conjugation is chosen by the verb's theme category. The idea of theme category which organizes verb themes into semantic and morphological classes was first proposed in Golla (1970). Kari (1979) explores this notion extensively:

(12) A verb theme is the structural and semantic common denominator that underlies all verb forms derived from it...verb themes can be grouped into lexical verb theme categories that have definable semantic content and a common structure in their most basic derived forms (Kari 1979:5)

Thus, each verb theme belongs to a theme category. Each theme category is characterized by a general meaning, a derivational potential shared by the verb themes in the category, a primary aspectual string (PAS), and a conjugation set. The PAS identifies the one aspect above all others which characterizes the theme category. "Conjugation set" refers to a pairing of one of the four conjugation morphemes in position 8 to each of the modes in position 9 of any given verb (see chapter 2 for details).

Recall from Chapter 2 the four modes: imperfective (marked by /∅/ in position 9), perfective (marked by position 9 /n/2 in /∅/ and /h/ classifier.

---

2 I represent perfective mode /n/ in the same way as position 7 /n/, even though their phonological patterning differs. Syllabification conditions account for the differences in patterning in Chapter 4. In contrast, Hargus (1968) suggests that the position 7 /n/ prefix in Sekani includes a diacritic in its representation which makes it uniquely subject to certain phonological processes. Historically, modal /n/ is derived from *g̃, a palatal velar nasal, while other /n/’s such as position 7 thematic is derived from *n.
forms and by /∅/ in /d/ and /l/ classifier forms), optative (marked by position 9 /w/), and future (marked simultaneously by position 7 /d/ and position 8 /gh/). Verbs belonging to a single theme category will have the same conjugation-mode pairings in the conjugation set. Conjugation sets list the conjugation pairings of the first three modes. Thus, the set /∅, gh, ∅/ indicates that the imperfective mode is marked by /∅/ conjugation, the perfective mode by /gh/ conjugation, and the optative mode by /∅/ conjugation. All three modes may be paired with the same conjugation affixes, for example: /n, `n, `n/. In (13), I give an example of one conjugation set: /∅, gh, ∅/.

(13)

? - d - tsts 'eat'

5 11 stem

unsp. 0 cl 'eat'

\begin{tabular}{llll}
& Impl & Perf & Opt \\
1s & ?eststs & ?egheststs & ?ustsidzë \\
2s & ?enstsits & ?eghïtsits & ?awotsidzë \\
3s & ?etsits & ?atsit & ?utsidzë \\
\end{tabular}

Beyond the fact that verb theme categories choose a conjugation set, certain verb affixes take precedence over the theme category choice. These affixes are appropriately referred to as "conjugation choosing" affixes (cf. Rice 1985b, 1989). One of these is in the adverbial position (position 1). For example /ta/ adverbial, meaning "up", chooses the conjugation set /s, `s, `s/. A /ta/ perfective form is given in (13).

(14) tawüsïcĩ 'I carried them up'

=tà - wu - `s - n - s - chi

1 5 8 9 10 stem

adv 3pO cnj mode 1sS 'handle animate 0'

Another example: /che/ adverbial, referring to "water", chooses /n, `n, `n/. A perfective form is given in (15).
(15) tleza chenichi  'I threw a dog into the river'
    'dog' che - 'n - n - s - chi
    1 8 9 10 stem
    adv cnj mode IsS 'handle animate 0'

A second affix position which chooses conjugation is /dà/ distributive
(position 4). /dà/ distributive chooses different conjugation sets depending on
the theme category of the verb. For example, the verb theme in (16) belongs to
a theme category which takes /n/ conjugation in the perfective.

(16) sayağê  daghawéddêch'il  'I tore my pants pocket'
    = d - gha - w - d - 'n - n - s - ch'il
    0 0 5 7 8 9 10 stem
    'my pocket' inc pp arl 0 der cnj mode IsS 'tear 0'

The presence of /n/ conjugation is indicated in bold print as the nasalized low-
toned sequence. In the distributive form the conjugation marker shifts to /s/.

(17) sayağê  daghàdònàwéddêch'il  'I tore each of my pants pockets'
    = d - gha - dònà - w - d - 's - n - s - ch'il
    0 0 4 5 7 8 9 10 stem
    'my pocket' inc pp distr arl 0 der cnj mode IsS 'tear 0'

In (17) the bold print sequence [dònà] is the distributive morpheme. The non-
nasalized sequence [êe] indicates that conjugation has shifted from /n/ to /s/.

A third affix position which may determine conjugation is position 7.
Recall that position 7 may be occupied by a thematic or derivational affix.

When the affix in position 7 is a derivational affix with an aspectual meaning, it
chooses conjugation. For example, position 7 /d/, when it indicates inception
aspect, chooses /s/ conjugation in perfective mode. An example is given below.

(18) ajin  'he sang'  vs.  désjin  'he started to sing'
    = d - shin
    11 stem
    cl 'sing'
    7 8 11 stem
    asp cnj cl 'sing'
The theme category of a verb determines conjugation choice whenever the only affixes present are thematic. If there are no thematic affixes present and a verb form includes a non-thematic conjugation-choosing adverbial, the adverbial’s choice of conjugation takes precedence over the conjugation set of the verb’s theme category. However, if a verb form includes a non-thematic position 7 conjugation-choosing affix, such as /d/ inceptive aspect, then the position 7 conjugation choice overrides the adverbial conjugation choice.

Finally, if a verb form includes /dà/ distributive in addition to the adverbial and/or the position 7 affix, conjugation choice is determined by /dà/ rather than by these other affixes.

These precedences are summarized in (19).

(19) Conjugation chosen by verb theme category; this choice will be overridden by:
   (1) distributive (position 4); if absent, then by
   (2) conjugation-choosing der/asp (position 7); if absent, then by
   (3) conjugation-choosing adverbial (position 1).

A possible analysis of these facts is that “choosing” affixes are added to verbal structure before “chosen” affixes. Thus, thematic affixes, whose presence make the verb’s theme category conjugation choice inviolable, are located closest to the verb stem (in fact, form a constituent with the verb stem). Since these affixes are present at the earliest stage of morphological structure, their choice of conjugation takes priority. If there are no thematic affixes, distributive choice takes precedence. Thus, distributive is positioned closer to the verb theme than other conjugation-choosers. Further out in the structure are the later conjugation choosers: aspectual (surface position 7), and non-thematic adverbial (surface position 1). The verb consequently must minimally have the underlying representation in (20).
The ordering of derivational affixes in (2) reflects the order necessitated by the facts of conjugation choice.

The arguments in 1.2.1-1.2.3 present morphosyntactic evidence in support of the underlying verbal structure in (2). I now focus on the mapping which takes (2) as its starting point and results in the linear order of prefixes shown in (1).

2. The Mapping to PF

This section is organized as follows. I first elaborate on the concept of "verb theme" and relate this concept to the lexical entries of verbs (Section 2.1). I propose that the verb theme constitutes a template into which the affixes in the morphological representation, structured as in (2), are inserted. I then discuss the insertion frames of affixes in Section 2.2. Finally, in Section 2.3 I conclude with a summary of what has to be learned in this model of word-formation, and compare that with other models of word-formation proposed for Athapaskan languages.

2.1 The Lexical Entry of Verbs

I have said that inflectional and derivational morphemes are inserted into a discontinuous lexical entry called the verb theme. The verb theme is structured as in (5). This structure is repeated below, rewritten in tree form.
Morphemes are added to this basic lexical entry/verb theme. I have argued in Section 1.2 that morphemes are added in the order indicated in (2), repeated in (22).

(22) Order of affixation

In addition to showing ordering, (22) encodes two previously discussed ordering arguments. First, arrows pointing from positions 4, 7 and 1 to position 8 conjugation indicate that the former set of prefixes are conjugation-choosers. Secondly, derivational morphemes are affixed before inflectional morphemes. A further fact which has not been discussed in this chapter, but was referred to in Chapter 2, is that position 3 /na/ chooses position 11 /d/ classifier; in addition, some incorporated stems force /d/ classifier. This is indicated by the arrows pointing from 2 and 3 to 11. Notice that the ordering of positions 2 and 3 is not
independently accounted for; in Section 2.2.2.3 I comment on the ordering of these two positions.

I propose that the verb theme forms a verb template which bounds the phonological word. The existence of phonological material outside the template forces mapping of this material into the template/word. This means that mapping proceeds from right to left, since it is the rightmost non-thematic material which is first visible to the left of the template. Therefore, the right-to-left sequence of material outside the template should reflect the order of mapping into the template. That is, if a verb form contains both the /na/ reversative position 3 affix and position 4 distributive, the /na/ affix is mapped into the template before position 4 distributive, since /na/ is closer to the template in underlying structure.

The template represents more than simply the discontinuous lexical entry of a verb theme. This aspect of the template is a morphosyntactic one. In addition, each branch of the template bounds the domain of four respective sets of phonological rules. In other words, the morphosyntactically motivated structure of the template also corresponds to a phonologically motivated structure showing rule domains (these domains are described in detail in Chapter 4). The template thus has the striking property of explaining the division of phonological rules into domains of application. In a theory like LPM (Lexical Phonology and Morphology), phonological rules are associated with levels of morphology, but no explanation is available for why the divisions between levels are placed where they are. In this model of word-formation, the divisions between levels correspond to points in a thematic template, which represent the positions of thematic affixes in a discontinuous lexical entry.
In the model which I propose, the mapping of non-thematic affixes, occurring in the order created by morpheedemantic structure, uses simple and constrained insertion frames. These are the topic of the next section.

2.2 Insertion Frames

Insertion frames could conceivably be defined in at least two ways: (a) phonologically, where the insertion frame refers only to phonological information such as CV structure, or (b) morphologically, where the insertion frame may refer to morphological structure. In this section, I argue that insertion frames in HRB refer to morphological positions in the thematic template, and are thus morphologically defined. Before presenting HRB insertion frames, I outline some problems associated with one proposal for phonologically based insertion.

2.2.1 Problems with Phonologically Defined Insertion Frames

Phonologically defined insertion frames must be based on a phonological template. In order for such a template to exist, there must be some phonological regularities in the language. Speas (1984) originally proposed that Navajo verb theme lexical entries include an abstract CV skeleton/template of the form CVCCVC. This template is similar in content to the template in (2.1), the difference being that Speas' focus is on the CV structure of the points in the template in lieu of the points' morphological position. We can draw parallels between Navajo and HRB verb structure and state that the first CV (CVCCVC) corresponds to position 1, which is a disjunct position and as such has a CV representation. The second C (CVCCVC) corresponds to position 7, which is a conjunct position and as such is represented as C (the vowels of conjunct prefixes are largely predictable and are therefore inserted by epenthesis). The final CVC (CVCCVC) corresponds to the stem, which is often CVC. Each affix in
the morphological representation is inserted into the template by frames which refer only to CV points in the template. Only three frames are required in Speas' proposal. They are listed in (23).3,4

(23) (a) *CV— (i.e. after the first syllable)
     (b) ___(C) C (V) VC* (i.e. before the last syllable)
     (c) CV — CC (i.e. between the string of open syllables and the string of consonants)

Applying the Navajo proposal to HRB would require a template CVCCCVCC (where the second C corresponds to thematic position 5). A minimum of four insertion frames would be needed to ensure proper surface order. These are presented below.

(24) (a) *CV— (i.e. after the first syllable)
     (b) C— CV (i.e. before the last syllable)
     (c) V—— CC (i.e. between the string of open syllables and the string of consonants)
     (d) VC—— C0 V (i.e. position 6: between the first and second Cs in the string of consonants)

Frame (24a) is needed for positions 2, 3 and 1 (i.e. the leftmost surface prefixes), which are inserted in that relative order, given (22). Frame (24b) is needed for positions 7, 8-9 and 10 (i.e. the rightmost surface prefixes), which are inserted in that relative order. Frames (24c) and (24d) are needed to correctly insert the "middle" prefixes: positions 4, 5 and 6. (24c) is the frame for positions 4 and 5; position 4 is inserted first. (24c) works as follows:

Position 4 is a disjunct prefix, so its representation is CV. When position 5 C is

---

3 These frames could be represented more elegantly in terms of syllable notation; however, since I reject this approach, the CV notation in (23) suffices for the purposes of exposition.

4 Wright (1985, 1986) presents a simpler proposal for phonological infixation, in which all prefixes are inserted after CV. This approach shares the second problem of Speas' approach explained further on, which is that all disjunct prefixes are wrongly assumed to have the representation CV.
inserted by (24c), the V to the left of the focus bar is the V of position 4; thus, position 5 is inserted to the right of position 4. (24c) is unable to correctly insert position 6 (C) however; (24c) would place position 6 between positions 4 (CV) and 5 (C). Therefore, the fourth insertion frame is needed to sandwich position 6 subject between position 5 and the string of consonants.

There are two problems with inserting HRB affixes using these phonologically defined insertion frames. First, the insertion works only if all conjunct prefixes (i.e. positions 5 - 10) are represented as C. However, as I shall argue in Chapter 4, there are conjunct prefixes in HRB and other Athapaskan languages which must have the representation V or CV: for example, position 7 /i/ transitional aspect, position 7 /u/ conative aspect, position 5 /ghu/ 3pO. If these prefixes are inserted into the template, the "string of consonants" constituent of the template is no longer well-defined. The insertion of a position 7 /u/ vowel position in the conjunct domain will make it possible for all following conjunct affixes in (22) (position 8 conjugation, position 9 mode, position 5 object, position 6 deictic subject and position 10 subject) to be wrongly inserted (i.e. the V in insertion frames (24b) and (24c) can be interpreted as position 7 rather than the V of the stem (which frame (24b) intends) or the V of the last disjunct affix (which frame (24c) intends)).

The second problem with these phonologically defined insertion frames is that the insertion works only if all disjunct prefixes have the representation CV. However, adverbs may have other representations, as shown in the example below.

(25) CVCV: /?ônê/:  
?ônê?î'ta  'you run away'
'away'  
= ?ônê - d - n - 1 - tî'a

1 7 10 11 stem
adv der 2sS cl 'run'
In addition, some forms have more than one adverb, as in (26).

(26) /feən̪e/:  feəniya 'it stopped growing'

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{fen̪e} \rightarrow \text{\texttt{\textit{\textbf{n̪}}} - \text{\texttt{\textit{n}}} - \text{\texttt{-ya}}} \\
1 \quad 1 \quad 9 \quad \text{stem} \\
\text{adv} \quad \text{adv} \quad \text{cnj} \quad \text{mode 'grow'}
\end{array}
\]

The insertion site in frame (24a) changes if a thematic adverbial or incorporated stem is occupies more than a C and a V timing slot.

Thus, in both the conjunct and disjunct domains, there is variation in the skeletal structure of a set of prefixes which the phonological template in Speas' proposal does not adequately capture. This is not to say that there are no phonological patterns of syllable shape; in Chapter 4 I argue that because disjunct prefixes have different underlying syllable shapes from conjunct prefixes, their treatment in the phonological component is different from that of conjunct prefixes. However, this difference in disjunct and conjunct syllable patterns does not suffice to define phonological insertion frames. I therefore maintain that the verb theme lexical entry, with morphological positions marked, is the template for the word, and that insertion frames are morphologically based.

2.2.2 HRB Insertion Frames

This section is organized into four parts. First, the notion of insertion domains is introduced. Secondly, I outline the type of phonological information required in the lexical entries of affixes. Thirdly, I list the lexical entries of affixes. Finally I show some sample mappings.

2.2.2.1 Insertion domains

Speas (1986) introduces the notion of insertion domains when discussing the morphological template for Navajo. I have followed Speas in constructing the template from the morphological structure of the verb theme lexical entry.
In Navajo, the maximal verb theme is as in (27); thus, (27) also constitutes the thematic template into which affixes are inserted.

(27) \[ \text{adverb + adverb + cl + stem} \]
\[ \text{position 1 + 6} \]

Speas explains:

(28) Suppose that underlying lexical entries in Navajo are listed with only these three types of morphemes [position 1 adv, position 6 adv and cl + stem], with brackets distinguishing them. Then, the other morphemes infix into the positions shown in (3.49).

(3.49) position
\[ \begin{array}{c}
1 \uparrow \\
\text{level 4}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
6 \\
\text{level 3}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{(CL) STEM} \\
\text{morphemes}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{position} \\
\text{level 2}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{morphemes}
\end{array}
\]

(Speas 1986:259)

Following Hargus (1986), Speas divides Navajo affixes into levels based on phonological rule domains. The insertion sites of affixes indicated in (28) correspond roughly to these domains. The rule domains are shown in (29).

(29) Navajo Phonological Domains
   a. Level 1 domain: position 9 (cl) + stem
   b. Level 2 domain: positions 6, 7, 8
   c. Level 3 domain: positions 4, 5
   d. Level 4 domain: positions 1, 2, 3

These domains correspond roughly to HRB, in terms of the types of prefixes occupying each domain.

In HRB, insertion domains are as in (30), where insertion domains correspond exactly to phonological rule domains. Thus, Speas’ idea of equating insertion environments with rule domains works even better in HRB than in Navajo.
The mapping from (22) to the surface string involves inserting morphemes into one of the above domains; each domain is headed by a point in the template. I assume that the head of each insertion domain is the domain's leftmost branch; thus, I assume that the notion "head" is parametrically defined: although "head" often labels righthand elements, here it labels the leftmost morpheme positions within domains. The head of domain 1 is the classifier (cl), the head of domain 2 is position 7 (derivational/aspectual), the head of domain 3 is position 5 (object), and the head of domain 4 is position 1 (adverbial).

2.2.2.2 Information in Affix Entries

The following information is listed in the lexical entry of an affix: (a) the timing slot(s) occupied by the affix, with underspecified feature representations (cf. Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1986)), (b) the domain which the affix belongs to (recall that "domain" refers simultaneously to insertion domain and phonological rule domain, since these are identical), (c) one of two insertion frames, listed in (31).
(31) Insertion Frames

Marked: Head position
Unmarked: Right-adjoining whatever phonological material is already in the domain

In (32) I list the lexical entries of affixes in the order in which they appear outside of the template in underlying structure. Note that the insertion frame is either marked as the head position or left unmarked; if unmarked it is understood to be "right-adjoining whatever else is already in the domain".

(32)  | Affix  | Domain | Frame | i.e. (see below)
-----|--------|--------|-------|------------------
2    | inc stm| 4      | R     |  
3    | /na/  | 4      | R     |  
11   | cl    | 1      | Head  | L               
4    | distr | 4      | R     |  
7    | der/asp| 2     | Head  | L               
1    | adv   | 4      | Head  | L               
8-9  | cnj-m | 2      | R     |  
5    | object| 3      | Head  | L               
6    | dc sj | 3      | R     |  
10   | sj    | 2      | R     |  

An alternative way of envisioning these frames is in terms of edges: domain "heads" are inserted into the left edge of a domain (L), while all other affixes are inserted into the right edge of a domain (R). This alternative interpretation of frames is indicated in the rightmost column of (32).

2.2.2.3 Sample Mappings

In this section I map three verbs. The verbs are chosen on the basis of their rich morphology in each of the affixal domains; thus, the first example has all four domain 4 prefixes, the second example has both of the domain 3 prefixes, and the third example has all four domain 2 prefixes.
The first example, in addition to its rich domain 4 morphology, reveals an interesting property of morphosyntactic structure. The verb meaning "they bumped their knees again" has the two surface variants given in (33).

(33) a) jegwotnadanaghast?o "they bumped their knees again"
    1  2  3  4  5  6  8  11 stem
    adv inc stm 'again' distr 3pS cnj cl 'handle O'
    'knee'

b) jenagwotdananaghast?o "they bumped their knees again"
    = je - na - gw?ot - dan? - gh - 's - d - ?on
    1  3  2  4  6  8  11 stem

These forms show that prefixes functioning as incorporated stems (position 2) and prefixes functioning as reversatives (position 3) are unordered with respect to each other in the surface complex; two variants can be found for any verb having derivational positions 2 and 3, so this fact is not restricted to the particular verb in (33) (positions 2 and 3 are viewed as distinct positions despite this fact because prefixes in these positions have different functions). I argue below that the free variation exhibited by these two prefix positions is expected given the fact that conjugation choice is a major determinant of ordering of affixation.

Recall from (22) (repeated here in (34)) that positions 2 and 3 are the only derivational prefixes never involved in conjugation choice (i.e. positions 1, 4 and 7, in that order, choose position 8 conjugation).
(34) Order of affixation

Position:

2
3
11
4
7
1
8
9
5
6
10

DERIVATION

INFLECTION

The strongest position one could take on ordering of affixation is that is is entirely "intrinsic", such that all ordering follows from the general principle of a choice hierarchy, such as the conjugation choice hierarchy. Obviously, the strongest position is the most desirable position to maintain. In contrast, the weakest ordering position is one where all ordering is extrinsically determined (in 2.3.2 I describe this position as it is found in a Lexical Morphology model of word formation). In HRB, almost all ordering is intrinsic; the only extrinsic requirement is that the prefixes not involved in the conjugation choice hierarchy, positions 2, 3 and 11, are added before the prefixes relevant to conjugation. Significantly, the internal ordering of positions 2 and 3, having no intrinsic motivation, is free; this is an important fact which allows us to maintain that derivational affixation is almost totally motivated by choice hierarchies with the exception that non-conjugation-choosers are added before conjugation-choosers.

Thus, positions 2 and 3 are freely ordered with respect to each other, and yield two surface forms. I show derivations for the two forms below.

In (33a), the thematic template/lexical representation of the verb is as in (35).
(35) `thematic template = lexical representation of verb

As argued above, derivational affixes are added before inflectional affixes. Within the set of derivational affixes, it is stipulated that non-conjugation-choosers are added before conjugation-choosers and conjugation. Otherwise, the order of adding the rest of the derivational affixes is totally intrinsic. The affixes to be added are shown in (36).

(36) Derivational affixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gwôt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>danà</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inflectional affix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gh</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since positions 2 and 3 are unordered there are two possible series of mappings which will yield correct surfacing ordering. Both of these series are given below.

(37) i. Map /gwôt/ (position 2) Map /na/ (position 3)

OR

-as non-heads, the positions 2/3 affixes are mapped to the right edge of domain 4.
ii. Map /na/ (position 3)

-as a non-head /na/ is mapped to the right edge of domain 4

iii. Map /d/ (position 11)

-since position 11 /d/ is dependent on position 3 /na/ it is mapped following position 3. As a head it is mapped to the left branch of domain 1.

iv. Map /dànà/ (position 4)

-as a non-head, /dànà/ is mapped to the right edge of domain 4.
v. Map /je/ (position 1)

- as a head, /je/ is mapped to the left edge of domain 4.

vi. Map /s/ (position 8)

- as a non-head, /s/ is mapped to the right edge of domain 2.

vii. Map /gh/ (position 6)

OR
as a non-head, /gh/ is mapped to the right edge of domain 3.5

The next derivation focuses on the insertion of domain 3 affixes. The example form is given in (38); the thematic template/lexical representation is given in (39); the affixes to be added to the template are given in (40); the mappings are given in (41).

(38) ts'ewuts'ñi?à?
 = ts'e - wu - ts' - 'n - n - ?à?
 1 5 6 8 9 stem
 adv 3pO 1pS cnj mode 'wake up O'

(39) thematic template = lexical representation of verb

5 Not all of the structural relationships which the final trees in (37) (vii) indicate carry over into the phonology. The left branches of the tree are significant for phonology, as they indicate phonological domains; however, the sisterhood relations which the right branches indicate do not have phonological relevance (e.g. it is not significant that in the second mapping series je and na are sisters and that dānà is sister to the string jenagwòt). The right-branching components of the tree are the result of morphological mapping, and serve only to correctly position affixes. On the other hand, the left branches exist prior to mapping into phonology and frame phonological structure. This aspect of the template is elaborated on in Section 2.3.
(40) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivational Affixes</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ts'e</td>
<td>position 1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>`n-n</td>
<td>positions 8-9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflectional Affixes</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wu</td>
<td>position 5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'</td>
<td>position 6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(41) i. Map /ts'e/ (position 1)

The final example focuses on the insertion of domain 2 affixes. The example form is given in (42); the thematic template/lexical representation is

6 I assume that conjugation-mode pairings are mapped as a unit.
given in (43); the affixes to be added to the template are given in (44); the mappings are given in (45).

(42) sônawadêekał 'I yawned'
    = sôna - w - d - 's - n - s - kał
    1 5 7 8 9 10 stem
    adv der der cnj mode lS lS 'yawn'

(43) thematic template = lexical representation of verb

(44) derivational affixes:
    d position 7  2  Head
    sôna position 1  4  Head
    's-n positions 8-9  2

inflectional affix:
    s position 10  2

(45) i. Map /d/ (position 7)

ii. Map /sôna/ (position 1)
2.3 Summary

In this summary, I review what needs to be learned in the above model of word-formation, and compare this with what needs to be learned in other models of word-formation.

The proposed model has the following elements: (a) a dual representation of the verb: a morphosyntactic representation and a phonological representation, (b) a mapping principle, (c) a template which is the verb theme lexical entry, (d) insertion frames for non-thematic affixes. I argue that only (d) must be learned, while all other elements in the model are given by UG. In contrast, the other models explored in this section require that much more be learned.
2.3.1 UG Principles in the Proposed Model

I assume that learners can identify derivational and inflectional affixes in HRB, as well as discontinuous dependencies relating to verb theme and conjugation choice. I also assume that learners divide the properties of affixes and themes which they figure out from the data into morphological and phonological categories.

The morphological properties govern the building of morphological structure in accordance with UG principles. One principle, as pointed out by Speas (1987), is the adjacency condition, originally proposed by Siegel (1978) and rephrased below by Lieber (1980).

(46) The Adjacency Condition (Lieber 1980:103)

\[
\text{No [morphological] subcategorization frame can state a dependency between } X \text{ and } Y \text{ if there is more than 1 bracket between } X \text{ and } Y, \text{ i.e.:}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}

* X &/ Y \mid Z \mid

* X &/ \_ \_ \_ \_ \mid Z \mid Y
\end{align*}
\]

The Adjacency Condition is significant in three respects. First, it requires that the verb stem + thematic prefixes be grouped together as one constituent in morphological structure, because they are mutually dependent: the meaning of a verb is constituted by the combination of thematic prefixes and the stem. Given this dependency, the Adjacency Condition excludes the possibility of intervening prefixes between thematic prefixes and the stem, as this would create brackets between X (the stem) and Y (thematic prefixes). This dependency is labelled "dependency 1" in (47). Secondly, the Adjacency Condition requires that position 3 /na/ and position 11 classifier be adjacent, where /na/ is added first, because /na/ chooses /d/ classifier. This is indicated as "dependency 2" in (47). Finally, the Adjacency Condition requires that conjugation-choosers and conjugation be underlyingly represented as in (47),
"dependency 3", where the conjugation-choosers are added before conjugation, and the predominant conjugation-choosers are added first. Again, this is because the chosen affix, conjugation, is dependent on the affix which chooses it; if prefixes intervened between the chooser (X) and the chosen (Y), additional brackets would be created between X and Y.

(47) \[ \begin{array}{c}
8 \rightarrow 17.4 \quad 11 \rightarrow 3 \\
\text{dependency 3} & \text{dependency 2} & \text{dependency 1}
\end{array} \]

The Adjacency Condition, supplied by UG, thus provides the learner with (a) the thematic template and (b) most of the ordering of derivational affixes in the morphosyntactic representation. Consequently, these two aspects of representation do not need to be learned.

A second principle is Lexical Relatedness, which was discussed in Section 1.2.2. I assume that the learner is aware of aspects of word-formation which are predictable and systematic; I further assume that the learner's storage of lexical items reflects this systematicity. The principle of Lexical Relatedness serves to capture the systematicity of inflection; accepting lexical relatedness as a working principle leads to the reasonable proposal that the learner stores members of inflectional paradigms together, where inflection is represented outside of derivation.

Combining such a representation with the representation required by the Adjacency Condition yields the structure given in (22). Thus, underlying morphological structure is wholly determined by innate structural principles.

Given a morphological structure, I follow Sproat (1981) in assuming that UG provides a Mapping Principle which is based on the earlier assumption that lexical properties are divided into morphological and phonological types. Phonological entries are relevant to the mapping of morphological structure into

(48) Mapping Principle

If B is a morpheme, then the phonological mapping of the syntactic representation of B is just its phonological entry.

I have said that the phonological entries of affixes include insertion frames. The Mapping Principle thus forces the movement of affixes into their respective frames.

I now move into aspects of the model which may require some learning: the formulation of insertion frames, and the use of the thematic template as the basis for these frames. I first examine the plausibility of the thematic template.

The template chosen in this model is similar to what Speas (1984) would call a "global insertion frame": "a skeleton labeled with morpho-syntactic information, perhaps with pre-linked discontinuous morphemes" (Speas 1984:102). Speas presents two arguments against such templates; however, these arguments are not relevant to the particular template chosen for HRB. Speas argues first that fully labelled global insertion frames are unlearnable because "some positions are mutually exclusive" so "the child would never hear a word with prefixes from all of the positions in it" - not to mention the fact that there are morpheme metathesis rules. In other words, in order for a fully labelled global insertion frame to be learnable, the child has to hear words which match the template in every morpho-syntactic detail.

However, in the model proposed here, the template is not fully labelled. It is a partial template in terms of the amount of morpho-syntactic information present and therefore necessary to be learned. This information consists of the cl+stem and the three points of the template, which correspond to the three prefix positions which may be thematic. Is this amount of information
learnable? The answer is yes, since once the child arrives at the knowledge that verbs are discontinuous themes, the positions of thematic elements supply the learner with the morphological information necessary to label the template.

Speas also argues: "If the template is a global insertion frame...the question arises as to why we should assume that Navajo [or Athapaskan languages generally] uses such a template but, say, Spanish does not...we could propose that...each language (including English) has a template to specify the order of morphemes on the same stratum which do not change lexical category. The main problem with an approach like this is that it predicts that the order of non-category-changing affixes is totally random...However, it does not appear to be true that affix order is random...a template listing affix order will be redundant, as order will follow from independent principles" (Speas 1984:102). Notice that this argument assumes a template which "specifies the order of morphemes on the same stratum...". The HRB template does not stipulate order within a stratum, since this order does follow from independent principles; moreover, the HRB template actually provides the strata(/domains) of the verb, something which the template critiqued by Speas would fail to do. Thus, the HRB template not only avoids redundancy; it also provides a reason for the domain boundaries, as these correlate with thematic positions.

Let me turn now to the learning of insertion frames. I suppose that, at the point that the Mapping Principle is applied, the learner has already determined that the lexical entry of verbs is a discontinuous thematic template. How does the learner subsequently determine that the insertion frames of affixes are based on insertion "domains" and heads vs. non-heads (or left and right edges, cf. (32))?"
The learning of insertion domains relates to the structure of the thematic template and to the fact that there are four phonological rule domains in HR8; the range of each rule domain corresponds exactly to the range between each pair of adjacent thematic positions. This is a significant correlation. It does not require any extra learning to posit that each one of these morphological ranges in turn corresponds to an insertion domain; doing so permits a simple formulation of two edge-based insertion frames. This is therefore a robust model: if the learner knows a little (i.e. -verb theme structure), then she knows a lot (i.e. -phonological rule domains, and hence insertion domains for mapping to PF).

It thus appears that the learner, having figured out thematic affix positions (and hence the template) needs only learn which of two insertion frames belongs to each affix. With this in mind, consider now two alternative models of word-formation: (a) LPM Prefixation (Hargus 1988) and (b) Phonological Infixedation (Speas 1987).

2.3.2 LPM Prefixation

A version of the Lexical Phonology and Morphology (LPM) model is applied to the Sekani language in Hargus (1988). In this version of the model, lexical entries for affixes include a phonological/morphological level listing (as in my model) and a morphological diacritic which is referred to by word-formation rules; in addition, the lexicon includes an ordered set of word-formation rules and a set of lexical phonological rules divided into levels of application. Applying this model to HRB, a partial lexical entry for position 10 $\text{1sS}$ is as follows.

(49) \( /s/ \): level 2
    \(+\text{subject}\)

The list of ordered word-formation rules is given in (50).
(50) 1. Insert [+classifier]
2. Insert [+subject]
3. Insert [+mode]
4. Insert [+conjugation]
5. Insert [+derivational]
6. Insert [+deictic subject]
7. Insert [+direct object]
8. Insert [+distributive]
9. Insert [+customary/reversative]
10. Insert [+incorporated stem]
11. Insert [+adverbial]

The word-formation model proceeds as follows.
(51) Beginning with the verb stem, apply level 1 phonological rules.
(2) Apply WFR 1 (cf. (46)).
(3) Re-apply level 1 phonological rules.
(4) Erase internal brackets. Apply level 2 phonological rules.
(5) Apply WFR 2.
(6) Re-apply level 2 phonological rules. Return to morphology, apply WFRs 3, 4, 5 cyclically, returning to level 2 phonology after each WFR.
(7) Erase internal brackets. Apply level 3 phonological rules.
(8) Apply WFR 6.
(9) Re-apply level 3 phonological rules. Return to morphology, apply
WFR 7 and re-apply level 3 phonological rules.
(10) Erase internal brackets. Apply level 4 phonological rules.
(11) Apply WFR 8.
(12) Re-apply level 4 phonological rules. Return to morphology,
apply WFRs 9, 10, 11 cyclically, returning to level 4 phonology after
each WFR.

Two types of criticism can be levelled against the LPM model: certain
generalizations are missed entirely, and the model requires stipulations which
leave certain facts unexplained. The first criticism consists in the fact that the
LPM model totally disregards the discontinuous dependencies in the verb; in
addition, the model provides no insight into lexical relatedness.

Secondly, the LPM model must stipulate both the number and location of
lexical levels, and the order of morphemes within each level. Therefore, these
properties remain unexplained, implying that they could have been otherwise.
In other words, there is no reason why the levels in HRB might not have been
divided as in (52b) instead of as in (52a).

(52) (a) LPM levels in HRB

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
prefix position: 1-4 5-6 7-10 11-stem

(b) |   |   |   |   |   |
|---|---|---|---|---|
prefix position: 1-2 3-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 stem

Why are there four levels in HRB, and why are the boundaries at positions 5, 7
and 11? In the model proposed here, the levels and level boundaries follow
from the thematic template. The template specifies possible thematic positions,
which correlate with level boundaries.

Similarly, there is no reason why morphemes within each level are
ordered as they are; the LPM theory must adopt the problematic and costly
convention of extrinsically ordered WFRs. In the model proposed in this chapter, the order in which affixes are added to the template follows from morphological universals, while the mapping into the template which results in the correct linear order obeys one of two simple insertion frames.

2.3.3 Phonological Infixation (Speas)

The above stipulation of morpheme order in the LPM model can be eliminated if we suppose that the verb theme is the lexical entry of a verb. This is done in the model proposed in this chapter and also in the model of Speas (1987). Speas' model recognizes a morphosyntactic organization of verb structure where inflectional affixes are outside of derivational morphemes, as in (53).

(53)

```
  Morphosyntactic structure
    INFL  base
       DER  theme
           THEMATIC stem
```

The underlying phonological representation of verbs, into which the representation in (53) is mapped, is a phonological template which captures the following fact: Navajo requires at least one vocalic element between the disjunct-conjunct boundary (i.e. the level 4-3 boundary) and the stem. In the template, the stem is represented as a CVC syllable, and the additional required element is represented as an unspecified rime segment. These two parts of the underlying verb are gathered into a foot, as shown in (54).
Morphemes are added to this verb structure by five possible infixation frames.

(55) 1. * ___ (beginning of word)
     2. ___ F * (before final foot)
     3. ___ CVC* (before final syllable)
     4. (CV) ___ (after at most one syllable)
     5. ___ CnF* (before final foot and n consonants)

Phonologically-based infixation derives from the combination of two factors: (a) the Mirror Principle (Baker 1987), and (b) a specific understanding of the nature of morphological infixation.

The Mirror Principle states that morphological derivations must reflect syntactic derivations. This can be applied to Athapaskan in that the morphosyntactic properties of the verb represented in (53) determine the order of affixation in word formation. Since words are represented at only one level in Speas' model, the Mirror Principle says that the morphosyntactic structure of the verb must determine a sequence of infixation which directly yields surface ordering.

Morphologically-based infixation is ruled out by the Mirror Principle if this infixation is modelled in terms of adjacency to position class (e.g. - "insert [+distributive] before [+object]"). The problem here is that the adjacent morphological position needed to target the environment may not be present since it is inserted later, as determined by the morphosyntactic facts. In the model I propose, morphological infixation is not dependent on adjacency to morphemes which might not be present, but on domain membership in a pre-
existing, independently motivated thematic template. Thus, since Speas' and my assumptions regarding word representation in the grammar and the nature of morphological infixation differ, Speas' arguments for the necessity of phonological infixation do not apply to the model proposed in this chapter.

In Speas' model, infixation proceeds in morphological cycles which mirror the morphosyntactic organization of verbs given in (53). That is, thematic morphemes are added to the phonological template in (54) in the first cycle, derivational morphemes are added in the second cycle and inflectional morphemes are infixed as clusters in the third cycle.

In contradistinction to Lexical Morphology, which rigidly orders position classes and ignores morphological organization, this model incorporates facts about both the morphosyntactic and phonological organization of the Navajo verb system. The morphosyntactic organization in (53) is mirrored in verbal derivations by means of morphological cycles. In the remainder of this section, I wish to present two criticisms of Speas' phonological model, one directed at this particular version of Speas' model and one more general in nature which can include other versions of this type of phonological infixation model.

This particular version of Speas' model does not work for HRB because the foot structure proposed in (54) has no phonological basis in HRB. That is, the foot is proposed to capture the fact that Navajo requires epenthesis in a word having the structure [disjunct prefix(es) - stem]; HRB does not require epenthesis in this environment, as seen in (56).

(56) nàčítìt \[\text{'it's raining'}\]
    =nà - chin +1
    1 stem progressive
    adv 'rain'
Notice that there is no epenthesis between [nà] and [chin], as there would be in Navajo. Therefore, while the left edge of the foot in Navajo captures the requirement that there be at least one vocalic element between the disjunct-conjunct boundary (i.e. the level 4-3 boundary) and the stem, the same left edge of the foot in HRB would be serving more as a morphological diacritic: it would provide a basis for a necessary insertion environment located between the disjunct and conjunct boundaries. Since the foot structure would have no phonological cues, there is no way for a learner to learn this phonological template for HRB.

The above argument against this version of phonological infixation does not preclude the possibility that a more appropriate phonological template might be found for HRB and a workable version of phonological infixation might be devised. This research remains to be done. A phonological infixation model, when worked out in detail, would not only include motivated infixation frames, but would also specify how infixation cycles relate to phonological facts. It is not clear in Speas' model whether phonology is interspersed with infixation or done after all infixation is complete; in addition, it is not clear how the structures in (53) and (54) relate to phonological rule domains, if they do at all.

In summary, Speas' phonological infixation model, when it works correctly, demonstrates that morpheme ordering is predictable and surface ordering can be derived through infixation cycles and constrained insertion frames. The infixation cycles maintain morphological universals such as the Adjacency Condition and Lexical Relatedness, in the same way as the model proposed in this chapter does. However, the phonological infixation model does

\footnote{In fact, Rice (1983) adopts a foot-like template for Slave, although an explicit account of infixation using this template has not yet been proposed.}
not explicitly relate morphological universals to phonological rule domains. In contrast, the model proposed in this chapter posits a morphological template which not only demonstrates that morpheme ordering is predictable and surface order can be derived through very constrained insertion frames, but also demonstrates a relationship between morpheme insertion, lexical (thematic) representation and phonological rule domains. In other theories, these correlations must be treated as serendipitous.

The model presented in this chapter raises interesting questions about how phonology and morphology interact, to which I turn in the following chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR

HRB Phonology

0. Introduction

In this chapter I analyze aspects of HRB phonology whose counterparts in other Athapaskan languages have been the subject of decades of research. I focus on two issues: (1) the similarity of disjunct prefix phonology and stem phonology, in contradistinction to conjunct prefix phonology, and (2) complex allomorphic variation in conjunct prefixes.

Recall from Chapter 1 that disjunct prefixes are characterized in other Athapaskan languages as similar to verb stems, and are more loosely connected to the verb than conjunct prefixes (cf. Li 1946 among others); this property is assumed to be a reflection of the late incorporation of disjunct prefixes into the verb. From a synchronic perspective, phonological equivalencies between discontinuous phonological elements like disjunct prefixes and the stem is unusual; in Section 1 of this chapter I show that these similar parts of the verb are not discontinuous, but are rather adjacent at a particular stage of word formation.

The allomorphic variation referred to in (2) involves prefixes whose surface forms can include the following shapes: [C] \~ [Ca] \~ [Ce] \~ [Cè]. A recent analysis of these alternations (Hargus 1988) requires a proliferation of segmental rules, many of whose conditioning environments overlap. This suggests that possible generalizations are missed in the segmental account. In contrast, these alternations can be seen to be regular and unexceptional when viewed in the light of current syllable theory. In Section 2 I propose, following
recent accounts of Navajo conjunct prefix phonology (Wright (1983, 1987) and Speas (1984, 1986, 1987)), that alternations involving [a] can be given a simple account if [a] is epenthetic and inserted in order to conform to the syllable template of the language. The most exceptional behaviour of [a] occurs in the final position in the conjunct domain; the apparently unpredictable behaviour of [a] in this environment is accounted for using Extraposodicity (Ito 1986) and lexical specification of syllabic positions.

Conjunct prefix alternations involving [e] and [ë], as well as the conjunct domain occurrences of [a], are the focus of Section 3. The surfacing of these vowels is also accounted for using the syllable template, supplemented by an autosegmental rule of Vowel Backing.

1. **Disjunct and Conjunct Phonological Patterns**

Recall from Chapter 1 that the surface verb in HRB has the following structure.

(1) prefix position: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - stem

traditional label: __________ | DISJUNCT

(label: __________ | CONJUNCT

(* = boundary between disjunct and conjunct prefixes)

The disjunct prefixes and the stem share the phonological properties in

(2):

(2) Disjunct prefix and Stem properties

(a) Can begin with almost any consonant
(b) Can include any vowel; however, occurrence of [ə] very restricted
(c) Vowels have fixed lexical tone
(d) Are exempt from many processes affecting conjunct prefixes.

Conjunct prefixes have many properties which contrast with those of disjunct prefixes:

(3) Conjunct prefix properties

(a) Begin with a limited set of consonants
(b) Include a limited set of vowels, usually [ə]
(c) Most vowels have no fixed tone in surface forms
(d) Undergo a unique set of rules

One would expect that phonological elements having identical properties undergo phonology together; it is therefore unusual that disjunct prefixes are separated from the stem by a range of prefixes having contrasting properties, implying that the phonology which applies to the stem "turns off" while conjunct prefixes are derived and then "turns back on" again to derive disjunct prefixes. In this section I exemplify the contrasting properties listed in (2) and (3) and review the historical explanation of this surface ordering of phonological constituents given in Chapter 1. I then propose a synchronic account of this phonological patterning based on the word formation model presented in Chapter 3.

To illustrate Property (a), I list the consonants which can begin disjunct prefixes, and the smaller set of consonants which can begin conjunct prefixes.

---

1 A precise statement of the distribution of shwa is given in Hargus (1988). Shwa never surfaces in a disjunct prefix. However, shwa may be found in the disjunct domain as part of an incorporated stem (position 2); even in this one case, the distribution of shwa is limited: shwa may only occur in stems of the shape CVC, not in stems of the shape CV.
(4) Disjunct initials: d t t’ n ts ts’ z s dl tl tl’
   l ū j ch ch’ g k k’ kw gh w

Conjunct initials: d n ts’ z s
   ū ch gh w

To illustrate the vowel facts which distinguish disjunct and conjunct prefixes, note the following inventory of vowels occurring in disjunct prefixes.

(5) i/i - nichuts'edexal  '1pS wash up'
   = ni - chu - ts’ . . .
   1  2
   adv inc stm

   e - chenebēts  '2sS boil water'
   = che - n . . .
   1
   adv

   a - dāsetsus  '3sS hang up O'
   = dā - ‘s . . .
   1
   adv

   o/o - ?ŏdĕetsus  '1sS threw away O'
   = ?ŏ - d . . .
   1
   adv

   u - chunēsdq  '3sS was drunk'
   = chu - n . . .
   2
   inc stm
Note that (5) does not include shwa. In contrast, the vowel in a conjunct prefix is usually shwa or a high vowel.

To illustrate the difference in tonal properties between the two prefix types, consider the forms in (6) and (7). In (6), the adverbial disjunct prefix /ɔnɛ/, meaning "away" occurs. In (6a) /ɔnɛ/ is followed by a low-toned disjunct prefix, while in (6b) /ɔnɛ/ is followed by a high-toned conjunct prefix.

Note that the low tone on both syllables is fixed regardless of what prefix follows it.

(6) a. ɔnɛdɔnawaʃts'adɛsat 'we went away'
     b. ɔnɛdɛjut'a 'you sg. run away'

In (7), the low tone on /mà/, an adverbial disjunct prefix meaning "(in a) circle" is stable regardless of what prefix follows it: in (a)-(c) high-toned conjunct prefixes follow /mà/, while in (d) a low-toned disjunct prefix follows /mà/.

(7) a. ɛstil'yu màsæs'eh 'I build fence'
     fence  I build
     b. ɛstil'yu màwasch'eè 'I will build fence'
     fence  I will build
     c. màdaya 's/he walks in circle'
     d. ts'èdawa màk'ets'adâs 'we walked the children around in circle'
     children  we walked around in circle

In contrast, compare the (a) and (b) forms in (8) - (10). The prefixes in boldface are conjunct prefixes. In each case, in certain environments, a conjunct prefix may be marked with a low tone, while in other environments the same prefix is marked with high tone. The (b) forms illustrate the effects of the prefix /s/-conjugation (see chapter 2, section 1.5.3.3)

2 See Note 1.
(8)  a. dejì 's/he is sick'  
     b. tādēsta 's/he lost O'
(9)  a. ts'ajìn 'we sing'  
     b. tāwutsèschì 'we carry them uphill'

(10)  a. ngehes?i 'I saw you'  
       b. danèses?a 'I hold you up'

In (8), both forms have a position 7 /d/. In (9), both forms have position 6 /ts'/. In (10), both forms have position 5 /n/. When a conjunct prefix precedes s-conjugation, as in all the (b) forms, it receives low tone.3 Significantly, if a disjunct prefix precedes s-conjugation, its tone is unaffected, as can be seen in (11).

(11)  tusekwèn 's/he has a fever'
     = tu - 's - kwèn
1 8 stem
adv cnj 'be hot'

Property (d), the different sets of phonological processes which affect disjunct vs. conjunct prefixes, is the subject of Sections 2 and 3 of this chapter. With respect to this property, it is worth noting that the above examples of specific disjunct prefixes show no alternations, whereas the surface vowels of conjunct prefixes do alternate, as in (8) - (10).

The historical explanation for the similarity of disjunct prefixes and the stem is that disjunct prefixes were once free stems which were later incorporated into the verb. This conclusion, documented in Li (1933), is forcefully supported by Kari (1975); Kari points out that in Eyak, considered to be a relic language which is related to Athapaskan and which has preserved properties of archaic Na-Dene, the verb begins with the direct object position, and what are disjunct prefixes in Athapaskan are preverbal elements in Eyak.

---

3 If the schwa preceding s-conjugation follows a position 7 consonant, as in (8b), then the schwa tenses to [e]. See section 3 for discussion.
Synchronically, the disjunct-stem pairing might be viewed as unusual in light of the surface discontinuity of the disjunct and stem domains. However, as claimed in Chapter 3, surface ordering is derived from an underlying structure where derivational prefixes are added to the verb theme before inflectional prefixes. Since derivation includes all disjunct prefixes and all inflection is in the conjunct domain, disjunct prefixes may be adjacent to the verb theme containing the stem at an early stage in the derivation, before most conjunct prefixes are added. This stage of the derivation has the representation in (12).

(12) Derived word (between mapping of disjunct and conjunct affixes)

\[
[ \text{disjunct prefixes} \ [ (5) \ [ (7) \ [ \text{cl-stem} ]] ] ]^4
\]

Notice that in (12), disjunct prefixes and the stem are not exactly adjacent: thematic prefixes in positions 5 and 7 may intervene. However, as I shall argue in Section 2.1, intervening conjunct prefixes do not interfere with applying phonology simultaneously to disjunct prefixes and the stem, since disjunct and conjunct prefixes have different underlying representations. I shall argue that conjunct morphemes generally do not have underlying vowels, while disjunct prefixes and the stem are minimally CV. Syllabification and other phonological processes thus apply over a continuous range which is unaffected by unsyllabifiable conjunct consonants, as shown in (13).

(13) \[
[ \text{disjunct} \ [ (C_0) \ [ (C_0) \ [ \text{cl-stem} ]] ] ]
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
C & V & C & V \\
C & V & \ldots
\end{array}
\]

This preliminary account of phonology assumes that major restructuring has occurred in HRB and other Athapaskan languages, where historically peripheral disjunct prefixes are synchronically verb-internal at a stage in word-formation where phonology applies. The magnitude of the restructuring

---

4 The representation is equivalent to the "verb base" as described by Sapir and Hoijer (1967) and Karl (1979), among others.
assumed might seem excessive, were it not for the following supporting morphological evidence: (a) certain disjunct prefixes may occupy thematic positions, where they are semantically inseparable from the stem and other thematic prefixes and are underlyingly internal to both derivational and inflectional prefixes; (b) certain disjunct prefixes are conjugation choosers, where they determine the occurrence of more internal conjunct prefixes.5

In summary, the word formation model and phonological facts support each other, in that an intermediate representation during the word formation process unifies discontinuous phonological material whose phonological patterns are equivalent. A detailed description of the interaction of morphology and phonology is not appropriate at this point since a formal account of the different syllabification processes and phonological rules affecting disjunct, conjunct and stem domains has not yet been presented. In the next section, a description of HRB syllabification is given which includes in 2.4 a discussion of derivational levels resulting from phonology-morphology interaction.

2. HRB syllable structure

In this section I present an analysis of HRB syllable structure which is partially based on recent studies of Navajo phonology (cf. Wright 1983, 1987) and recent work on syllable theory (cf. Itô 1986). There are two facts to be accounted for: (1) the largely predictable surfacing of [e] in the conjunct domain, and (2) the seemingly unpredictable shape of the final syllable in the conjunct domain. The first fact is dealt with by assuming that most conjunct vowels are epenthetic; this idea is presented in 2.1. The unusual properties of

5 The validity of (b) depends on the assumption that conjugation choice should be determined word-internally. This is an assumption which I make in the absence of evidence to the contrary.
the final conjunct syllable are presented in 2.2. An account of conjunct domain syllabification is given in 2.3. This account is based on mechanisms discussed in Itô (1986): syllable templates, epenthesis, and extraprosodicity; in addition, it is necessary for certain syllable positions to be prelinked in underlying representations to account for exceptional behaviour. The remainder of the section is devoted to explaining and demonstrating complete phonological derivations.

2.1 Epenthetic Conjunct Vowels

Within each Athapaskan language, there is one vowel which surfaces most often in conjunct prefixes. For example, in Chipewyan (Li 1946) and Slave (Rice 1988a, 1989b) this vowel is [e], in Navajo (Sapir and Hoijer 1967) this vowel is [l], and in Sekani (Hargus 1988) and HRB this vowel is [ə]. In addition, these languages also have a “peg element” which is added to the verb when either there are no syllabic prefixes before the verb stem (as in Chipewyan, Slave, Sekani and HRB), or there are no conjunct prefix syllables besides the verb stem (i.e. - there are no syllables between the disjunct boundary and the stem, as in Navajo).6 This peg element consists of a conjunct vowel and sometimes a preceding consonant. Kari (1976) proposes the following rule of i insertion to account for the surfacing of this peg vowel.

(14) i insertion

Ø --> i / * — C_0 [ where * = disjunct boundary, [ = stem boundary

Wright (1983) proposes that conjunct prefix phonology can be simplified by

---

6 Epenthesis in Chipewyan, Slave, Sekani and HRB occurs in a second context in addition to that given in the text: an epenthetic vowel is inserted between a consonant-final disjunct prefix and the stem. This second type of epenthesis is usually distinguished from the first type given in the text, and it is the first type which is used to differentiate one group of Athapaskan languages from languages like Navajo.
extending the independently needed rule of peg vowel \( \text{i} \) insertion to include all occurrences of \( [i] \) in conjunct prefixes. In other words, all \( [i] \)'s in Navajo conjunct prefixes are epenthetic; consequently, the underlying representation of any \( [Ci] \) conjunct prefix is simply \( /C/ \). Wright shows that this makes it possible to distinguish disjunct and conjunct prefixes on the basis of underlying syllable shape: disjunct prefixes are CV and conjunct prefixes are C.

I adopt Wright's argument for claiming that most HRB conjunct prefixes are underlyingly C, with \([a]\) surfacing by epenthesis. The operation of epenthesis is explained in Section 2.3 as a result of mapping a syllable template. Before syllabification is presented I give the facts concerning the final syllable in the conjunct domain in the following section.

2.2 The Final Syllable in the Conjunct Domain

Most surface syllables in HRB are open, i.e. they are either (C)V or CVV. There are two environments in which syllables may be closed: the final syllable in the word, and the final syllable in the conjunct domain. In this section, I present the syllable patterns in the conjunct domain, specifying the conditions under which the final conjunct syllable is closed. An account of these facts is given in the following section.

The set of prefixes which may close a syllable in the conjunct domain are limited to positions 8, 9 and 10; i.e. - most prefixes in these positions alternate between being onsets and codas, while all other consonantal conjunct prefixes are invariably onsets. The list of prefixes which are invariably onsets is given in (15).

(15) Group 1: Conjunct Prefix Onsets
    -position 5 domain 3
    -position 6 domain 3
    -position 7 domain 2
I label these prefixes as "Group 1". Examples are given below.

(16) Examples of Group 1 (=invariable onsets)

a. kanásats'et  's/he pinched me'
   = ka - ná - s' - 1 - ts'et
   1 1 5 11 stem
   adv adv 1sO cl 'pinch O'

b. tæghak'qts  'they kiss each other'
   = t - gh - k'qts
   5 6 stem
   recip 3PS 'kiss O'

c. nanets'ech'i  'we saw you customarily'
   = na - n - ts' - d - ch'i
   3 5 6 11 stem
   cust 2sO 1pS cl 'see O'

d. na?adadat'ets  's/he kicked him/herself'
   = nà - ?d - d - d - Æts
   1 5 7 11 stem
   adv reflO der cl 'kick'

e. ts'atsal  'we cry'
   = ts' - tsal
   6 stem
   1pS 'cry'

f. k'æghats'anats'ats  'we stagger around'
   = k'è - gh - ts' - n - ts'ats?
   1 7 6 7 stem
   adv der 1pS der 'fall'

g. tæzà kadádzus  's/he whips dog'
   = ka - d - dzus
   'dog' 1 7 stem
   adv der 'whip O'

\* Notice that metathesis occurs between position 6 /ts'/ and position 7 /gh/.
See Chapter 2, section 1.6.3 for discussion.
h. ḫeji                     's/he is sweet'
   = ƚ - ُ
   7  stem
   der  'be sweet'

With the exception of 1sS /s/, which I deal with below, all prefixes in
positions 8, 9 and 10 in domain 2 alternate between onset and coda. This is
indicated in (17), where these prefixes are labelled group 2 (examples are given
later in (20) and (21)).

(17) Group 2: Conjugate Prefix Onsets - Codas
     -position 8
     -position 9
     -position 10  domain 2

Group 3 is constituted by 1sS /s/, which is invariably a coda (examples
are given later in (22)).

(18) Group 3: Conjugate Prefix Codas
     -position 10 1sS /s/  domain 2

In (19) these syllable facts are viewed within the context of the surface
representation of the verb resulting from affix mapping into the template.

(19)

```
  | 5 6 7 8-9 10 cl + stem
  || 0 0 0 ]{O}{O} [O] *
  |||  \{C\}  \{C\}  \{C\}
  ||
  | disjunct  domain
  * except 1sS /s/
  C
```
A prefix in positions 8, 9 or 10 is a coda if it is the final prefix in the
conjunct domain and is preceded by another conjunct prefix. Examples are
given below.

(20) Examples of Group 2 codas
a. ?atsit\textsuperscript{8} 's/he ate [something]'
   = ? - gh - d - tsits
   5 8 11 stem
   uns p o cnj cl 'eat'
b. ts'eseghi\textsuperscript{9} 'they wake me up'
   = ts'e - s - gh - n - ?à?
   1 5 6 8 stem
   adv lsO 3pS cnj 'wake up'
c. sònawàdëskà\textsuperscript{10} 's/he yawns'
   = sònà - w - d - 's - kal
   1 5 7 8 stem
   adv arl O der cnj 'yawn'

\textsuperscript{8} Forms with [gh] as a syllable coda are subject to the rule of Backing
Absorption which results in surface [Ca] from /Cagh/. See Section 3 of this
chapter for an examination of this process.

\textsuperscript{9} Forms with [n] as a syllable coda are subject to Nasalization, which results in
[Ci] from /Can/. See Section 2.5.1 for discussion.

\textsuperscript{10} In (20 c), /'s/ is a coda and not part of a complex /sk/ onset. In HRB, syllable
onsets are always C, never CC. Apparent exceptions to simple onsets is the
occurrence of affricates and glottalized consonants in onset position. To account
for these onsets, I follow Rice's analysis of the underspecified features of Slave
consonants. Affricates are underlying marked as [a continuant] (i.e. are marked
as branching segments with respect to the feature [continuant]). A redundancy
rule marks the second branch of segments thus marked as [+continuant]. Thus,
affricate onsets occupy only one C slot. Glottalized consonants are marked as
[+constricted glottis]; thus, they too are simple C's.
d. *ts'enicagat*  
  = ts'e - 'n - n - zat  
  1 8 9 stem  
  adv cnj m 'wake up'  

e. *źixit*  
  = z - n - h - xit  
  7 10 11 stem  
  der 2sS cl 'kill O'  

If a prefix from positions 8, 9 or 10 (i) is not the final prefix in the conjunct domain, or (ii) is the only prefix in the conjunct domain, then it is an onset. Examples are given below.

(21) Examples of Group 2 onsets  
  a. i. *daghast*  
     'I am holding up O' (progressive)  
     = da - gh - s - ?a + t  
     1 8 10 stem progressive  
     adv cnj IsS 'handle 3-D O'  
  ii. *daghast*  
     's/he is holding up O' (progressive)  
     = da - gh - ?a + t  
     1 8 stem progressive  
     adv cnj 'handle 3-D O'  
  b. i. *chenas*  
     'I put O in water'  
     = che - 'n - s - ?a  
     1 8 10 stem  
     adv cnj IsS 'handle 3-D O'  
  ii. *chenas*  
     's/he drowns'  
     = che - 'n - l - ts'et  
     1 8 11 stem  
     adv cnj cl 'fall'  

---
11 See note 9.  
12 See note 9.
c. i. sæsdà  'I sit'
   = ñs - ñd - ñdà
   δ 10 11 stem
   cnj 1sS cl 'sit'

ii. sædà  's/he sits'
   = ñs - ñd - ñdà
   δ 11 stem
   cnj cl 'sit'

d. ii.13 matsel  'you sg. cry'
   = n - tsel
   10 stem
   2sS 'cry'

1sS /s/ is distinct from Group 2 prefixes because it is always a coda, regardless of whether or not it is preceded by another conjunct prefix. Examples are given below.

(22) Examples of Group 3 (=invariable coda)

a. æsjin  'I sings'
   = s - d - yin
   10 11 stem
   1sS cl 'sing'

b. nasset  'I stand'
   = na - s - zet
   1 10 stem
   adv 1sS 'stand'

The facts about final conjunct syllable codas seem complicated. In Section 2.3 these facts are accounted for in terms of syllabification. More precisely, the correct syllable position for each segment is determined by the mapping of a

13 Since all position 10 subjects are final in the conjunct domain, there can be no examples showing position 10 /n/ followed by another conjunct prefix.
syllable template, with certain positions accorded special status as either extraprosodic or prelinked to a syllable position.

2.3 Conjunct Domain Syllabification

This account of syllabification accounts for the properties described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2: the surfacing of [ə], and the final syllable in the conjunct domain. When these facts are dealt with in linear phonology (for example, see Hargus (1988)), the domain 2 alternations between [Coda] and [Onset ə] appear arbitrary; Hargus’ account, which posits the deletion of [ə] to produce [Coda] forms, requires at least two separate rules, including a rule of Conjugation a Deletion which is morphologically conditioned. I propose that these alternations are systematic manifestations of a principled syllabification process.

This account has three parts. First, in 2.3.1, is the operation which drives syllabification: the mapping of a syllable template according to proposals made by Itô (1986). Secondly, in 2.3.2, the relevance of extraprosodicity to “final position” phenomena is examined. Finally, I show in 2.3.3 that it is necessary to posit prelinked syllable positions to complete the account of the facts.

2.3.1 The Syllable Template and Stray Epenthesis

There have been two recent approaches to syllabification in the generative phonology literature. One approach, of which Levin (1985) is an example, has explicit rules in the phonology which create syllable structure. Other representatives of this approach include Kahn (1976) and Steriade (1982). In the second approach, which I adopt, the idea that syllabification is done by phonological rules sensitive to, for example, phonological features, is abandoned. Thus, Itô (1986, 1989) recasts syllabification in terms of mapping syllable templates onto a CV skeleton. For Itô,
syllabification consists of mapping the phonological string to the syllable template of the language. A syllable template is a kind of wellformedness condition defining the possible skeletal sequences of a language, e.g. [CCVC]. There are also other universal as well as language-specific wellformedness conditions on syllable structure beyond the simple skeletal sequencing. Language-specific wellformedness conditions... typically place restrictions on the class of segments which can be mapped to a certain template position. (Itô 1986:4-5)

In other words, the source of syllable structure for any given string is an independently existing syllable template, which is a wellformedness condition replacing the syllable-building rules of other theories.

A given language has one syllable template to which phonological strings in the language are mapped. In addition to the syllable template, all languages adhere to the Universal Core Syllable Condition (UCSC) given in (23), which says that a sequence CV is interpreted as tautosyllabic.

(23) Universal Core Syllable Condition (UCSC)

\[
\text{IF } \quad C.V \quad \text{ THEN } \quad 6
\]

(The sequence CV must belong to a single syllable.)

Mapping of the language-specific template is driven by the principle of Prosodic Licensing, which states that all phonological units must be prosodically licensed, i.e., belong to higher prosodic structure. The "higher prosodic structure" being spoken of here is syllable structure. Material that is not licensed is automatically eliminated. The mapping operation is unambiguous in that it adheres to the stipulated setting of the directionality parameter for the language. Thus, if a language has the syllable template [CCVC], with a
directionality parameter of right-to-left, the following CV string has the syllable structure in (24).

\[
(24) \begin{array}{cccccccc}
  b & a & b & a & b & a & b & a \\
  c & v & c & v & c & c & v & c \\
  \\ & / & / & / & \\ & / & / & / \\
  6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

Notice that with right-to-left mapping of the template [CCVC], onsets are maximized. In contrast, with the directionality parameter of a language set as left-to-right, syllable codas are maximized. This is shown in (25).

\[
(25) \begin{array}{cccccccc}
  b & a & b & a & b & a & b & a \\
  c & v & c & v & c & c & v & c \\
  \\ & / & / & / & \\ & / & / & / \\
  6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

As described in 2.2, except for the conjunct domain-final syllable, HRB syllable structure follows a consistent CV pattern. (The conjunct domain-final syllable is accorded special status, as explained below.) Thus, a first approximation of the HRB syllable template is that in (26).

\[
(26) \text{HRB syllable template : } [C V]
\]

In a form like (27), mapping of the syllable template results in the syllabification in (28).

\[
(27) \text{kwe naja } \text{ 'he went back inside'}
\]

\[
= \text{ 'inside' na - d - ya}^{14}
\]

\[
3 \quad 11 \text{ stem}
\]

\[
\text{rev cl 'motion'}
\]

\[
(28) \begin{array}{cccc}
  n & a & j & a \\
  c & v & c & v \\
  \\ & / & / & \\ & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

\[^{14} \text{d + y coalesce to form [j] (see Chapter 2, 1.2.3.1 (34) for a description of this process known as the "D-Effect").}\]
Notice that with a coda-less template like [C V], directionality of mapping is noncritical. Directionality is crucial only with templates including both onset and coda positions. As Itô explains,

(29) "Right-to-left template mapping maximally incorporates segments into the onset and thus results in onset maximization (e.g. in Indo-European languages), whereas left-to-right mapping leads to coda maximization" (Itô 1986:10)

2.3.1.1 Epenthesis

There may be failure to achieve a one-to-one match between each syllabic constituent in the syllable template and segments. Specifically, segmental material (usually a consonant) may be left over after the syllable template is mapped across the string; this unsyllabified material is "stray". In Itô's theory, there are two ways of dealing with stray elements: they are deleted (= "Stray Erasure", a universal option), or a vowel is inserted into the string to allow a further mapping of the syllable template, thus saving the previously unsyllabified segment (= "Stray Epenthesis", a parametrized option). Only because both operations yield representations whose once stray elements are either eliminated or fully incorporated are these operations considered to be "stray operations". However, there is no distinction made between "stray" epenthesis and any other kind of "unmarked" epenthesis.

I assume that HRB chooses the parametrized option of Stray Epenthesis to handle stray material; Stray Epenthesis applies before Stray Erasure. Epenthesis takes the form "Map stray consonant to syllable template". Applying this option to the CV template, a stray C is mapped to the onset C of the template, and an empty slot is created in the segmental string to which the V of the template is mapped; this slot is filled in by default rules and surfaces as [ə].
Stray Epenthesis is demonstrated in the form (21 c ii), repeated here in

\[(3c.)\]

\[(30)\]  sædə  's/he sits'

\[= s\quad d\; à\]

\[\begin{array}{cc}
C & C V
\end{array}\]

Stray Epenthesis: \[\begin{array}{cc}
s & d\; à \\
C V & C V
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\lor & \lor \\
6 & 6
\end{array}\]

Eventually:  sædə

Stray Epenthesis derives all the forms in Group 1 (cf. (16)), as Stray Epenthesis forms CV syllables from underlying C prefixes, resulting in the C's being mapped to onset position.

In the next two subsections (2.3.2 and 2.3.3), an account of the syllable patterns of Groups 2 and 3 is given. This is followed in 2.4 and 2.5 with detailed derivations of a sample of all the forms discussed above.

2.3.2 Extraprosodicity

Extraprosodicity is the principle which accounts for codas in the conjunct domain.

As mentioned above, only two HRB syllables may have codas: the final syllable in the conjunct domain, and the final syllable in the word. These two positions have something in common: both constitute edges of a domain. One domain is the conjunct prefix domain, and the second domain is the word. Following Itô (1986), segments found at edge positions may be "extraprosodic". When extraprosodicity is defined on a syllable, it makes the extraprosodic segment invisible when the syllable template is mapped. Being invisible, the extraprosodic consonant is not considered stray, and is therefore licensed.
Recall that Group 2 prefixes surface as codas when they are final in the conjunct domain; if we assume that extraprosodicity is operative on the conjunct domain, we can express the coda generalization as: "Group 2 prefixes surface as codas when they are extraprosodic". This statement reveals an underlying systematicity in the syllable position alternations of conjunct prefixes.

Detailed derivations showing extraprosodicity are given in 2.4, following a discussion of derivational levels. At this point, I give simplified derivations which demonstrate the operation of extraprosodicity in a general way. The following simplified derivation for (20 e), repeated as (31), shows the general derivational pattern followed by all forms in (20).

(31) Derivation for (20 e)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Input to Syll. Mapping} & \quad [[z n] \times i i]^{15} \\
\text{Syll. Mapping} & \quad \left[ \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{C} \text{V} \\
\text{C} \text{V} \\
\text{V} \\
6 \\
6 \\
\end{array} \right] \times i (i) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

= the outermost square brackets enclose the word. The bold square brackets enclose the conjunct domain. Segments in parentheses are extraprosodic: (n) is extraprosodic because it is final in the conjunct domain; (l) is extraprosodic because it is final in the word domain. Stem segments are unproblematically syllabified by Syllable Mapping. This leaves only one consonant, [z], in the conjunct domain. Without any vowels, this consonant cannot be syllabified, and is therefore stray. Stray Epenthesis results in [z\text{e}(n)]], which eventually surfaces as [zl].

\text{\textsuperscript{15}} /h/ classifier is not represented in this derivation, as its underlying form requires discussion; see Section 3 for an in-depth exploration of /h/ in HRB.
By Stray Epenthesis I have given a general account of forms where prefixes are invariably onsets (Group 1); by extraprosodicity I have given a general account of instances of codas in forms where prefixes alternate between onset and coda (Group 2). I now introduce a constraint on extraprosodicity which helps to account for all instances of onsets in Group 2 forms.

Recall that there are two environments in which a Group 2 prefix is an onset: (i) it is not final in the conjunct domain; (ii) it is the only prefix in the conjunct domain. The explanation for onsets in environment (i) is already available given the mechanisms presented hereto: if a Group 2 prefix is not final in the conjunct domain, it is not extraprosodic, and will therefore be mapped to the onset C position of the CV template, with stray epenthesis filling in the rest of the syllable.

Why are Group 2 prefixes in environment (ii) syllable onsets and not syllable codas? As the only prefixes in the conjunct domain, they are also the final prefixes in the conjunct domain and therefore should qualify as extraprosodic. However, if the only material in a domain is extraprosodic, then the entire domain is extraprosodic. Hayes (1981) claims that when a similar situation arises in marking extrametricality in stress domains, extrametricality does not apply:

(31) "...we must assume that extrametricality rules are blocked if their application would mark the entire stress domain . . . as [+ex(trametrical)]. This condition is apparently universal, and thus should not add any cost to the grammars of particular languages."

(Hayes 1981:74)

The Empty Domain Condition given in (31) is simply a formalization of this universal condition on extraprosodicity.
(32) Empty Domain Condition (EDC)
\[ *_{a} |x|_{a} \] where \(|x|\) is extraprosodic
and \( a_{a} \) = domain which is visible to syllable mapping
and \( a_{a} \) is empty (except for \(|x|\))

The EDC is illustrated in the form given in (21 a ii), repeated here as

(33).

(33) dagha\(\bar{a}\)t '3sS holds up O' (progressive) \((=21 \text{ a ii})\)

\[ \{ d \ a \ [ \ gh \ a \ ] \ ? \ a \ (t) \ \} \]

=Because \([gh]\) is the only prefix in the conjunct domain, the EDC prevents it from being extraprosodic.

6 Mapping
\[ \{ d \ a \ [ \ gh \ a \ ] \ ? \ a \ (t) \ \} \]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V \\
\backslash / & \backslash / & \backslash / \\
6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

=Stray Epenthesis applies, and the correct form is derived.

By introducing extraprosodicity, the simple stray epenthesis account given in 2.3.1 of Group 1 (= invariable onset) forms is no longer as simple.

Specifically, there are two categories of Group 1 forms which are problematic in an account which incorporates extraprosodicity. In addition, the account given so far cannot derive Group 3 (= invariable coda) forms. The following section (2.3.3) deals with one category of Group 1 problems and Group 3 problems; the second category of Group 1 problems is discussed in Section 2.4.

2.3.3 Prelinked syllable positions

The account given so far can be summarized in terms of its effects on the following three conjunct domain inputs:

(34) i. \([C]\)

ii. \([C \ C]\)
iii. \([C C C]\)

These inputs are charted below, with column two listing the mechanisms which operate in syllabification of the given conjunct material and column three showing the output of the syllabification mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(35)</th>
<th>Conjunct Domain</th>
<th>Syllabification Mechanisms</th>
<th>Output of Syllabification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>([C])</td>
<td>(Extraprosodicity blocked by E.D.C.)</td>
<td>([C \ a]) (\lor) (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Mapping</td>
<td>Stray Epenthesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\rightarrow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>([C \ C])</td>
<td>Extraprosodicity</td>
<td>([C \ a C]) (\lor) (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Mapping</td>
<td>Stray Epenthesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\rightarrow)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>([C \ C \ C])</td>
<td>Extraprosodicity</td>
<td>([C \ a C \ a C]) (\lor) (\lor) (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Mapping</td>
<td>Stray Epenthesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\rightarrow)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(35 i) shows that whenever there is only one consonantal prefix in the conjunct domain, the prefix should be an onset. This is true with respect to all Group 1 and Group 2 forms. However, Group 3 (= invariable coda) forms show the opposite result. The crucial forms, given in (22), are repeated here as (36).

(36) Examples of Group 3 (=invariable coda)

a. \(\text{asjin}\) ‘I sings’
   = \(\text{s - d - yin}\)
   \(10\) \(11\) stem
   \(1sS\) cl ‘sing’
b. nassat 'I stand'
   = na - s - zat
   1 10 stem
   adv 1sS 'stand'

In both of these forms, 1sS /s/ is the only prefix in the conjunct domain. Therefore, this prefix should be subject to the E.D.C. and should not be subject to extraprosody. Mapping a CV template onto the non-extraprosodic phonological string should result in forms (37 a, b) for (36 a, b) respectively.

(37) a. * sajin

b. * nassasat

As mentioned before, 1sS forms are unique in that /s/ is invariably a syllable coda. The unique status of 1sS /s/ can be captured by proposing that 1sS /s/ is lexically marked as a coda, as shown in (38).

(38) Lexical entry for 1sS /s/: s

Given (38), the account of syllabification proposed works for all (35 i) (i.e. [Cl]) inputs.

There are four Group 1 (= invariable onset) forms given in 2.2 which should include coda syllables according to (35 ii) and (35 iii), but do not. These forms are divided into two categories. Category 1 is comprised of (16d) and (16f), repeated here as (39) and (40).

(39) naʔadadat'ets 's/he kicked him/herself'
   = nà - ?d - d - d - ?ets
   1 5 7 11 stem
   adv ref10 der cl 'kick'

According to (35 iii), (39) should surface as *[naʔadadat'ets], with the final prefix surfacing as a coda.
(40) k`e`ghats’anats’ats
    = k`è - gh - ts’ - n - ts’at
    adv der 1pS der ‘fall’

According to (35 iii), (40) should surface as *[k`e`ghats’its’ats], with the final prefix surfacing as a coda.

In both (39) and (40), the onset which is expected to be a coda is a position 7 prefix. There appears to be some kind of constraint which prevents position 7 prefixes from surfacing as codas. I propose that the solution to this problem lies in the structure of the thematic template. Recall the summary of syllable facts given in (19), repeated here in (41).

(41)

Whenever there are at least two prefixes in the conjunct domain, the account I have proposed predicts that the final prefix should be extraprosodic and eventually surface as coda. Therefore, in (41), positions 6 and 7 should alternate between onset and coda just as positions 8, 9 and 10 do. In order to deal with the failure of position 7 to ever be a coda, I propose a constraint that domain heads in the thematic template must be syllable onsets. Therefore, since position 7 is a domain head, it must be a syllable onset.
(44) Constraint on Domain Heads

Domain heads must be mapped to onset.

Since position 7 is a domain head, it must be a syllable onset.

As a result of the constraint in (44), position 7 /d/ and position 7 /n/ in (39) and (40) respectively do not get mapped to coda as they would if they were in a non-head conjunct position.

The other category of problematic Group 1 forms are those in (17 b) and (17 c). In these forms, positions 5 and 6 are the only conjunct prefixes; we expect position 6 to be extraprosodic and to eventually surface as a syllable coda. However, in all forms position 6 is invariably an onset.

There are various ways to account for this: for example, it might be stipulated that position 6 is an onset position. However, position 6 is not a well-defined position in the template; in fact, position 6 is not even marked in the template. It would be desirable to maintain the positionally-based constraint that only template heads are required to be onsets. Therefore, I propose another solution for these forms, having to do with constraints on extraprosodicity. This solution is presented in the next section, where I discuss derivational levels in preparation for a series of full derivations given in section 2.5

2.4 Derivational Levels

In Sections 2.1 - 2.3 an account has been given of conjunct domain syllable patterns. In this section I incorporate this account into the larger picture of verb derivation, beginning with underlying representation and ending with surface form.

Recall from Chapter 3 that word formation follows the schema in (44).

(44) inflectional affixes(I)-derivalional affixes(D)-[thematic affixes(T)+stem]

= thematic template
Affixes are added to the thematic template in the sequence shown in (44). Affix lexical entries include insertion frames which place affixes into their correct phonological positions; the Universal Mapping Principle (cf. Chapter 3 Section 2.3 (48)) triggers mapping from morpho-syntactic structure to phonological form in accordance with insertion frames. The first series of mappings will result in the structure in (45), where bold square brackets enclose the phonological word. Plain square brackets indicate the structural domains of the thematic template.

(45)  I - D(conjunct) - [[D(domain 4) - T - domain 1 affixes]]

= [[1-2-3-4 |5 [7 [11-stem]]]]

The representation in (45) is the result of mapping all domain 4 affixes to the phonological word. This same representation was discussed in Section 1, where it was shown that the model of word formation allows a stage where disjunct affixes and the stem are placed close together and can undergo phonological processes in tandem. I propose that after domain 4 affixes have been inserted, the derivational level of disjunct-domain phonology is entered. Disjunct-domain phonology begins with syllable mapping. The syllable template in the disjunct domain is CV, where the final C in the word is extraprosodic.

Syllable mapping results in the representation in (46), which is explained below.

(46)  [[1-2-3-4 |5 [7 [11-stem]]]]

[[C V C V ... |(C) (C) ... |C V (C)]]

\[ \sqrt{6} \sqrt{6} \]

Before domain 4 affix insertion, the thematic template allows for verb themes that have any or all of the domain heads filled in by consonantal thematic prefixes. The second row of (46) indicates this by including parenthesized (C)'s in head positions 5 and 7; depending on the verb theme, one or both of these positions may or may not be filled by a consonantal thematic prefix. When
syllable mapping is done at this disjunct/stem derivational level, there is no Stray Epenthesis, so any thematic conjunct consonants present do not get syllabified. However, rather than being eliminated by Stray Erasure as in the theory of Itô, I assume that they remain stray until the stage of the derivation at which conjunct prefixes are inserted into the template; at this point, they must either be prosodically licensed or erased. Another way of thinking about this is to assume that the entire conjunct domain is extraprosodic at the point of disjunct/stem domain syllable mapping because it is at the right edge of the prefix domain. This is illustrated in (47).

(47) [[DISJUNCT ([CONJUNCT])] [CL-STEM]]
    1-2-3-4 (5 7) 11-stem
    [[C V C V ... ([C] (C))] .[C V (C)]]
    \ / \ /
    6 6 6

The items in boldface in (47) represent that which is visible to syllable mapping at this derivational level.

In (48) a form is derived from initial word-formation through disjunct domain phonology.

(48) yanadanaghaghesyits 'each [glass] broke again'

= ya - na - danà - gh - gh - `s - d+h - yits

   1 3 4 6 7 8 11 stem
   adv 'again' distr 3pS der cnj cl 'break'

theme:

```
    1,2
     / 5
    /  7
   /  n-yits
```
derivalional affixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dànà</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gh</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- end of disjunct domain

inflectional affixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'s</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gh</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disjunct domain mapping

\[
[ [ y a \ na \ d à n à \ 5 ] 7 [ \ d h - y i t s ] ] ] 16
\]

Syllable

\[
[ [ y a \ na \ d à n à \ 5 ] 7 [ y i (t s) ] ] ]
\]

Mapping

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} \\
\vee & \vee & \vee & \vee & \vee & \vee & \vee & \vee \\
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

Following disjunct-domain phonology, the brackets enclosing domains 1 and 4 (the domains subject to disjunct-domain phonology) are erased by the Bracket Erasure Convention (see Kiparsky (1982)), and mapping of the remaining derivational and inflectional affixes outside of the phonological word is performed. This mapping results in the structure in (49).

\[
(49) \quad [ \text{C} \ \text{V} \ \text{C} \ \text{V} \ \ldots \ [\text{C} \ \ldots \ [\text{C} \ \text{C} \ \ldots]] \ \text{C} \ \text{V} \ (\text{C}) ] \\
\vee \ \vee \ \ldots \ \vee \ \vee \\
6 \ 6 \ 6 \ 6 \ 6
\]

At this point the derivational level of Conjunct-domain phonology is reached. The first step of the phonology is syllable mapping. I examine conjunct domain syllabification below, using (50) for reference, which is a "close-up" of the conjunct domain.

---

\[16 \text{ Since the d\(h\) or "T" classifier is not accorded a timing slot and does not play a role in syllabification in this form, it is suppressed in the rest of the derivation. See Section 3 for a discussion of classifier representations.}\]
(50) Position: \[ 5 6 7 8 9 10 \]
\[ \{ \text{C C | C C C C C} \} \]

In Section 2.3 I made the following claims about syllable template mapping: (1) Stray Epenthesis is operative (2) 1sS /s/ is prelinked to coda (3) the heads of domains in the thematic template must be mapped to onset (4) the C at the right edge of the conjunct domain is extraprosodic. These four claims account for all syllable patterns except the patterns in (16 b) and (16 c). (51) shows the expected patterns applying the assumptions (1) and (4) while (52) shows the actual patterns.

(51) Expected patterns
a. * ḥagḵt'ots
   ‘they kiss each other’

b. * nanats'ch'i
   ‘we saw you customarily’

e. Position: \[ 5 6 7 - 10 \]
\[ \{ \text{C V (C) [ ]} \} \rightarrow \text{Eventually } \{ \text{C V C} \} \]

(52) Actual patterns
a. ḥagḵt'ots
   ‘they kiss each other’
   = ḥ - ḡh - k'ots
   5 6 stem
   recip 3ps ‘kiss O’

b. nanats'ach'i
   ‘we saw you customarily’
   = na - n - ts' - d - ch'i
   3 5 6 11 stem
   cust 2sO 1ps cl ‘see O’

\(^{17}\) (50) is an abstraction with all consonantal positions filled; in actual forms, not every position will be filled; e.g., positions 6 and 10 are mutually exclusive.
i.e. Position:  
\[ C \lor C \lor [ \quad ] \]
\[ \lor \lor \quad 6 \quad 6 \]

Why is a final position \( 6 \ C \) not extraprosodic? Evidently, a final \( C \) is blocked from extraprosodic status if it is in domain 3. This fact can be incorporated into the analysis by a simple stipulation: domain 3 consonants may not be extraprosodic. Can any motivation be found for such a stipulation? One possibility involves the structure of the thematic template during initial Syllable Mapping. Syllable Mapping is first done on the entire conjunct domain immediately after conjunct affix insertion into the template. At this point in the derivation, the conjunct domain is visibly divided into two smaller phonological domains, shown in (52).

(52) Position:  
\[ C \quad C \quad [ \quad ] \]
\[ \quad 3 \quad 2 \]

Conceivably, position \( 6 \) does not qualify as an edge position within the conjunct domain as a whole, even if domain 2 is devoid of prefixes, because of the presence of domain 2 templatic structure. That is, in order for something to be at the right edge of a domain it must be adjacent to a right bracket. A position \( 6 \ C \) is not at the right edge of the conjunct domain according to this definition, and therefore cannot be extraprosodic and cannot surface as coda.

Let me summarize the claims I have made about Syllable Mapping in the conjunct domain. First, I assume that the conjunct domain syllable template is mapped over the entire conjunct domain after conjunct prefixes are inserted into the thematic template. The conjunct domain at this stage is divided into two domains: domain 2 and domain 3. Syllable Mapping is guided by the constraint that domain heads must be mapped to onset; in addition, the 1sS
prefix is prelinked to coda. Stray Epenthesis applies to fulfill the requirements of the template. Finally, I assume that the consonant at the right edge of the conjunct domain is extraprosodic. In order for a consonant to be at the right edge it must be adjacent to a right bracket; consonants in domain 3 are therefore never at the right edge of the conjunct domain and so are always mapped to onset.

Full derivations showing how the conjunct domain assumptions operate are given in Section 2.5.1. I now complete the account of derivational levels.

Following syllable mapping over the entire conjunct domain, a sub-level of conjunct-domain phonology is reached: domain 2 phonology. Domain 2 phonological rules apply on domain 2, after which domain 2 brackets are erased. This results in the structure in (53).

(53) [ domain 4 | domain 3 | domain 2 | domain 1 ]

The next sub-level of conjunct-domain phonology is domain 3 phonology. Domain 3 phonological rules apply, after which the conjunct domain brackets are erased. This results in the structure in (54).

(54) [ domain 4 | domain 3 | domain 2 | domain 1 ]

At this point, the derivational level of word-level phonology is reached. At this level, extraprosodicity is off. Consequently, final consonants in the conjunct domain and in the word are made visible. These consonants must be syllabified. The word-level syllable template which incorporates these consonants is CVC. At this stage, word-level phonological rules apply.

The information presented in this section is summarized in (55).
(55) Derivational Level  Syllable Template  Extraprosody  Epenthesis
Disjunct-domain  CV  on  off\textsuperscript{18}
Conjunct-domain  CV  on  on
Word-level  CVC  off  off\textsuperscript{19}

2.5 Derivations and Domain-Sensitive Rules

This section begins with three derivations showing the different steps by which a final C is mapped to onset. This is followed by derivations showing the different steps by which a final conjunct-domain C is mapped to coda. One of the latter derivations involves the phonological rule of Nasalization discussed in Section 2.5.1.

When there is only one C in the conjunct domain, this C is mapped to onset by syllable mapping and Stray Epenthesis. Extraprosodicity is blocked by the Empty Domain Condition (E.D.C.). In the derivation below, non-conjunct material is already syllabified by syllable mapping during disjunct domain phonology. Thus, the derivation begins with syllable mapping in the conjunct domain, which is outlined in bold print.

\textsuperscript{18} If it is assumed that the conjunct domain is extraprosodic at disjunct-domain syllable mapping, then epenthesis can be on, but its structural description is never met. Thematic conjunct consonants are not syllabified at this level because they are extraprosodic. If it is assumed that thematic conjunct consonants are not extraprosodic but can be left stray until conjunct domain derivation, then epenthesis must be off at the disjunct-domain level; because epenthesis is off, thematic conjunct consonants do not get syllabified at this derivational level.

\textsuperscript{19} Evidence that Epenthesis is off at the word level is provided in Section 3, Derivation 4.
(56) daghaʔat ’3sS holds up O’ (progressive) (=21 a ii))

Input to Conjunct
[ d a [ ] [ g h ] ] ? a (t) ]

Domain 6 Mapping
C V C V
\ / \ /
6 6

= Because [gh] is the only prefix in the conjunct domain, the E.D.C. prevents it from being extraprosodic.

6 Mapping
[ d a [ [ g h a ] ] ? a (t) ]
C V C V C V
\ / \ / \ /
6 6 6 6

= Stray Epenthesis applies.

Word Level
[ d a g h a ? a t ]
C V C V C V C
\ / \ / \ /
6 6 6 6

= Extraprosodicity is turned off. Word-final [t] is incorporated into the final syllable in accordance with the word-level template [CVC].

When there is more than one C in the conjunct domain, there are two cases in which the final C is mapped to onset. The first case involves C’s in the position of domain head which must be mapped to onset position. A derivation for (39) is given below.

(57) naʔadadat’ets ‘s/he kicked him/herself’
= ñå - ná - ?d - d - d - ?ets
1 5 7 11 stem
adv reflO der cl ‘kick’

Input to Conjunct
[n a [ ná [ ?d [ d ] ] ] t' e(ts)]

Domain 6 Mapping
C V C C V
\ / \ / \ /
6 6 6 6
The last case in which a final C is not mapped to Coda is when the final C is in domain 3; domain 3 C's may not be extraprosodic. The derivation for (16 b) is an example; it is given in (58).

(58) Derivation for (16 b) tegahek’̃ots
Input to Syll. Mapping  [[t’  gh [  ]] k’ (ts) ]
   C  V
   \      \      6
Syll. Mapping  [[t’  gh [  ]] k’ (ts) ]
   CV  C  V  C  V
   \  \  \  \  \  6  6  6
= [gh] is not extraprosodic because it is not in edge position (i.e. it is not adjacent to a right bracket). The CV template is mapped twice, with Epenthesis applying to complete the syllables.
Word Level  
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  & a & g & h & a & k' & o & t & s \\
  C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V & C \\
  \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
  6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

=Extraprosodicity is turned off. Word-final [ts] is mapped to the final syllable in accordance with the word-level template [CVC].

There are two ways in which a conjunct domain-final C is mapped to coda. First, if this final C is 1ss /s/, the C is prelinked to coda position. In this case, the conjunct domain-final syllable has a coda regardless of whether the E.D.C. applies. A derivation which shows this is given in (59).

(59) Derivation for (36 a)  
\textbf{asjin}

Input to Syll. Mapping  
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  & [ & [ & s ] & ] & j & i & (n) & ] \\
  & C & C & V & C & V & C & V & C \\
  & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
  & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

=Recall that the outermost bold brackets enclose the conjunct domain, while the innermost bold brackets enclose domain 2 of the conjunct domain. 1ss /s/ is lexically marked as a syllable coda.

Syll. Mapping  
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  & V & C & C & V & C & V & C & V \\
  & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
  & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

= The CVC template is mapped. The minimal syllable in HRB must include a V, but the onset C need not be mapped if it does not find any material in the phonological string.
Word Level

\[ a s \quad j i n \]
\[ V C \quad C V C \]
\[ \vee \quad \vee / \]
\[ 6 \quad 6 \]

= Extraprosodicity is turned off. Word-final [n] is incorporated into the final syllable in accordance with the word-level template [CVC].

The second way in which a consonant is mapped to coda is if it is extraprosodic. At the word level, extraprosodicity is turned off and the word level syllable template, which includes a coda position, is mapped. A formerly extraprosodic consonant is mapped to this coda position. The first example of this type of mapping to coda involves /s/-conjugation. The following derivation is somewhat simplified, since /s/-conjugation derivations involve domain-sensitive rules which are discussed in Section 3. (These rules do not affect the steps in the derivation by which coda is mapped.) In Section 2.5.1 ! show a derivation with /n/ coda and the rule of Nasalization. The other consonant which may be a coda, /gh/, involves a rule of Backing Absorption which is discussed in Section 3 along with the /s/-conjugation rules.

(60) Derivation for (20 c) sōnawedèska' \quad 's/he yawns'

Input to Syll. Mapping \[ [ s \quad o \quad n \quad a \quad [ w \quad [ d \quad s ] ] \quad k \quad a \quad (l) ] \]

\[ C \quad V \quad C \quad V \]
\[ \vee \quad \vee \quad \vee \]
\[ 6 \quad 6 \quad 6 \]

Syll. Mapping \[ [ s \quad o \quad n \quad a \quad [ w \quad [ d \quad (s) ] ] \quad k \quad a \quad (l) ] \]

\[ C \quad V \quad C \quad V \quad C \quad V \]
\[ \vee \quad \vee \quad \vee \quad \vee \]
\[ 6 \quad 6 \quad 6 \quad 6 \quad 6 \]

= (s) is extraprosodic. The CV template is mapped, where [w] and [d] are mapped to onset and Stray Epenthesis applies.
Word Level

[sònawàdèskàt]

C V C V C V C C V C
\// \// \// \| / / / / 6 6 6 6 6

=Extraprosodicity is turned off. [s] and [l] are mapped to the coda of the syllables to their left, in accordance with the word-level template CVC. The vowel of the conjunct-domain-final syllable is tense; an account of vowel tensing is given in Section 3 of this chapter. The surfacing of tone on this vowel is also discussed in Section 3.

Word-final [l] undergoes the word-level rule of continuant devoicing, whereby word-final continuants are devoiced. This results in the surface form [sònawàdèskàt].

2.5.1 Nasalization

A rule of nasalization is assumed in the derivation for (62). A rough version of nasalization is as follows.

(63) Nasalization

Vn|6 \rightarrow V_

(64) Derivation for (20 e) zìxì t  '2sS' kills O'

Input to Syll. Mapping

[[[z n]] x i (1)]

C V
\// 6

Syll. Mapping

[[[z (n)]] x i (1)]

C V C V
\// \// 6 6

=(n) is extraprosodic because it is final in the conjunct domain; (l) is extraprosodic
because it is final in the word domain. Stray Epenthesis applies in the conjunct domain to save [z].

Word Level

\[ z \ e \ n \ x \ i \ i \]

C V C C VC

\[ / \ / \ / \ / \]

Extraprosodicity is turned off. [n] and [l] are mapped to syllable codas in accordance with the word-level template [CVC].

Nasalization

\[ z[kx]l] \] (a rule of vowel raising has also applied)

In this section, I have given an account of syllabification which uses the mechanisms of template mapping, extraprosodicity, and prelinked syllable positions. These mechanisms account for all surface occurrences of [a], making it possible to underlyingly represent most conjunct prefixes as simple /C/'s. The facts of [a] occurrence were shown to be as follows: (a) [a] occurs between any two consonants in the conjunct domain; (b) [a] occurs only sometimes between the final consonant in the conjunct domain and the stem-initial consonant. The restriction on [a] distribution in (b) seems odd, and contributes to the notion that phonological alternations in Athapaskan languages are arbitrary and unsystematic. However, we have seen that the distribution of [a] is governed by the following processes and principles: Stray Epenthesis (i.e., - an operation which saves consonants not syllabified by syllable template mapping), extraprosodicity, and prelinked syllable positions. Thus, [a] regularly surfaces to break up conjunct C clusters in accordance with the CV template, and the only place where [a] does not regularly do so is in final position in the conjunct domain, which is a unique position because it is extraprosodic. The limited set of cases in which there is epenthesis in final position involve domain head onsets in position 7 or restrictions on extraprosodicity in domain 3.
Other vowels besides [a] may surface in the conjunct domain. I will show that surface vowel quality can be derived to a large extent, thus maintaining the claim that most conjunct prefixes are underlyingly /C/. In the next section, I derive all conjunct domain occurrences of [e/ê] and [a]. The occurrence of [e] is determined by the presence of either /h/ classifier or /s/-conjugation, while the occurrence of [a] is determined by the presence of 2pS, /gh/, or /x/.

3. [e] and [a] in the Conjunct Domain

In this section the surfacing of the conjunct vowels [e] and [a] is examined.

3.1 The Distribution of [e] and [a]

The occurrence of the vowel [e] in the conjunct domain is restricted to the following environments.

(64) [e] in the conjunct domain

(i) {word boundary, conjunct consonant} ___ /h/ classifier (cf. (65))

(ii) domain 2 conjunct consonant ___ /s/ conjugation (cf. (67))

(65) (a) degâsh 's/he is black'

= d - h - gâsh

7 11 stem
der cl 'be black'

(b) ?atsên nawexê 's/he wants to thaw meat'

= 'meat' na - w - h - ghê

1 9 11 stem
adv mode cl 'melt'

(66) shows that the vowel following /w/ mode in (65b) is [a] in the absence of /h/ classifier.
(66) atsæn nawi'gii 'meat thaws' (Opt.)
    = 'meat' na - w - gi'i
    1 9 stem
    adv mode 'melt'

(67) sòna:wadè:eskał 's/he yawns'
    = sòna - w - d - 's - kəl
    1 5 7 8 stem
    adv arl 0 der cnj 'yawn'

When [e] occurs before /s/-conjugation, it is always marked with low tone, as
(67) shows.

The context for [e] described in (64ii) includes forms which are less
transparent than (67). These more opaque forms can be grouped into two
categories. The first type of form differs from (67) in the syllable position to
which /s/-conjugation is first mapped: in (67), /s/ is mapped to syllable coda;
in (68) below, /s/ is first mapped to a syllable onset, and is later deleted.

(68) sòna:wadè:eskał 'isS yawns'
    = sòna - w - d - 's - s - kəl
    1 5 7 8 10 stem
    adv arl 0 der cnj lsS 'yawn'

We know from the morphemes in (68) that /s/-conjugation is present (i.e.
position 1 /sòna/ chooses /s/-conjugation). Therefore, the domain 2 segmental
string is underlyingly /d \s s/. In addition to the occurrence of [è] before /s/
conjugation and the eventual deletion of /s/-conjugation, (68) shows that the
vowel which is originally inserted between position 8 /s/ and position 10 /s/, and
which is adjacent to [è] on the surface, is also phonetically [e].

A second environment where [è] surfaces, but /s/-conjugation is not
phonetically present, is exemplified in (69). In this form, /s/-conjugation is
underlyingly adjacent to /h/ classifier.
(69) k'ets'anèch'è?  'we count 0'
    = k'e - ts' - n - 's - h - ch'è?
      1   6   7   8  11 stem
     adv 1pS der cnj cl 'count 0'

An important point to note about these facts is that the occurrences of [e],
[è] and [éé] are totally predictable. Moreover, these vowels are in
complementary distribution with [a]. That is, in a subset of the environments
where [a] (the unmarked, empty vowel) is expected as a result of syllabification,
[e/è] surfaces. The analysis in Section 3.2 is an attempt to capture these facts;
however, regardless of the particular analysis proposed, the facts show that
[e/è] need not be underlyingly represented.

Another conjunct vowel whose distribution is predictable is [a]. The
occurrence of the vowel [a] in the conjunct domain is restricted to the following
environments.

(70) [a] in the conjunct domain

(i) ___ /æ/ (cf. (71))

(ii) ___ /gh/, Condition: /gh/ must be a coda (cf. (72))

(iii) ___ (cf. (74))
    2pS morpheme

(71) tànaxale '3sS carries 2pO uphill'
    = tà - nx - gh - le
      1   5   8 stem
     adv 2pO cnj 'handle pl. 0'

(72) a. tànadache'è  '3sS will carry up 3sO' (Future)
    = tà - y - d - gh - h - che + le
      1   5   7   8  11 stem future
     adv 4 O asp cnj cl 'handle animate 0'
b. tànaxale          '3sS carries 2pO uphill'
    = t - nx - gh - le
      1  5  8   stem
adv   2pO  cnj 'handle pl. O'
Notice in the examples in (72) that [a] surfaces in forms having a /gh/
morpheme which is underlingly in the extraprosodic position, i.e. /gh/ is the
last consonantal prefix in the conjunct domain. This is a position which is
mapped to coda at the word level. In these forms, the potential /gh/ coda does
not surface, and the final vowel in the conjunct domain is [a]. When /gh/ is not
extraprosodic, as in (73) below, (i.e. when /gh/ is mapped to onset, in this case
because it is in domain 3), [a] does not surface.
(73) ḋaŋhek'qts          'they kiss each other'
    = t - gh - k'qts
      6  6   stem
recip 3pS 'kiss 0'
Notice that the requirement of being a potential coda does not apply to /x/; in
(71), [a] surfaces before an /x/ onset.

Examples of [a] surfacing in 2pS forms are given in (74).
(74) a. ṭuyə aṭi          '2pS are shy'
    =   - li
     10  stem
2pS 'be'

b. dátsatsus            '2pS hang up cloth-like 0'
    = da - 's - - h - tsus
      1  8 10 11  stem
adv cnj 2pS cl 'handle cloth-like 0'

c. naakwi               'you pl. vomit'
    = na - - kwi
      1 10  stem
adv 2pS 'vomit'
Like [e], [a] is in complementary distribution with [a]. There are never any other vowels in the contexts listed for [a], and these contexts substitute a subset of the contexts where we would expect Stray Epenthesis to insert an empty vowel slot.

The gist of the analysis of [a] presented in 3.3 involves a process of Coda Absorption. This process is roughly represented in (75).

\[(75) \quad x \quad x \mid_6 \quad \Rightarrow \quad x\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Nucleus} & \text{Coda} & \text{Nucleus} \\
\hline
[F] & \text{+ Coda Feature} & [F]
\end{array}
\]

I first present an analysis of conjunct domain [e] in 3.2, followed by an analysis of conjunct domain [a] in 3.3.

### 3.2 Analysis of conjunct domain [e]

There are two questions which need to be answered to analyze the [e] facts. First, what exactly is surfacing as [e]? That is, how is [e] to be represented? Secondly, why do /h/ classifier and /s/-conjugation trigger [e]? (And concomitantly, why does [e] surface with low tone when preceding /s/-conjugation?). The general answer to these questions is that there is something about the underlying representations of /h/ classifier and /s/-conjugation which causes the representation of the preceding vowel to be that of [e]. The first question, concerning the representation of [e], is discussed in 3.2.1.

#### 3.2.1 Representation of [e]

A fully specified representation of [e] includes the following features:
(76) \[-high\]  
\[-low\]  
\[-back\]  
\[-round\]  
\[+tense\]

I am assuming a general version of underspecification, where predictable values do not need to be underlyingly represented. However, features which are crucially referred to by phonological rules do need to be underlyingly represented. In the analysis I propose, the value \[+tense\] is crucially referred to by a phonological process of tensing prior to the stage of complete specification of values, so there is motivation for specifying [e] as \[+tense\] underlyingly. As for the rest of [e]'s features, most of them have the universal default values suggested by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1988:353) (see Appendix for a chart of underspecified vowel features, and a list of redundancy and default rules).

For the analysis presented here, I assume that [e] is underspecified as only \[+tense\]; therefore, there is something about the representations of /s/-conjugation and /h/ classifier which effect the tensing of the epenthetic vowel. I first consider the representation of /h/ classifier and how this representation effects tensing.

3.2.2 /h/ classifier Tensing
3.2.2.1 Representation of /h/ classifier

HRB /h/ classifier, unlike /h/ classifier in the related dialects of Sekani and Doig River Beaver, is never audibly pronounced as [h]. However, /h/ classifier does have a number of effects on adjacent segments. A representation of /h/ classifier must reflect the following facts about /h/ classifier effects.
(77) /h/ classifier effects

(a) If the stem segment which follows /h/ classifier is a continuant, it is always voiceless (cf. (78)).

(b) If /h/ classifier is preceded by the conjunct vowel shwa, the vowel is realized as [e].

(c) If /h/ classifier is preceded by a consonant which could potentially be mapped to coda position, that consonant is never phonetically present (cf. (81)).

(78) (a) dets′ā  tadēfa  's/he loses dishes'
   = d - ts′ā  ta - d - `s -  h - 1a
   refl 'dishes'  1  7  8  11 stem
   adv der cnj cl 'handle O'

(b) ?etsèn  nawexij  's/he wants to thaw meat'
   = 'meat'  na - w -  h - ghij
   1  9  11 stem
   adv mode cl 'melt'

(c) ts'esènaset  's/he woke me up'
   = ts′e - s - `n - n -  h - zat
   1  5  8  9  11 stem
   adv 1sO cnj mode cl 'wake up'

(79 a-c) shows verb stems which are phonemically the same as those in (78 a-c), but which are not preceded by /h/ classifier. Notice that in these cases, the continuants are voiced.

(79) (a) ?etedēla  's/he is lazy'
   = ?eda - d - `s - 1 - 1a
   1  7  8  11 stem
   adv der cnj cl ?

---

20 Any disjunct vowel may occur before /h/ classifier.
(b) ?atsën nawaghǐi 'meat thaws' (Opt.)
   = 'meat' na - w - ghǐi
       1 9 stem
       adv mode 'melt'
(c) ts'ënizet 's/he woke up'
   = ts'e - 'n - n - zet
       1 8 9 stem
       adv cnj mode 'wake up'
(80)(a) ?atsën nawexći 's/he wants to thaw meat'
   = 'meat' na - w - h - ghǐi
       1 9 11 stem
       adv mode cl 'melt'
(b) degəsh 's/he is black'
   = d - h - gəsh
       7 11 stem
       der cl 'be black'
(81) (a) dats'ą tadęła 's/he loses dishes'
   = d - ts'ą ta - d - 's - h - la
       refl 'dishes' 1 7 8 11 stem
       adv der cnj cl 'handle O'
(b) k'ets'anëch'ę? 'we count O'
   = k'e - ts' - n - 's - h - ch'ę?
       1 6 7 8 11 stem
       adv 1pS der cnj cl 'count O'

The representation of /h/ classifier must allow all three of the effects in
(77) to be achieved.

Let us first consider effect (77 a), the voicelessness of following (stem-
initial) continuants. This is a widespread characteristic of /h/ classifier,
evidenced in many Athapaskan languages.

There are a number of ways to account for the voicing difference in the
stem-initial continuants of forms (78 a-c) versus (79 a-c). Notice that the
difference in meaning between (78 b-c) and (79 b-c) involves transitivity:
(78 b–c) represent the transitive forms of (79 b–c). One unlikely solution is to claim that transitivity is phonologically manifested by a rule of continuant devoicing of the stem-initial consonant. A more likely alternative is that transitive forms have some morphological transitive marker which combines with the stem-initial consonant to effect devoicing. In other Athapaskan languages (e.g. Slave, Sekani), the transitive marker is /h/ classifier, which is phonetically manifest as [h] preceding the devoiced stem-initial.\footnote{Historically this [h] derives from Proto-Athapaskan *t (voiceless [t]).} In HRB, the "devoicer" exists at a more underlying level.

The devoicing effect of /h/ classifier has been examined in recent analyses of Navajo (Wright 1983, 1985, Speas 1984) and Slave (Rice 1989a, b). In Speas' account, /h/ classifier is underlyingly associated to a C slot; it then undergoes a rule which deletes the C slot, causing /h/ to link to the stem-initial C. This doubly linked C is devoiced if it is a continuant as a result of some unspecified feature of /h/. Wright (1985) also ends up with /h/ classifier in a doubly linked configuration; however, in this case /h/ is doubly linked with the subject prefix to a syllable coda preceding the stem-initial consonant (i.e. when the subject prefix is inserted into the word it links to /h/’s coda position).

Devoicing is performed on the melody tier, so it is unnecessary for /h/ to be linked to the stem-initial consonant. Thus, in both these analyses, /h/ originally occupies a timing unit which it either loses by phonological rule (Speas) or shares by the insertion of another prefix to occupy /h/’s syllable position (Wright), and devoicing is accomplished by stem-initial adjacency to [h], although the actual devoicing feature or mechanism is not specified.

Rice (1986, 1989b) proposes that all classifiers in Slave are floating features, since there is no evidence that classifiers occupy a timing slot. She...
proposes that the /h/ classifier in Slave consists of a floating [+SG] feature, where [+SG] stands for "spread glottis". Alternations in stem-initial voicing are accounted for by the spread of this floating [+SG] feature to the stem-initial continuant, as in (82).

(82)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{root} \\
\text{supralaryngeal} \rightarrow \text{laryngeal} \\
\text{[+cont]} \\
\text{[+SG]} \\
\end{array}
\]

I follow Rice in accounting for devoicing by means of the feature [+SG]. However, HRB /h/ classifier differs from Slave /h/ classifier in that it is not floating. One problem with adopting Rice's floating analysis for HRB is that it does not provide an account for effect (77 b), the occurrence of [e] before /h/ classifier; it would be difficult to attribute a phonological process such as tensing to [e] to a conditioning environment consisting of a floating feature.

In order to account for the occurrence of [e], two possibilities come to mind. One is a concrete analysis: a feature [+tense] spreads leftward in every context where [e] occurs; that is, the feature [+tense] is associated with both /h/ classifier and /s/-conjugation, and spreads to the vowel on the left. This analysis has some support in that consonants like /h/ and /s/ which are [+SG] (i.e. are pronounced with a widened glottis) have greater supraglottal pressure, making them tense. However, if any consonant which is [+SG] is also tense,

\[22\] Heightened supraglottal pressure is what causes voicelessness; Chomsky and Halle (1968) associate this type of pressure with the feature [tense]. Thus, [+tense] and [+widen/spread glottis] are considered equivalent in Chomsky and Halle. Heightened subglottal pressure is what causes aspiration; this type of pressure is not associated with tension in Chomsky and Halle.
then why is vowel tensing not produced before other [+SG] consonants? Most notably, why should /s/-conjugation cause tensing, and not lss /s/ (or any of the other voiceless consonants in HRB such as /t/, /ts/, /k/, etc.)?

A second possibility for accounting for [e] is to opt for a more abstract solution which would make it unnecessary to stipulate that /h/ classifier and /s/-conjugation are [+tense] in a way that other voiceless consonants are not. Ideally, the solution would not involve phonetic features per sé, since there are no phonetic features which are unique to /h/ classifier and /s/-conjugation.

The analysis which I adopt is based on the recognition that tense vowels are often associated with length. Jakobson and Halle (1962) differentiate tense vowels from lax vowels precisely in terms of length, claiming that tense and lax vowels have the same articulatory target, but tense vowels are more precisely articulated and thus better able to reach and maintain that target; as a result of more precise articulation, tense vowels are generally longer than lax vowels. In other analyses also, tenseness is assumed to result from lengthening. For example, Halle and Mohanan (1985) (H & M hereafter) propose the rule of Long Vowel Tensing for English, given in (83).

(83) Long Vowel Tensing (H&M 1985)

```
Rime
/ \   
|  x  x  \  x = unspecified timing slot
|    |    |
[-cons] ---+ [+tense]  /  ___ [-cons]
```

Notice in (83) that length of the vowel is represented metrically as a branching rime.

Following sources like H&M, I claim that the branching rime configuration in (83) is a requirement for tenseness. This configuration is created in HRB by
the combination of the epenthetic vowel and a timing unit provided by /h/ classifier. Thus, in this analysis, a timing unit is posited for /h/ classifier to account for why /h/ is the only classifier with a consistent leftward effect.\footnote{In some /l/ classifier forms, the vowel preceding /l/ classifier is tensed, as in the form below.}

I propose the following representation for /h/ classifier.

\begin{align*}
\text{(84) } & /h/ \text{ classifier: } \\
& [+SG] \quad (= \text{ feature tier}) \\
& / \quad (= \text{ CV tier}) \\
& \text{6} \quad (= \text{ syllable tier; this notation signifies that} \\
& \text{/h/ classifier is prelinked to Coda)}
\end{align*}

One question which arises from this representation is why /h/ classifier is a C on the CV tier. This will become clearer later in the analysis. The analysis will show that if /h/ classifier is a V, then Stray Epenthesis need never apply, in which case the V is never part of a branching rime and consequently never tensed.

A second question which arises from the representation in (84) is why /h/ classifier needs to be prelinked to Coda. The answer is that prelinking to
coda prevents /h/ classifier from being mapped to syllable onset. /h/ classifier always precedes the stem-initial consonant, producing a CC cluster. If /h/ classifier is an unsyllabified C, it could get mapped to onset, producing the incorrect sequence *CVC by Stray Epenthesis, where the second C is stem-initial. Therefore, /h/ classifier is prelinked to coda position.

The [+SG] feature in (84) is eventually delinked and spread to the right. The details of this analysis are given in the following section.

3.2.2.2 Analysis of Tensing

The analysis of /h/ classifier tensing is a metrical one; that is, tensing results from branching rimes. There are two parts to the analysis. First, in 3.2.2.2.1, I show how Compensatory Lengthening produces a branching VV rime. Secondly, in 3.2.2.2.2, I show how tensing results from a branching rime. Following this exposition of the mechanics of the analysis, a sample derivation is done in Section 3.2.2.2.3.

3.2.2.2.1 [+SG] Delinking and Compensatory Lengthening

Recall from 3.2.2 that two of the effects of /h/ classifier are: (i) if the stem segment which follows /h/ classifier is a continuant, it is always voiceless (cf. (77 a)), and (ii) if /h/ classifier is preceded by a conjunct vowel, that vowel is always [e] (cf. (77 b)).

The first effect is accounted for by a Domain 1 rule of [+SG] Delinking and Rightward Association, given in (85).

(85) /h/ classifier Delinking and Association

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[+SG]} \\
\hline
\text{C}
\end{array} \]
The output of (85) is a featureless coda consonant. I propose that a rule of Compensatory Lengthening, given in (86), replaces a featureless coda consonant with a vowel.

(86) Compensatory Lengthening

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \Rightarrow & \text{C} & \text{V} & \text{V} \\
[\text{F}] & \bigcirc & \bigcirc & [\text{F}] & \bigcirc & \bigcirc \\
\bigwedge & / & / & \bigwedge & / & / \\
6 & & & 6 & & \\
\end{array}
\]


A branching VV rime is the result of Compensatory Lengthening. In the next section I state how this configuration yields the tense vowel [e].

3.2.2.2.2 Tensing

I assume that the long vowel which makes up a branching rime is interpreted as a tense vowel. This is represented in (87).

(87) Tensing

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{V} & \text{V} & \Rightarrow & \text{V} \\
\bigwedge & / & / & \bigwedge \\
\bigwedge & / & / & [+\text{tense}] \\
\bigwedge & / & / & \bigwedge \\
\text{R} & \text{R} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Before doing a derivation which illustrates the rules presented above, I summarize the analysis so far. I have shown that [e] is an epenthetic vowel which is in complementary distribution with [a]. I claim that [e] is a tensed form of the epenthetic vowel which occurs before /h/ classifier. /h/ classifier has a timing slot which forms a branching rime with the epenthetic vowel as a result of Compensatory Lengthening. The branching rime is marked as tense, resulting in [e].
3.2.2.2.3 A Sample Derivation

The following derivation and all other derivations in Section 3 are presented in the following manner. Part A of each derivation lists the phonological processes relevant to that derivation. Part B shows the input to conjunct domain syllable mapping; since my focus in this part of the chapter is conjunct domain phonology, the derivations omit the steps of derivation prior to conjunct domain phonology (i.e. disjunct domain mapping to phonology, disjunct domain phonology, and conjunct domain mapping to phonology). Part C shows syllable mapping on the conjunct domain. Finally, Part D gives the remainder of the derivation, including whatever processes were presented in Part A.

Derivation 1

(68) degâsh 's/he is black' (= (65 a), (80 b))

- d - h - gâsh
  7 11 stem
der cl 'be black'

A. /h/ classifier Delinking and Association
Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping
Compensatory Lengthening
Tensing

B. Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

[ [ d ] [+SG] g à (sh) ]
|    |    |  
|    |    |  
|    |    |  
C    C    V   (c)
/ \  \ /
6  6

B shows the original representation of /h/ classifier, as well as the effect of /h/ classifier Delinking and Association, which applies at disjunct/stem domain phonology. It must be stipulated that association affects only continuants, since the association does not result in aspiration of /g/ (which is a voiceless unaspirated stop). Notice that the word-final consonant is
extraprosodic and therefore is not mapped at disjunct/stem domain syllable mapping.

C. Syllable Mapping

```
  [ [ d ] ] g à (sh) ]
  | | | | |
  C V C C V (C)
  \ | / \ / \
  6  6
```

Stray Epenthesis applies in the conjunct domain to produce a CV syllable.

Note that if /h/ classifier were a vowel instead of a consonant, there would be no need for epenthesis, leading to the incorrect form [*degàsh].

D. Conjunct Domain Phonology

```Compensatory Lengthening [ [ d ] ] g à (sh) ]
  | | | | |
  C V V C V (C)
  \ | / \ / \
  6  6
```

```
Tensing [ [ d [+tense] ] g à (sh) ]
  | | | | |
  C V C V (C)
  \ | \ /
  6  6
```

Eventually [ degàsh]

3.2.3. /s/ Conjugation Tensing

A domain 2 conjunct vowel to the left of /s/ conjugation is always [e]; moreover, this vowel is always marked with low tone. If a domain 3 conjunct vowel precedes /s/ conjugation, it surfaces as [e]; that is, low tone consistently appears on conjunct vowels before /s/ conjugation, but the low-toned vowel is only tensed in domain 2.
3.2.3.1 Representation of /s/ conjugation

The representation of /s/ conjugation includes the representation of /s/, given roughly in (89), as well as some representation of low tone (henceforth L).

(89)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{s}
\end{array}
\]

How is L represented? One possibility is that L is a floating feature, located on its own tier; it associates to the vowel slot to the left of [s]. I discount this possibility for the following reason: L does not associate to any other vowel slot if no slot is available to the left of [s]; if L were floating, it would associate to any vowel in its domain, including the vowel to the right of /s/ conjugation if there were no vowel on the left. That is, the distinction between the position "left of /s/" and the position "right of /s/" is meaningless to a floating feature; only attached features can recognized the notions of left and right. An example which shows the failure of a floating L to associate to a vowel in its domain is given in (90), where /s/ conjugation is word-initial. A floating L would associate to the vowel following [s] in this context, but in (90) this vowel is unmarked for tone.

(90) sedà 's/he sits'

\[
= \text{\textit{s - d - dà}}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{8 11 stem} \\
\text{cnj cl \textit{sit}}
\end{array}
\]

Therefore, L must be linked to a timing slot.

There are three possibilities for L linking: L is underlyingly linked to [s]'s timing slot (91), L occupies its own V timing slot to the left of [s] (92 a), or L occupies its own C timing slot to the left of [s] (92 b).
I argue below that the representation in (92 a) leads to wrong results, while the
representation in (91) does not pose problems for an analysis of tensing. The
representation in (92 b) merits some further comment, as its adoption has both
advantages and disadvantages in comparison to (91). There are discussed in
3.2.3.4. Let us first consider the problems of the representation in (92 a).

Consider the two morpheme-by-morpheme representations in (93).

(93) (a) 's - s - d - dà 'I sit'
    8 10 11 stem
    cc 1sS cl 'sit'

(b) 's - d - dà 's/he sits'
    8 11 stem
    cc cl 'sit'

If there is a low-toned vowel slot to the left of /s/-conjugation [s], this slot
should be manifest in these forms, resulting in (94 a) as the surface form of
(93 a). The correct form is given in (94 b).

(94) (a) *èsssdà

(b) ssdà

A second problem with the low-toned vowel slot in (92 a) is that it
prevents (93 b) from being subject to the E.D.C.; that is, the vowel slot makes it
possible for [s] of /s/ conjugation to be extraprosodic and eventually surface as
a coda. This results in (95 a) as the surface form of (93 b), as opposed to the correct form in (95 b).

(95) (a) *èsdà
(b) sèdà

Thus, there appears to be counter-evidence to the existence of an independent low-toned vowel slot in the representation of /s/ conjugation. The representation in (91) does not posit a separate slot for L, thus avoiding the above problems. I adopt (91) as the representation of /s/ conjugation in the following analysis of /s/ conjugation tensing.

3.2.3.2 Analysis of /s/ conjugation tensing

This analysis involves three rules: L Spread, L Delinking, and L Tensing. The first of these rules is given in (97).

(97) L Spread

\[ V \rightarrow C \]

\[ \rightarrow L \]

The second rule is L Delinking, which delinks tone from [s].

(98) L Delinking

\[ V \rightarrow C \]

\[ \equiv \]

\[ \rightarrow L \]

The third rule is L Tensing, which tenses low-toned vowels.

(99) L Tensing

\[ V \rightarrow V \]

\[ \rightarrow \]

\[ L \rightarrow L \]

\[ [\text{tense}] \]
3.2.3.3 Sample Derivations

The following two derivations are presented in Parts A - D as explained in
3.2.2.2.3.

Derivation 2

(100) sónawadèskař 's/he yawns' (=67))

= sóna - w - d - 's - kal
1 5 7 8 stem
adv arl 0 der cnj 'yawn'

A. The sequence of rules is: Syllable Mapping
  L Spread
  L Delineking
  L Tensing
  C Deletion
  Tensing Assimilation

B. Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

[ s ó n a ] [ w [ d s ] ] k a (1) ]

L

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
C V C V C C C C V (C)
\ / \ / \ / \ / 6 6 6

Note the representation of /s/-conjugation, consisting of L attached to
the /s/ timing unit.

C. Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

[ s ó n a ] [ w [ d s ] ] k a (1) ]

L

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
C V C V C V C V (C) C V (C)
\ / \ / \ / \ / \ / 6 6 6 6 6

/s/-conjugation is extraprosodic. Mapping results in two syllables
formed by Stray Epenthesis.
D. Conjunct Domain Phonology

Domain 2

I. Spread, I Delinking

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sőnəa} & \quad [w \quad [d \quad L \quad (s)] \quad k \quad a \quad (1)] \\
C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad C & \quad V & \quad (C) \\
\backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / \\
6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6
\end{align*}
\]

I. Tensing

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sőnəa} & \quad [w \quad [d \quad L \quad (s)] \quad k \quad a \quad (1)] \\
\text{[+tense]} & \\
C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad V & \quad C & \quad C & \quad V & \quad (C) \\
\backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / & \quad \backslash / \\
6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6 & \quad 6
\end{align*}
\]

I. Tensing results in the association of the feature [+tense] to the low-toned vowel.

Eventually \[\text{sőnawędęskaľ}\]

Derivation 3

101. \text{sőnawędęskaľ} \quad 'I yawn' \quad (=68))

= sőna - w - d - s - s - kal

1 5 7 8 10 stem

adv arl0 der cnj iss 'yawn'

A. Derivation 3 involves the following rules.

102. C Deletion

\[
C \rightarrow \emptyset / V \quad \_V \\
| \\
L
\]

103. Tensing Assimilation

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & V & V & V \\
\mid & \mid & \Rightarrow & \mid \\
\text{[+tense]} & \bigcirc & \text{[+tense]} & \text{[+tense]}
\end{array}
\]

where \(V\) = a vowel without features

The sequence of rules is: Syllable Mapping
L. Spread
L. Delinking
L. Tensing
C. Deletion
Tensing Assimilation

B. Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

The input to syllable mapping for Derivation 3 is the same as that for Derivation 2 except for the presence of /s/.

\[ \text{[s \ o \ n \ a [ w \ d s s ]] k a (1)} \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
L \\
| | | | | | | | \\
C & V & C & V & C & C & C & V (C) \\
/ / / / / / / / \\
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

Recall that the lexical entry for /s/ involves a segment that is prelinked to coda position, as indicated in the above input.

C. Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

Syllable Mapping in Derivation 3 is the same as that for Derivation 2 except that in Derivation 3, /s/ is extraprosodic (in Derivation 2, /s/-conjugation is extraprosodic).

\[ \text{[s \ o \ n \ a [ w \ d s (s) ]] k a (1)} \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
L \\
| | | | | | | | \\
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V (C) \\
/ / / / / / / / \\
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

Syllable Mapping results in three conjunct syllables.
D. Conjunct Domain Phonology

L Spread, L Delinking

\[ s \, \dot{o} \, n \, a \, [ \, w \, \, [ \, d \, \, L \, s \, \, (s) \, ] \, k \, a \, (l) \, ] \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V (C) & C & V (C)
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\backslash & / & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]

L Tensing

\[ s \, \dot{o} \, n \, a \, [ \, w \, \, [ \, d \, \, L \, s \, \, (s) \, ] \, k \, a \, (l) \, ] \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V (C) & C & V (C)
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\backslash & / & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]

L Tensing applies in the same way in this form as in the preceding derivation, giving the conjunct domain output \([wes \, (d\, es\, s)]\).

C Deletion

\[ s \, \dot{o} \, n \, a \, [ \, w \, \, [ \, d \, \, L \, \, (s) \, ] \, k \, a \, (l) \, ] \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V (C) & C & V (C)
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\backslash & / & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]

Notice in the output of L Tensing, \([s]\) of /s/-conjugation is positioned between a low-toned \(V\) (\(-ë\)) and \(V\); according to C Deletion (cf. (102)), \([s]\) is deleted in this environment.

Tensing Assimilation

\[ s \, \dot{o} \, n \, a \, [ \, w \, \, [ \, d \, \, L \, \, (s) \, ] \, k \, a \, (l) \, ] \]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V (C) & C & V (C)
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\backslash & / & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash & \backslash
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]
Eventually [sɔnawədəeskaʃ]

3.2.3.4 An Alternative Analysis of /s/ conjugation Tensing

If we adapt (92 b) as the representation for /s/ conjugation, an alternative analysis of /s/ conjugation Tensing comes to mind which parallels the analysis of /h/ classifier Tensing to a large extent. Let us suppose that the low-toned C in (92 b) is also prelinked to coda, as in (104).

(104)  L  s
       \  \   \  \   \  \   \  \   \  \   6
        C   C

Tensing in /s/ conjugation forms could then be accomplished by the same basic set of rules as in /h/ classifier forms. The sequence of rules involved would be L Spread (cf. (97)), L Delinking (cf. (98)), Compensatory Lengthening (cf. (86); this rule is modified in (105) below), and Tensing (cf. (87)). The modification to Compensatory Lengthening is the allowance of a low tone on the vowel preceding the featureless coda, as in (105).

(105) Compensatory Lengthening revised

       [F] (L) O    [F] (L) O
       |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
       C  V  C   ->  C  V  V
     \ \ / \ \ / \ \ / \ \ / \ \ /
           6   6

To see how the alternative analysis works, I apply it to (68/101) which was derived in Derivation 3 above.
Derivation 3: Alternative analysis

(106) sònawaddeskašt 'I yawn' (=58/101)
   = sòna - w - d - s - s - kaì
   1  5  7  8  10 stem
  adv  arlO  der  cnj  IsS 'yawn'

B. Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{sòna} & [\text{w} \ [\text{d} \ L \ s \ s]] & \text{k} \ a \ (1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & C & C & C & V
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

Recall that the lexical entry for IsS /s/ involves a segment that is
prelinked to Coda position, as indicated in the above input.

C. Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{sòna} & [\text{w} \ [\text{d} \ L \ s \ (s)]] & \text{k} \ a \ (1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & C & V & C & V
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]

Syllable Mapping results in three conjunct syllables.

D. Conjunct Domain Phonology

L Spread, L Delinking

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{sòna} & [\text{w} \ [\text{d} \ L \ s \ (s)]] & \text{k} \ a \ (1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & C & V & V
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]

Compensatory Lengthening

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{sòna} & [\text{w} \ [\text{d} \ L \ s \ (s)]] & \text{k} \ a \ (1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
C & V & C & V & C & V & V & C & V
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 (6) & 6
\end{array}
\]
From this point on, the derivation is exactly as in the original Derivation 2 (101), with C Deletion and Tensing Assimilation applying to yield the surface form. Eventually

The advantages of this analysis is that is so closely parallels the /h/ classifier tensing account. Therefore, the additional rule of L Tensing is not required.

However, the representation of /s/ conjugation which this analysis entails is subject to some of the same problems as the representation in (92 a). These problems arise in forms where /s/ conjugation is word-initial. The underlying representation of one such form is given in (107).

(107) sédà 's/he sits'

s - d - da
 11 stem
 1 i cl 'sit'

L s d à
C C C V

Some way must be proposed to prevent the extraprosodicity of /s/, which would result in an /s/ coda. The H.D.C. cannot be appealed to because of the presence of the L consonant timing unit. In addition, some way must be proposed to prevent epenthesis before the L timing unit.
This alternative analysis clearly requires more work, and it is unknown whether the problems it poses outweigh the advantage of an account which unifies /h/ classifier and /s/ conjugation tensing.

3.2.4 An Additional Derivation

The analysis given so far accounts for the surfacing of both [e] and [ê]. One more fact, having to do with /h/ classifier, remains to be accounted for. This is effect (77 c): /h/ classifier causes the deletion of a (potential) coda C if this C is preceded by a vowel with derived features.24 Moreover, there is no other evidence of /h/ classifier in such forms beyond the absence of the conjunct domain final C.

Derivation 4 examines one such form.

Derivation 4
(108) k'ets'enêch'ê? 'we count O' (= (81 b))
    = k'e - ts' - n - s - h - chê?
    1  6  7  8  11 stem
    adv 1pS der cnj cl 'count O'

A. No rules are necessary to account for the deletion of /s/-conjugation in (108); rather, /s/ is deleted as a result of the fact that Stray Epenthesis is off at the word level (see (55), note 19).

Upon entering the word level, [s] of /s/ conjugation becomes visible to syllable mapping. It appears adjacent to /h/ classifier, which is prelinked to coda. This is shown in (109).

---

24 If the vowel preceding the extraprosodic/Coda C is featureless, then /h/ classifier has no effect, as seen in the form below.

dagâsh 'I am black'
    = d - s - h - gâsh
    7 10 11 stem
    thm 1sS cl 'be black'
(109) ... C V C C ... 
  / | |
  n e s "h" \
 /   /
6  coda

This configuration produces a potential problem for Syllable Mapping, since
Since Stray Epenthesis is off at the word level. If [s] is mapped to coda, what
becomes of /h/ classifier which is prelinked to coda? On the other hand, if
prelinked /h/ becomes the coda of the preceding syllable, what becomes of [s]?
I assume that /h/ classifier, because it is prelinked to coda, takes precedence
over [s] and becomes part of the preceding syllable. [s], because it is
unsyllabifiable, is lost by Stray Erasure. This is illustrated below.

B. Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

[ C V ] [ C [ C C ] ] [ C C V (C) ]
  / |
  k' e ts' n s [+SG] ch'è (?)
  L
  \   \  \  \  /  \  \  \
  6 6 6

Recall that the representation of /h/ classifier involves a C slot with the
feature [+SG] which is prelinked to coda. The rule of [+SG] Delinking and
Association has already applied at disjunct/stem domain phonology.

C. Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

[ C V ] [ C V [C V (C) ] ] [ C C V (C) ]
  / |
  k' e ts' n s ch'è (?)
  L
  \  \  \  \  /  \  \  \
  6 6 6 6 6

25 Thanks to Keren Rice for helpful comments on this analysis.
The /s/ of /s/-conjugation is extraprosodic, which allows it to be prosodically licensed without being syllabified. /h/ classifier is prelinked to coda, which allows it to be prosodically licensed.

D. Conjunct Domain and Word Level Phonology

Usually, the first rule to apply in /h/ classifier forms is Compensatory Lengthening. However, at this point the structural description of Compensatory Lengthening is not met. In order for /h/ classifier’s C slot to become a V slot, it must be preceded by a CV syllable. In this case, it is preceded by a C slot (which, although it is extraprosodic and invisible to Syllable Mapping, is visible to phonological rules).

Domain 2 Phonology

L Spread, L Delinking

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
| & C & V & | & C & V & | & \{ & C & V \} \\
| & & & & | & & & & \\
| & k' e & ts' n & L s & ch' è (?) \\
\end{array} \]

L Tensing

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
\{ & C & V & | & C & V & | & \{ & C & V \} & | \\
| & & & & | & & & & \\
| & k' e & ts' n & L s & ch' è (?) \\
\end{array} \] +tense

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
\{ & C & V & | & C & V & | & \{ & C & V \} & | \\
| & & & & | & & & & \\
| & k' e & ts' n & L s & ch' è (?) \\
\end{array} \]

Domain 3 Phonology

No rules apply
Word Level Phonology

Syllable Mapping, Stray Erasure

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
C & V & C & V & C & V & C \\
\hline
| & | & | & | & | & |
\hline
k' & e & ts' & n & L & ch' & è ? \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[+[\text{tense}]\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\slash & \slash & \slash & | & | & |
\hline
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

As explained in A, Stray Epenthesis is off at the word level. [s] does not get syllabified because it is adjacent to a prelinked coda, which is joined to the preceding syllable. Since [s] is unsyllabified and therefore not licensed, it is deleted by Stray Erasure.

Compensatory Lengthening

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
C & V & C & V & C & V & C \\
\hline
| & | & | & | & | & |
\hline
k' & e & ts' & n & L & ch' & è ? \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[+[\text{tense}]\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\slash & \slash & \slash & | & | & | \\
\hline
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

By Compensatory Lengthening the C slot of /h/ classifier changes to a V slot.

Tensing

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
C & V & C & V & C & V & C \\
\hline
| & | & | & | & | & |
\hline
k' & e & ts' & n & L & ch' & è ? \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[+[\text{tense}]\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\slash & \slash & \slash & | & | & | \\
\hline
6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Tensing applies vacuously, since the long vowel is already tense as a result of L

Tensing in Domain 2.

Eventually \[k'ets'anèch'è?\]
3.2.6 Summary

In summary, I have shown that [e] and [ê] have predictable distributions and therefore do not need to be represented underlyingly. I claim that [e] and [ê] represent the change in the quality of the epenthetic vowel when it precedes /h/ classifier or /s/-conjugation. This change in quality can be conceived of as tensing of the epenthetic vowel. In /h/ classifier forms, I analyze tensing as a metrical phenomenon, where tensing results from vowel length. Vowel length is derived by Compensatory Lengthening, where /h/ classifier's C slot becomes a V slot. The /h/ classifier timing unit is posited because /h/ classifier is the only classifier with consistent leftward effects. In /s/-conjugation forms, tensing results from low tone. I have presented the possibility that tensing may also be metrical in /s/-conjugation forms, but the feasibility of this analysis is in question because of the problems inherent in positing a low tone timing unit.

Given an analysis of tensing, the quality of the epenthetic vowel in the conjunct domain is almost entirely predictable. That is, the surface conjunct vowels [a], [i], [e] and [ê] can be derived by syllabification and phonological rules. One conjunct vowel remains to be analyzed: the vowel [a] is the subject of the next section.

3.3 Analysis of Conjunct Domain [a]

Recall the distribution of [a] presented in 3.1: [a] occurs before [x], before [gh] in certain environments, and in 2pS forms. Two questions come to mind regarding the [a] facts: first, how should this vowel be represented?, and secondly, why does it surface only in the aforelisted environments? The answers to these questions are the topics of the following sections.
3.3.1 Representation of [a]

A fully specified representation of [a] includes the following features: [-high, +low, +back, -round, +tense]²⁶. In the analysis I propose, [+back] is the underlying specification of [a]; this is the only value which is crucially referred to by phonological rules prior to complete specification. For a complete listing of underspecified vowel values and redundancy and default rules, see Appendix A.

I assume that 2pS [a] occurs as a result of a backing process which crucially refers to the feature [+back]. How does 2pS receive the [+back] feature? I consider first the derivation of [+back] vowels before the back consonants /x/ and /gh/.

3.3.2 [a] before /x/

3.3.2.1 Representation of /x/

There are two morphemes in the conjunct domain which include /x/ in their representations: position 5 1pO /x/, and position 5 2pO /nx/. Recall that position 5 is the leftmost position in the conjunct domain; conjunct domain syllable mapping begins on the first consonant in position 5 and proceeds rightward, mapping CV(V). 1pO /x/ is therefore always mapped to onset, and Stray Epenthesis never applies to its left. 1pO forms are thus irrelevant to our consideration of epenthetic [a].

2pO forms, on the other hand, always include epenthetic [a], which breaks up the CC cluster /nx/. An example is given below.

²⁶ The tenseness value of [a] is irrelevant to the forthcoming analysis. Within the conjunct domain, no evidence is available which bears on the tenseness of [a]; the patterning of [a] is disjunct prefixes and the stem needs to be explored to argue for or against [a] as [+tense]. Such an exploration is beyond the scope of the present work; therefore, I make no strong claims about the tenseness value of [a].
(110) tänaxale 's/he carries us uphill'
    = tà - nX - gh - le
    l 5 8 stem
    adv 2pO cnj 'handle pl. O'

I propose the following representation of /x/:

(111) /x/: C (= CV tier)
    [+SG] (= feature tier)
    [+back]
    [+cont]

3.3.2.2 Backing Spread

[a] is derived before /x/ by the rule of Backing Spread, given in (112).

(112) Backing Spread

V   C
    /
    [+SG]
    [+back]

This rule spreads the feature [+back] from a consonant marked [+SG] to a preceding vowel. One may ask, why does the rule need to specify that the consonant is marked [+SG]? Is it possible to have a more general backing rule which would apply to all [+back] consonants (i.e. which would apply to both /x/ and /gh/)?27 The answer is no, because the contexts in which [a] appears before /gh/ are more restricted than those in which [a] appears before /x/.

Therefore, a different rule is required for /gh/ forms. The occurrence of [a] before underlying /gh/ is examined in the next section.

---

27 All backing rules, as they are formulated in this section, could apply to /k/ as well as /x/ and /gh/. Since there are no /k/'s in the conjunct domain, there is no reason to restrict the rules to /x/ and /gh/ triggers.
3.3.3 [a] before /gh/

3.3.3.1 Representation of /gh/

There are two cases to consider in studying the presence or absence of [a] in /gh/ forms. The first case is when /gh/ is an onset. In such forms, there is no [a]; Stray Epenthesis applies to insert [a] in a straightforward manner. An example is given in (113).

(113) ṭeqgak'qts ‘they kiss each other’
   - ṭ - gh - k'qts
   5 6 stem
   recip 3pS ‘kiss O’

The second case is when /gh/ is extraprosodic (i.e. when /gh/ is not mapped to onset). In such forms, [a] appears in the epenthetic vowel position before /gh/ and /gh/ does not surface as [gh]. Examples are given below.

(114) täyedachele ‘s/he will carry up him/her’ (Future)
   = tà - y - d - gh - h - che + le
   1 5 7 6 11 stem future
   adv 4 O asp cnj cl ‘handle animate O’

(115) tànaxale ‘s/he carries us uphill’
   = tà - nx - gh - le
   1 5 6 stem
   adv 2pO cnj ‘handle pl. O’

The representation which I propose for /gh/ differs from /x/ only in that /gh/ is not voiceless.

(116) /gh/: C
   | [+back]
   | [+cont]
3.3.3.2 Backing Absorption

To account for [a] before /gh/, I propose a rule of Backing Absorption; this rule is like Nasalization, in that the features associated with a syllable coda are spread to the nucleus, and the coda position itself is lost. Backing Absorption is given in (117).

(117) Backing Absorption

\[
\begin{array}{c}
{+\text{back}} \rightarrow {+\text{back}} \\
\text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} \\
6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

This rule differs from Backing Spread (cf. (112)) in that the former does not include the feature [+SG] and is restricted to tautosyllabic sequences. In addition, (117) is a word level, while (112) applies in conjunct domain phonology.

The derivation for (115), repeated here as (118), illustrates both Back Spread and Backing Absorption.

(118) tānaxaele 's/he carries us uphill'

= tā - nx - gh - le

1 5 δ stem
adv 2pO cnj 'handle pl. O'

Input to Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{t} & \text{a} & \text{n} & {+\text{SG}} & {+\text{back}} & \text{le} & \text{V} \\
\text{C} & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{V} \\
6 & 6
\end{array}
\]

Conjunct Domain Syllable Mapping

\[28\] In the following representations, I suppress the feature [+cont], as it is not relevant to the application of phonological rules.
Domain-Sensitive Phonology

Domain 2: no rules apply

Domain 3:
Back Spread

Word Level Phonology

Syllable Mapping

At the word level, extraprosodicity is turned off; consequently, the conjunct-domain-final [gh] becomes visible to syllable mapping and is mapped to the coda of the preceding CV syllable.
Backing Absorption

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
t & a & n & [+SG] & [+back] & 1 e \\
\end{array}
\]

Eventually \[t\naxale\]

3.3.4 2pS forms

3.3.4.1 Representation of 2pS

One defining property of 2pS forms is that their stem-initial continuants are always voiceless. An example is given below.

(119) ñ'uyâ aťj\[2pS are shy\]

= 'shy' \[stem\]

\[2pS 'be'\]

In this respect, 2pS forms are similar to /h/ classifier forms. The feature which is responsible for stem-initial continuant voicelessness in /h/ classifier forms is [+SG]. It is reasonable to assume that the 2pS morpheme also possesses the feature [+SG] in its representation.

The only other property characterizing 2pS forms is that the 2pS morpheme itself surfaces as the syllable nucleus [a]. Two possibilities for representing this [a] come to mind. The first is a concrete option: 2pS may be represented as in (120).

(120) 2pS: [+back]

\[stem\]

The [+SG] feature would be delinked and spread to the right, causing stem-initial continuant voicelessness. This representation leads to an overall analysis with
high vowels and [a] in the underlying inventory of conjunct vowels; all other vowels are predictable and not underlyingly represented.

I believe this analysis can be improved on in light of the fact that HRB requires the independently needed rule of Backing Absorption given in (117). If this rule could be used to derive 2pS [a], then we could maintain a simpler underlying inventory of conjunct vowels, where only high vowels (/u/ and /i/) are underlyingly present. I opt for this derived [a] analysis, wherein the representation of 2pS is as in (121).

(121) 2pS: [+back]
       [+SG]  
     |  |
    v  c
   /  6

Let us examine this representation tier by tier, beginning with the feature tier. On this tier, 2pS representation is like that of /x/, having the features [+back] and [+SG]. The motivation for these features is straightforward: [+back] is required in order for Backing Absorption to yield [a] in nucleus position; [+SG], as discussed above, is required in order for Delinking and Association to yield voiceless continuants in the stem-initial position.

On the CV tier, 2pS includes an empty V and a C which fits the structural description of Backing Absorption. This C is prelinked to coda on the syllable tier. There are two reasons for prelinking to coda. First, prelinking to coda is required in order for 2pS forms to undergo Backing Absorption. Secondly, prelinking to coda prevents 2pS from surfacing as a syllable onset when it is the only prefix in the conjunct domain. Recall from Section 2 that, barring special circumstances, a lone consonant in the conjunct domain will be mapped to syllable onset by the E.D.C. Thus, prefixes like /s/-conjugation (position 8), /n/
(any position) and /gh/ (any position) alternate between onset mapping and
coda mapping depending on the composition of the conjunct domain. On the
other hand, prefixes like 1sS /s/ (position 10), and, as I claim, 2pS, are
invariably mapped to coda, and are therefore prelinked to that syllable position.

One may ask why it is necessary to posit a separate V timing slot in the
underlying representation, since a V will inevitably be inserted by Stray
Epentheses before the prelinked coda slot. The V slot is necessary to ensure that
2pS is distinctly represented in forms such as (122).

(122) naakwi 
    = na - _ - kwı
    1 10 stem
    adv 2pS 'vomit'

If 2pS consisted only of a single timing slot prelinked to coda, this coda would
be joined to the CV disjunct syllable mapped to /na/:

(123)  na __ kwı
    CVC
    \|/
    6

Coda Absorption would result in the incorrect form in (124).

(124)  *[nakwi]

The representation of 2pS given in (121) is subject to rules of [+SG]
Delinking and Rightward Spread, and Backing Absorption. The application of
these rules is looked at in detail in the following section.

3.3.4.2 A 2pS Derivation

Two rules are relevant to 2pS derivations: [+SG] Delinking and Spread,
and Backing Absorption. The derivation below shows that Backing Absorption
applies straightforwardly. However, [+SG] Spread needs to be examined in some
detail.
The facts concerning [+SG] Spread are that whenever two consonants are adjacent after syllabification, the [+SG] feature on the first consonant always spreads to the second consonant. This is shown in (125).

(125) C    C
        |  
        [+SG]

The only context in which this configuration is possible after syllabification is when (a) the first consonant is the final consonant in the conjunct domain, and as such is either extraprosodic or prelinked to coda or (b) the first consonant is /h/ classifier. Only in these two cases is the first consonant both prosodically licensed and adjacent to a stem-initial consonant. Otherwise, the syllable template demands that all CC clusters be broken up by Stray Epenthesis. An exhaustive list of allowable CC clusters occurring in the restricted context defined above is given in (129); these clusters evidence [+SG] Spread.

(126) CC clusters showing [+SG] Spread

(a) 1ss /s/    +    stem-initial continuant
     /s/-cnj    +    

(b) h-cl    +    stem-initial continuant
     2ps    +    

The combinations in (a) differ from those in (b) in that in the (a) forms, [+SG] spreads but does not delink; in the (b) forms, [+SG] delinks, leaving the /h/ classifier timing unit featureless and the 2pS timing unit with only the feature [+back], thus prepared to undergo Backing Absorption. Therefore, in one version of the [+SG] Spread rule, the extra features in the representation of /s/ (cf. the (a) forms) block delinking; at present, it is not clear what features besides [+SG] are associated with /s/. When the final C is not /s/, [+SG] is both delinked and spread.
In the remainder of this section I derive the verb form in (119), repeated below in (127).

(127) (*uya) aṭṭ '2pS are (shy)'

\[ \text{= } \text{ stem} \quad \text{10} \quad \text{'shy' 2pS 'be'} \]

The derivation is divided into three parts: A. Input to Syllable Mapping; B. Syllable Mapping; C. Domain-Sensitive and Word Level Phonology.

A. Input to Syllable Mapping

```
[+SG]               |
|                   |
v C                  C V (C)
/                    \        o
6 6                  6
```

B. Syllable Mapping

```
[+SG]               |
|                   |
v (C)               C V (C)
| /                 \       o
6 6                  6
```

Stray Epenthesis does not apply because the first timing unit of the 2pS morpheme is V. The rules that follow are [+SG] Delinking (at the domain-sensitive level) and Coda Absorption (at the word level).
C. Domain-Sensitive and Word Level Phonology

Domain-Sensitive Level

[+SG] Delinking

Word Level

Syllable Mapping

At the word level, extraprosodicity is turned off, and the word level template (C)VC is mapped, causing the V and the C of 2pS to be tautosyllabic, and gathering the word-final C into the word-final syllable as a coda.

Back Absorption

Eventually
3.4 Summary

In this section I have argued that the occurrence of most conjunct vowels is predictable. Specifically, the underlined boldface vowels in (128) can all be derived.

(128) (a) \( \text{nà}^2 \text{dàdàdats} \) ‘s/he kicked him/herself’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{5} & \text{7} & \text{11} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{adv} & \text{refl} & \text{der} & \text{cl} ‘kicked’
\end{array}
\]

(b) sònàwàdèskàl \( = \text{sòna} - \text{w} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{kal} \) ‘s/he yawns’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{5} & \text{7} & \text{8} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{adv} & \text{ar1O} & \text{der} & \text{cnj ‘yawn’}
\end{array}
\]

(c) sònàwàdèesìskàl \( = \text{sòna} - \text{w} - \text{d} - \text{'s} - \text{s} - \text{kal} \) ‘I yawn’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{5} & \text{7} & \text{8} \text{ 10} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{adv} & \text{ar1O} & \text{der} & \text{cnj 1sS ‘yawn’}
\end{array}
\]

(d) dègàsh \( = \text{d} - \text{h} - \text{gàsh} \) ‘s/he is black’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{11} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{der} & \text{cl ‘be black’}
\end{array}
\]

(e) tànàxàle \( = \text{tà} - \text{nx} - \text{gh} - \text{le} \) ‘s/he carries us uphill’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{5} & \text{8} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{adv} & \text{2pO} & \text{cnj ‘handle pl. O’}
\end{array}
\]

(f) ts’esènìsat \( = \text{ts’} - \text{s} - \text{'n} - \text{n} - \text{h} - \text{zat} \) ‘s/he woke me up’

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{5} & \text{8} & \text{9} \text{ 11} \\
\text{stem} & & & \\
\text{adv} & \text{1sO} & \text{cnj mode cl ‘wake up’}
\end{array}
\]

The only conjunct vowels whose distribution is unpredictable are position 7 /u/ and position 7 /i/. Examples are given in (129).
Two arguments can be put forward to support the claim that these vowels are underlyingly present. First, they occur in contrastive distribution with the epenthetic vowel; thus, there is no way to predict the quality of /u/ or /i/ as opposed to [a]. To exemplify this, compare (129 a i) with (130), (129 a iii) with (131), and (129 b iii) with (132); in these near minimal pairs, [a] occurs in the same environment as either [u] or [i].
(130)  ajin                        's/he sings'
     = d - yin
     11 stem
     cl 'sing'

(131)  bif ṣaṣeři               'I was sleepy' ('sleep killed me')
     = 'sleep' s - z - 's - n - h - ghį
     5 7 8 9 11 stem
     1s0 der cnj mode cl 'kill 0'

(132)  ḏajį                        's/he is sick'
     = d - jį
     7 stem
     der 'be sick'

The second argument in support of the underlying presence of /u/ and /i/ is that these vowels can occupy non-epenthetic positions; for example, there is no way, given our account of syllabification, for a V slot to be inserted before the first consonant in the conjunct domain, as in (129 a ii) and (129 b i). Thus, these V slots must be present underlingly, and must be marked with the features of /u/ and /i/.

Predictably surfacing vowels should be eliminated from underlying representations. This chapter has proposed a set of syllable-based mechanisms which determine the surfacing of these vowels. The chart in (133) shows the ways in which conjunct vowels are eliminated from underlying representation (UR).
(133) **Non-final conjunct syllable** | **Final conjunct syllable**
---|---
Eliminated from UR by: | Eliminated from UR by:
\(\text{\textit{a}}\) Stray Epenthesis | \(\text{\textit{a}}\) Stray Epenthesis
\(\text{\textit{a}}\) Back Spread | \(\text{\textit{\textit{e}}}\) Template mapping, L
  | Delinking, L Tensing
  | Delinking, L Tensing, C
  | Deletion, Tensing
  | Assimilation
\(\text{\textit{i}}\) | Compensatory
  | Lengthening
\(\text{\textit{a}}\) | Nasalization
  | Backing Absorption

The final three vowels in column 2, \([\text{\textit{e}}], [\text{\textit{i}}],\) and \([\text{\textit{a}}]\), appear to be derived by three different processes. However, Compensatory Lengthening, Nasalization and Backing Absorption are similar in that they effect a change in the coda position of a syllable. I suggest that all the rules involved in deriving \([\text{\textit{e}}], [\text{\textit{i}}],\) and \([\text{\textit{a}}]\) can be collapsed into a general rule of Coda Absorption incorporating two types of absorption:

(134) **Coda Absorption**

(a) \([\text{\textit{(F)}}], [\text{\textit{F}}]\) | (b) \(\text{\textit{v}}\) \(\text{\textit{C}}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OR</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus Coda</td>
<td>Nucleus Coda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(134 a) reads: "A coda position feature is delinked and spread ("absorbed") to the nucleus position of the same syllable" (the coda position timing unit is
thereafter lost). This rule derives [i] when the coda feature is [+nasal] and [a] when the coda feature is [+back]. (134 b) encodes Compensatory Lengthening as a process of Coda Absorption, whereby a coda position consonant is delinked and spread (/"absorbed") to the nucleus position of the same syllable. This process derives toneless [e]. There thus appears to be some uniformity in the processes which derive conjunct vowels: [e], [i] and [a] are derived by the general process of Coda Absorption in (134), and it may also be that L Tensing, which derives [ê], is related to (134 b), Compensatory Lengthening (this possibility awaits further work).

The above analysis, incorporating syllable template mapping and coda position rules, demonstrates the usefulness of applying syllable theory to conjunct domain phonology; the phonetic forms of conjunct domain prefixes can be understood as systematic and largely predictable if viewed in terms of syllabification processes.
Appendix

HRB Vowel Phonemes (underspecified representations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+high]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[back]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[round]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tense]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The feature [+high] is needed to distinguish [i] from [a].
The feature [+back] is needed to distinguish [a] from [e] and [u] from [i].
The feature [+round] is needed to distinguish [o] from [a].
The feature [+tense] is needed to distinguish [e] from [a].

Redundancy and Default Rules

[+high] ---+ [tense]
[+high, +back] ---+ [+round]
[ ] ---+ [-round]
[+back, -round] ---+ [+low]
[+low] ---+ [tense]
[ ] ---+ [-low]
[ ] ---+ [-high]
[ ] ---+ [-tense]
[ ] ---+ [-back]
CHAPTER FIVE

Conclusion

In this chapter I highlight the main findings of previous chapters and put forward areas requiring further research.

1 Findings of Previous Chapters

In Chapter 2, I discuss HRB verb prefixes with respect to function, discontinuous dependencies, and phonological properties. Through this discussion, I conclude that a more detailed analysis of two problems is required. The first problem involves dependencies between discontinuous elements in the verb, while the second problem involves coalescence occurring in conjunct domain prefixes whose underlying forms are consequently opaque. Discontinuous dependencies force us to recognize an underlying, abstract level of verb structure which is vastly different from the surface ordering of prefixes; the coalescence of conjunct prefixes appears arbitrary when viewed from the perspective of the segmental string alone, and challenges us to find a systematic explanation for alternations in prefix forms.

According to a number of Athapaskan researchers (e.g. Li 1946, Sapir and Hoijer 1967, Kari 1979, Rice 1985a, Speas 1984, 1986, 1987, and Saxon 1986) the underlying structure of Athapaskan verbs consists of a discontinuous lexical entry called the verb theme. Derivational prefixes are added to the theme to form the verb base, and inflectional prefixes are added to the base to form the verb form. In Chapter 3 I apply this model of verb formation to HRB.

The underlying structure of verbs in HRB is therefore that which is given in (1).
(1) Underlying structure: inflection - derivation - theme
Prefix position: 10, 6, 5 8-9, 1, 7, 4, 11, 3, 2 1, 2, 5, 7, 11 - stem

I follow the longstanding claim in the Athapaskan literature that the theme is the lexical entry of the verb, and must form a single constituent in underlying structure. I order derivational prefixes according to conjugation choice facts, where conjugation-choosing prefixes (4, 7 and 1) are added before conjugation and mode (8-9). Although not indicated in (1), positions 2 and 3 in derivation are unordered with respect to each other; the reason for this is that they are not involved in conjugation choice, although they may both choose position 11, and are therefore added before 11. Inflection is added last to the verb because of lexical relatedness arguments.

The surface ordering of prefixes, by way of contrast, is given in (2).

(2) Surface structure: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 - stem

Assuming (1) as the underlying structure of HRB verbs requires a mapping protocol to arrive at surface structure. In addition to arguing for the theme-base-form model of verb structure, Chapter 3 develops a proposal for mapping the underlying structure of HRB verbs to Phonological Form. Morphemes in underlying structure are inserted into the phonological word, which is a verb template equivalent to the verb theme. Thus, any phonological material outside the verb theme must be mapped into it. Mapping proceeds from right to left because rightmost prefixes are closest to the template and are therefore the first prefixes visible to mapping. The template is structured as in (3).

(3) 

```
    1,2 5 7 11-stem
```
The branches of the template correspond to the possible positions occupied by thematic prefixes. In addition, the branches correspond to the boundaries of phonological rule domains. I claim that the correlations between theme structure and phonological organization are not serendipitous and merit incorporation into an account of verb morphology and phonology. Mapping to phonology is therefore part of a robust model of morphology, where knowing a little (the structure of the verb theme) results in knowing a lot (the thematic template and the domains of phonological rules).

Mapping proceeds according to insertion frames of which there are only two: an affix is either the head of a domain, in which case it is inserted into the left edge of the domain, or is a non-head, in which case it is inserted into the right edge of the domain. The four domains and their heads are listed in (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>position 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>position 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>position 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>position 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 3 concludes with a comparison between the proposed model and two other models: Lexical Morphology as applied to Sekani in Hargus (1988), and a model of phonologically-based insertion as applied to Navajo in Speas (1987). I argue that the proposed model is superior to Lexical Morphology on the grounds that the latter fails to capture important generalizations and stipulates extrinsically ordered word-formation rules which are not required in the proposed model. I show that a model of phonologically-based insertion which could work for a language like HRB is not available at present, and that the model remains unclear in some of its details.

One section of Chapter 4 is devoted to accounting for why disjunct prefixes and the stem have similar phonological properties, while conjunct prefixes, which
on the surface are located between disjunct prefixes and the stem, have different phonological properties. The findings of Chapter 3 are used to show that disjunct prefixes, which are derivational and constitute “chooser” positions, are added to the theme before most conjunct prefixes, the majority of which are “chosen” derivational prefixes or inflectional. Phonology is therefore done on the [disjunct prefix - theme] string before conjunct prefixes, which show different phonological properties, are added to the theme.

The focus of Chapter 4 is conjunct domain phonology. I propose underlying forms for those morphemes which show alternations and I analyze the phonological processes which these morphemes undergo. I argue that the behaviour of conjunct prefixes can be shown to be systematic if most conjunct vowels are considered to be epenthetic. I propose an analysis to account for the predictable distribution of these vowels.

The first part of this analysis uses syllabification to account for why some prefixes alternate in form between [C], where C is a coda, and [CV], where C is an onset. I propose first that a CV template, which forms Onset-Nucleus syllables, is mapped across the phonological string, so that conjunct consonants are typically mapped to onset. The syllable template requires that every onset have a nucleus, so an epenthetic vowel is inserted to complete the syllable when there are stray consonants. Mapping of the CV template and stray epenthesis account for the occurrence of the [CV] form of alternating conjunct prefixes.

It is shown that there are only two environments which allow codas: (i) the final syllable in the conjunct domain, and (ii) the final syllable in the word. I propose that consonants at the right edge of the conjunct and word domains are extraprosodic; extraprosodicity is turned off at the word level, at which point a CVC template, which forms Onset-Nucleus-Coda syllables, is mapped across the word. Formerly extraprosodic consonants are mapped to coda.
Applying extraprosodicity without exception to the conjunct domain overgenerates codas. Therefore, two conditions which restrict extraprosodicity are proposed. The first is the Empty Domain Condition, which blocks extraprosodicity when there is only one consonant in the conjunct domain. The Empty Domain Condition is assumed to be part of Universal Grammar, and is therefore cost-free. The second constraint is that domain heads are always mapped to onset, thus blocking the extraprosodic status of a position 7 C which is final in the conjunct domain. A final restriction on extraprosodicity is that position 6 Cs are never extraprosodic; I suggest that position 6, which is in domain 3, is not at the right edge of the conjunct domain because of the presence of the bracket separating domains 2 and 3 of the conjunct domain.

The epenthetic vowel surfaces as either [a], [e], [ê] or [a]. The distributions of all of these vowels are predictable. [e] and [ê] are tense vowels which surface as a result of compensatory lengthening before [h] classifier or as a result of the presence of low tone. [a] surfaces before back consonants as a result of spreading of the feature [+back] to the epenthetic vowel slot. This analysis assumes that the underlying form of the 2pS morpheme includes a back consonant.

The major result of the phonological analysis in Chapter 4 is that conjunct domain vowels are shown to be largely predictable. Therefore, most vowels do not need to be underlyingly represented.

2. Areas for Further Research

One of the intriguing questions posed by the HRB data, as discussed in Chapter 1, is the way in which HRB differs from attested Beaver dialects. In many ways, as I claimed in the first chapter, HRB is more similar to McLeod Lake Sekani than to Doig River Beaver. It is therefore an important, and, in view of the
decreasing numbers of native HRB speakers, urgent, task to survey and document the linguistic patterning of the entire Beaver- and Sekani-speaking region.

One of the themes of this dissertation is the relation of morphology to phonology, both with respect to the correlation in the thematic template between thematic positions and phonological rule domains, and with respect to the phonological similarities of disjunct prefixes and the stem (which are morphologically close together at an early stage of mapping) in contradistinction to the unique phonology of conjunct prefixes. I thus consider the interaction of HRB morphology and phonology to be highly significant. This interaction needs to be explored in other Athapaskan languages. Questions such as the following can be posed regarding these other languages: Is there an equivalence between rule domain boundaries and thematic positions? What evidence is there for other phonological structures such as the foot template proposed for Navajo (Speas 1987)? Would the adoption of such structures provide insight into phonological rule application?

With respect to phonology, I have shown that by adopting a syllable template and extraprosodicity, a set of phonological alternations which are puzzling at first glance are simplified and become less arbitrary. However, as Chapter 2 demonstrates, there are other alternations in both the conjunct domain (e.g. perfective and optative mode allomorphy) and the disjunct domain that require detailed analysis. I suggest that syllable template phonology is a very promising framework for understanding what is going on in these alternations. As a result of this type of research, we can be persuaded that Athapaskan languages need not be characterized as linguistically bizarre, but are rather as systematic and regular in their properties as more familiar and highly researched languages.
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